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1. Executive Summary
I believe there is a continued risk to Darfuris in all areas of Sudan. The conflict, and continued
persecution is still highly ethnicised, in Darfur, where a wide body of evidence shows certain tribes
are associated with rebel movements. Security actors are emboldened by a power vacuum in the
regime precipitated by a retreating peacekeeping force, and routed opposition forces. A return to
large-scale conflict is possible.
The ethnicised repressive behavior of security actors extends to Khartoum, where certain tribes
suffer discrimination due to imputed political opinion. This has been particularly obvious during
current and ongoing protests across the country, which bear the hallmarks of the Government’s
attempt to scapegoat Darfuris following the 2008 JEM attack on Omdurman. The current protests
treble the risk to any Darfuri being returned at this moment.
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There are well-evidenced cases of post-return abuse, which indicate that ethnicity, low profile, and
simply being a failed asylum seeker is enough to open a returnee up to arrest, interrogation, illtreatment, torture, or worse, on arrival. However, there is a need for a better system of post-return
monitoring that can document these cases, and hopefully mitigate future instances.
2. Basis of expertise
I am Maddy Crowther, Co-Executive Director of Waging Peace. I have been working at this Sudanfocused organisation since September 2014, and worked in a volunteer capacity for the organisation
on and off for several years prior to this. Before starting at Waging Peace I was in largely unrelated
roles, though studied African politics as part of my degree in Politics, Psychology and Sociology from
Cambridge University.
My role at Waging Peace is to oversee our research and reports, external communications, and
support offered to lawyers handling Sudanese asylum cases.
I have personally commented on dozens of individual cases involving claims for asylum or
humanitarian protection from Sudan, including by attendance at court, where my evidence has
broadly been accepted. In 2018 I served as an expert witness for the Country Guidance case on Nuba
ethnicity, producing written evidence 1 as well as attending court. I have also increasingly been asked
by other European states to input to their Sudanese country information and policy guidance. For
instance, I was asked to contribute to the report released by the Belgian Office of the Commissioner
General for Refugees and Stateless persons (CGVS) in February 2018, receiving citations
throughout.2
I am the author of many of Waging Peace’s publications covering a wide range of issues in Sudan:
‘Risk to LGBT communities and HIV sufferers in Sudan’ (2015) 3
‘Rape in Darfur - A History of Predation’ (2015) 4
‘Mental health in Sudan – the psychiatric and psychological infrastructure’ (2016)5
‘The UK’s involvement in the Khartoum Process as it relates to Sudan’ (2016) 6
‘Recent cases of post-deportation risk’ (2017)7

Waging Peace, ‘Risk to individuals from Nuba Mountains in Sudan’, March 2018, accessed online 14.01.19
http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/waging-peace-report-for-nuba-country-guidance-case-march2018.pdf
2
Office of the Commissioner General for Refugees and Stateless persons, ‘COI Focus – Sudan – Risk on return’,
February 2018, accessed online 15.01.19
https://www.cgra.be/sites/default/files/rapporten/coi_focus_sudan._risk_upon_return_1.pdf
3
Waging Peace, ‘Risk to LGBT communities and HIV sufferers in Sudan’, 2015, accessed online 17.01.19
http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/Briefing_-_LGBT_issues_in_Sudan.pdf
4
Waging Peace, ‘Rape in Darfur – A History of Predation’, November 2015, accessed online 17.01.19
http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/Rape_report_v.3b_web.pdf
5
Waging Peace, ‘Mental health in Sudan – the psychiatric and psychological infrastructure’, 2016, accessed online
17.01.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/Mental_health_in_Sudan__the_psychiatric_infrastructure.pdf
6
Waging Peace, ‘Response to Parliamentary inquiry on UK-Sudan relations hosted by APPG on Sudan’, 2016,
accessed online 17.01.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/Waging_Peace__Article_1_submission.pdf
7
Waging Peace, ‘Recent cases of post-deportation risk’, 2017, accessed online 17.01.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wpcontent/uploads/pdfs/Post-deportation_update_January_2017.pdf
1
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‘Peacekeeping cuts – a decision for Darfur’ (2017)8
‘State of the World’s Emergencies’ (2017) 9
‘Risk to individuals from Nuba Mountains in Sudan’ (2018) 10
‘Recommendations on post-deportation monitoring in Sudan’ (2018) 11
‘Submission to Human Rights Committee’ (2018) 12
Not included above are the dozens of briefings I have produced as part my role as organiser of the
UK-Sudan working group. This is a group of 30+ organisations, consisting of the UK branches of the
major international non-governmental organisations and humanitarian agencies working on or in
Sudan. It was formerly convened by an organisation dedicated to conflict prevention, Crisis Action, 13
but I have managed it over the past 3 years. The group serves as a single point of contact for
stakeholders including the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO), the US State Department,
European External Action Service (EEAS), journalists, and academics. The working group has
produced briefings on topics as diverse as the US decision to lift sanctions, EU spending on migration
management in Sudan, the downsizing of the peacekeeping mission in Darfur. We also host
approximately 12 meetings a year with key policy-makers.
Waging Peace is a non-governmental organisation (NGO) formed in 2004 to document and respond
to human rights abuses in Sudan. Together with its sister charity Article 114 Waging Peace also works
closely with the Sudanese community in the UK, with a focus on those made most vulnerable by the
immigration system. Waging Peace and Article 1’s shared mission is to support Sudanese refugees
to build meaningful lives in the UK. This contributes to our vision of a Sudanese-British community
contributing to local and national life in UK while working for an inclusive, diverse, and peaceful
Sudan.
Waging Peace has been able to source substantial evidence on post-return risk, particularly, but not
exclusively, when individuals are rejected asylum-seekers and have engaged in sur place activity.
Our reports on this are ‘The Danger of Returning Home’ (2012)15, ‘The Long Arm of the Sudanese
Regime’ (2014)16, and ‘Recent cases of post-deportation risk’ (2017)17, and contain between them
UNA-UK, ‘Peacekeeping cuts – a decision for Darfur’, 2017, accessed online 17.01.19
https://www.una.org.uk/peacekeeping-cuts-–-decision-darfur
9
Bond, ‘State of the World’s Emergencies – Sudan’, accessed online 17.01.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wpcontent/uploads/pdfs/state_of_the_worlds_emergencies_2017_-_sudan.pdf
10
Waging Peace, ‘Risk to individuals from Nuba Mountains in Sudan’, March 2018, accessed online 14.01.19
http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/waging-peace-report-for-nuba-country-guidance-case-march2018.pdf
11
Waging Peace, ‘Recommendations for returns and readmission discussions at 5 th round of Strategic Dialogue’, 2018,
accessed online 17.01.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/waging-peace-recommendations-onreturns-and-readmission-procedures-april-2018.pdf
12
Waging Peace, IRRI, SOAS, ‘Sudan’s compliance with its obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights in the context of mixed migration from, and to, Sudan – 124th session of the Human Rights Committee
– Review of Sudan’s State Party report’, September 2018, accessed online 16.01.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wpcontent/uploads/2018/09/joint-submission-to-human-rights-committee-sudan-september-2018.pdf
13
www.crisisaction.org
14
www.article1.org
15
Waging Peace, ‘The Danger of Returning Home’, September 2012, accessed online 14.09.19
http://wagingpeace.info/wpcontent/uploads/pdfs/pdf/Exclusives/2012_09_THE_DANGER_OF_RETURNING_HOME.pdf
16
Waging Peace, ‘The Long Arm of the Sudanese Regime’, September 2014, accessed online 14.09.19
http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/The_Long_Arm_of_the_Sudanese_Regime_-_COMPRESSED.pdf
17
Waging Peace, ‘Recent cases of post-deportation risk’, accessed online 14.09.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wpcontent/uploads/pdfs/Post-deportation_update_January_2017.pdf
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dozens of testimonies of individuals targeted on return to Sudan. Their conclusions form part of the
Home Office’s reporting on the country via its latest country policy and information notes, receiving
citations throughout.
Waging Peace is currently listed as the only organisation able to assist with post-return monitoring
on a relevant online forum, 18 and as such I regularly field enquiries from European, or increasingly
also global, organisations concerned for individual returnees, or seeking information on the issue at
large. I have also engaged the Home Office and FCO specifically on the issue of post-return
monitoring best practice, and hope to establish a more formal process in future.19 The need for this
is discussed in a dedicated section in this report.
Our 15 years of dedicated work on the country means Waging Peace has established regular contact
with Darfuri groups, as well as a wider cross-section of the diaspora and civil society, both in the UK
and Sudan. For instance, I run a WhatsApp group connecting 70+ of the major Darfuri and other
community leaders in the UK, who can filter my requests for information, contacts, and
opportunities to their larger networks. In this way I feel I have good visibility into the circumstances
of the estimated 50,000-strong Sudanese community in the UK.
This also means I am able to fact-check information. As such, I have sometimes had cause to contact
the Home Office regarding potentially fraudulent methods being used by individuals to obtain
asylum as Sudanese nationals, instead specifying the correct persons and procedures that
community and tribal groups are using in order to prove ethnicity, or affiliation with a political party
or rebel movement. I did so most recently on 7 November 2018, providing updates on both a tribal
group and rebel movement. I have a personal, as well as professional, commitment to ensuring that
the asylum procedure is robust.
In short, I work from a solid position of trust with policy-makers, politicians, academics, journalists,
the Darfuri community in the UK, and on the ground in Sudan, so are am uniquely placed to collect
information on the topics under consideration in this report.
3. Methodology
As an expert, I am aware of my responsibility to provide a balanced assessment of the issues under
consideration. I have made every attempt to familiarise myself with a variety of viewpoints,
including close assessment of the UK Home Office’s November 2018 report following a Fact-Finding
Mission to the country20 (FFM report), which I comment on in a dedicated section and also
throughout the report when relevant.
I have consulted widely for this report, drafting and sending a letter (see section 9a) seeking input
to a variety of sources, consisting chiefly of organisations or individuals with known expertise
Rights in Exile Programme, ‘Sudan Post-Deportation’, accessed online 15.01.19
http://www.refugeelegalaidinformation.org/sudan-post-deportation-monitoring%20
19
Waging Peace, ‘Recommendations for returns and readmissions discussions at 5 th round of Strategic Dialogue’, April
2018, accessed online 14.01.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/waging-peace-recommendationson-returns-and-readmission-procedures-april-2018.pdf
20
Home Office, ‘Report of a fact-finding mission to Khartoum, Sudan – Conducted between 10 to 17 August 2018’,
November 2018, accessed online 15.01.19
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/759280/Sudan__FFM_report_2018_-_NAD-returns.pdf
18
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operating inside Sudan. A total of 19 responses were received (see above list), and are quoted in full
in the section 9 below. As most responses were received via email, small formatting changes have
been made to allow for readability, but responses were otherwise left as received, so spelling and
grammar errors are included.
a. Identification of sources
In choosing who to approach, I prioritised those individuals named and quoted in existing Home
Office reporting, and most particularly the FFM report,21 but also drew on the recommendations of
the UK-Sudan working group. I also prioritised organisations with operations on the ground in
Sudan. In short, I approached an authoritative and respected group of Sudan commentators with
various backgrounds and areas of expertise, including individuals also consulted by the Home Office.
I sent out a standardised letter (see section 9a) to all individuals approached for input, dated 22
November 2018, though copies of the letter were sent on different dates to different individuals,
depending on when they were first identified as a potential source. In some instances, those I
initially approached then forwarded this letter on to other individuals or organisations that they had
identified for additional input. A full list of those who provided responses is included in the contents.
A list of those approached for comment, but who declined or did not respond, is not included, as
these individuals did not give their consent to be named in this report.
In addition, in this report I draw on the observations made during a trip to South Sudan undertaken
in November-December 2018, outlined in a separate section below. I also draw on external sources
where relevant.
b. Report structure
The report is primarily structured around 5 main questions I asked my respondents:
• What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in Darfur?
• What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What is your view of the
reasonableness of the assertion that an individual can relocate to Khartoum from either
elsewhere in Sudan, or internationally?
• What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in Sudan on the basis of their
ethnicity, and that they suffer discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance
concerning access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious freedom?
• What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan via Khartoum
International Airport, including the impact of any immigration or security measures? How
does this vary among groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on
Emergency Travel Documents?
• How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the British Embassy
Khartoum? Has this relationship changed in recent years?
c. Terminology
It should be noted that references to Khartoum refer to ‘Greater Khartoum’ throughout’, also
encompassing the cities of Omdurman and Khartoum North.

21

Ibid
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Many respondents used the language of deportation in referring to returns to Sudan. I have kept
this language as received, though I understand that they are referring to forcible return not
proceedings to deport criminal offenders. Many use the language of deportation in a general way,
but I am aware that in immigration law ‘deportation’ has a more specific meaning.
I declare that to the best of my knowledge, all information contained herein is true and accurate. A
fuller statement is on page 55.
Signed:

Maddy Crowther
18 January 2019
4. Update following trip to South Sudan
As an organisation based in the UK, with a small team and budget, travel to the region is not regularly
possible for us. I prioritised this trip with the research goal of upcoming Country Guidance cases
relating to risk on return for both Nuba and Darfuri ethnicities. However, I decided against a trip to
Khartoum itself due to Waging Peace’s profile on human rights issues, which would likely have
precluded our chance of obtaining a visa. I strongly suspect this to be the case as we have been the
topic of several disparaging media articles drafted by Sudanese Embassy staff in London, notably
and most recently the media attaché (letter included at Annex A). I am also aware of other
organisations that document human rights abuses in Sudan finding their visa applications repeatedly
rejected, for instance Amnesty International.
Instead I, along with my fellow Co-Executive Director, Sonja Miley, traveled to the camps housing
refugees from the Nuba Mountains at the border between Sudan and South Sudan, notably Yida,
Ajuong Thok, and Pamir, hosting a combined 126,000 refugees between them according to the
Samaritan’s Purse Area Coordinator. My travel dates were 27 November to 4 December 2018, with
6 of those days spent in the camps themselves.
I have already reported back to the Tribunal as a witness in the Nuba Country Guidance case in
relation to this visit. However, I take the view that there is a parallel between the situations of both
Nuba and Darfuris, parallels drawn at length in my report for the Nuba case.22 I also support the
opinion of Dr Enrico Ille in the FFM report, that these groups are better understood as a shared
category using the more general term ‘Westerner’ (gharāba), referenced in the FFM report by Dr
Enrico Ille (1.7.6). So, while I recognise that the refugees I interviewed are not Darfuris, I believe the
conversations I had are instructive as to the nature and lived experience of Sudan’s internal conflicts
and resulting refugee flows.
While near the Sudan border, I spoke to a wide variety of sources, from the Yida camp chairman; to
the staff and beneficiaries a local organisation we support which organises sports activities for youth
Waging Peace, ‘Risk to individuals from Nuba Mountains in Sudan’, March 2018, accessed online 14.01.19
http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/waging-peace-report-for-nuba-country-guidance-case-march2018.pdf
22
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in Yida, called Green Kordofan (https://www.greenkordofan.com); to women waiting in line during
General Food Distribution; children and adults walking around the camps; as well as those in
positions of leadership among rebel group the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement-North (SPLMN).
Everyone I spoke to told us that they did not want to return to the Nuba Mountains due to fears
that conflict could recommence at any point. While there I was told by camp residents that their
relatives and friends still in the Nuba Mountains, and chiefly those in rebel-controlled Kauda, had
witnessed a fly-over of Sudanese government aircraft, including an Antonov bomber, in recent days.
I was also told of sightings of Sudanese government troops near border areas. Many expected a
return to conflict following the expiration of unilateral ceasefires on 31 December 2018. A journalist
we met in the camp has provided additional reporting on this, saying government troops are
amassing at “kudugli, farshaya, laszraq, Dalami, Tolodi, Abujubeia Dalanyi and karasana”. 23 Neither
the SPLM-N nor the Sudanese government have reaffirmed their commitment to a ceasefire, even
on a unilateral basis, in recent weeks. Instead, both factions of the SPLM-N (under both Malik Agar
and Abdel Aziz al-Hilu) have expressed their support for the protests which have engulfed Sudan
since 19 December 2018 (discussed below) in written statements. Many I spoke to forwarded the
argument that the only reason they understood a ceasefire had initially been introduced by the
Government of Sudan (GoS) was because of the economic crisis that had beset the country, as well
as the US government’s insistence that Sudan end its internal conflicts in order to achieve first the
October 2017 lifting of economic sanctions, and second the country’s removal from the State
Sponsors of Terrorism List. With an end to even this ceasefire of convenience, the region is formally
back in war time.
There seems to be no viable political process that will end this state of affairs. Most recently, even
the stalled but still nominally active African Union High Level Implementation Plan (AUHIP) led
process has hit a stumbling block, after the failure of a December 2018 meeting to hold any
substantive talks at all with and between the body representing the major opposition and rebel
groups, the Sudan Call. These groups are now widely expressing their dissatisfaction with the
process itself, and the stewardship of AUHIP lead Thabo Mbeki. 24 In testimony provided to me, the
head of the National Umma Party UK and Ireland chapter, Mohammed El-Ansari, was also critical of
the government’s position: “NCP showed very carless attitude toward the peace process and refuse
to meet Sudan call in Addis Ababa between 16 – 18 December 2018 as their internal policy preferred
military solution.”
Western government representatives have been quick to single out the SPLM-N for their
intransigence in negotiations, centring on the fact that both factions have so far refused to make
concessions with GoS about the nature and origin of humanitarian provision. GoS is adamant that
all provision should be cross-line, whereas the SPLM-N have argued for multiple access. A solution
was thought to have been found when the US agreed to broker access, and check any cross-line
goods, but the SPLM-N still refused. It was only in meeting Nuba refugees on the ground that I
understood that this view had popular backing - no one I spoke to said they would trust food or
medicine that had had any association whatsoever with GoS.

Tashrah News, ‘Khartoum Plan’, 28.11.18, accessed online 14.01.19 at
http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article66770
24
See Gibril Ibrahim, ‘The AUHIP needs to revisit its modus operandi’, Sudan Tribune, 15.12.18, accessed online
14.01.19 http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article66770
23
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The conditions in the camp were poor - food distribution was delayed and food stocks were empty
when I arrived; water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) facilities were being phased out; and there
were few formal programmes in the camp aside from those provided by Samaritan’s Purse, with
whom I stayed, and Médicines Sans Frontières, as well as the smaller sports project Waging Peace
facilitates (and for which my colleague Sonja Miley is a trustee). This diminished humanitarian
provision is due to a long-running dispute between humanitarian actors and GoS. GoS argues that
the camp’s proximity to the border is a threat to their territorial integrity, in that it serves as a
potential way-station for rebel forces and their families. They would prefer these refugees to be
moved to the Ajuong Thok and Pamir camps some distance away, and humanitarian agencies are
following suit, regularly bussing people from Yida to Ajuong Thok, a process I witnessed first-hand.
Despite this, many residents of Yida are adamant that they will stay and cultivate a life there, even
if there is no external assistance from which to benefit.
When flying in and out of Juba I had the luck of meeting with Dr Tom Catena, a US surgeon working
in the Nuba Mountains, and who fed into my March 2018 report on risk to Nuba individuals, for
several hours on 29 November 2018. We spoke broadly about the conditions on the ground. He
spoke about the fact that his hospital facility has been bombed 2 times. He also said that the people
on the ground were more committed than ever to independence, even if it took 100 years to
achieve. He also added that the context of a new peace in Sudan, nominally brokered by Sudanese
President Omar Al-Bashir, could make life more difficult for the Nuba people, as South Sudanese
President Salva Kiir has been tasked with bringing the two SPLM-N factions back together, and
opposition and rebel leader Riek Machar has always been understood to be hostile to the Nuba
cause following the Nuba’s decision to back Kiir during earlier splits in the movement.
I also met with Amar Amun, the Secretary-General of the SPLM-N Al-Hilu faction, on 5 December
2018. He described to me that the conflict against the Nuba Mountains, including of its citizens
elsewhere in the country, constituted a “double apartheid”, from both a racial and religious
perspective - if you are not Arab and a Muslim then you are a second class citizen. He also confirmed
that he had seen GoS troop movements in recent days, as well as aircraft fly-overs, as mentioned
above.
5. Security and humanitarian situation in Darfur
a. Conflict intensity
Respondents had mixed views on the relative intensity of conflict in Darfur in recent years. Some
said it was the same, or even worse, than at the recognised height of the Darfur conflict. For
instance, Salih Mohammed Osman, Vice-Chair of the Darfur Bar Association, said, “The security and
humanitarian situation in Darfur is still more worst than it was in the year 2007”. Similarly, Nagla
Ahmed, Acting Executive Director of human rights monitor Huqooq, said, “The security and
humanitarian situation in Darfur, remained dire, with widespread violations of international
humanitarian and human rights law.” She also listed human rights abuses which Huqooq had
reported during the month of September 2016. Overall these describe the arbitrary beatings, arrest
and detention of 3 individuals; wounds and injuries sustained by at least 2 individuals; and the killing
of 8.
Further and more recent specific attacks are listed by NGO C, whose name has been withheld for
security reasons, who said, “we know that there have been attacks by Janwajeed forces this year
9

that have all but obliterated at least 6 villages and destroyed food sources. On March 21, Janwajeed
militia attacked and destroyed and entire villages in Darfur. They are Feana, Bali, Ustane, Kumbar,
Fokokusse, Hillatkabir, Nyamsa, Korkodoma, Ketto, Dulda, Hillat Alkirro, Nanyunga, Suwer, Sugfeana
(market place in Feana) and Burobasi.”
An additional example was given by Osama Mahmoud, Head of Communications for the Darfur
Union in the UK. He mentioned the Government shelling of a village named Fojo, on the outskirts of
Golo in the Jebel Marra on 15 June 2018 (which marked Eid), killing 3 individuals, as part of a
campaign of aerial bombardment. 25
In addition, Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network pointed to the concentration of fighting in the
Jebel Marra, saying there were “16,000 displaced since September 2018”. He suggested such
fighting is likely to intensify given public statements about the planned elimination of rebel groups:
“Khartoum is trying to get rid of of SLA-AW forces in Jebel Marra, as claimed by the leader of RSF in
Nov 2018, in which he promised “the elimination of the rebels of the Sudan Liberation Movement
led by Abdul Wahid Nur in Jebel Marra area within three months.””
Hala Al-Karib, a Sudanese activist addressing inequalities and women's rights in Sudan and the Horn
of Africa, says, “The security situation in Darfur is fragile, particularly in rural Darfur and among IDPs
living around the urban centers across the region.”
Many, however, were keen to point out that large-scale violence has reduced, and the conflict
intensity has therefore diminished. David Drew MP, Vice-Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group
(APPG) for Sudan and South Sudan, says, following a trip undertaken by APPG members to Sudan,
and Darfur specifically, in September 2018, “It was clear from our visit to Sudan that the conflict in
Darfur has changed from large-scale mobilisation to low-level insecurity and instability, with spikes
of intercommunal violence. Outside of the Jebel Marra region, there are few examples of open
fighting, largely due to the fact that the Government is now in almost complete control of the
region.”
Many respondents share his view that this reduction in conflict intensity can be attributed to more
comprehensive Sudanese Government control of the region. NGO B, whose name has been withheld
for security reasons, says, “Security improvements in Darfur are largely due to the decrease in
conflict between the Government forces and the armed opposition groups, notably due to the
success of the Government’s aggressive and indiscriminate counter-insurgency strategy over the
years.”
Others also point to the signing of unilateral ceasefires by both the Government and armed
movements. Netherlands-based peace organization PAX said, “On a security level, the situation in
Darfur is relatively stable given the Government of Sudan (GoS)’s extension of a ceasefire in Darfur,
Blue Nile and South Kordofan, and the reciprocal agreements made by SLM-MM, SLM-TC and JEM.”
b. Security actors

Darfur Union in the UK, ‘Civilians of Fojo, Western Darfur Received Eid by Shelling from GoS’, 18 June 2018,
accessed online 16.01.19 https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2018/06/18/darfur-union-in-the-uk-civilians-of-fojowestern-darfur-received-eid-by-shelling-from-gos/
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Many caveated their statements about conflict intensity with a description of the new dominance
of certain security actors in the region, whom they accuse of engaging in ethnicised predatory
behavior, emboldened by Government-sanctioned immunity.
Chief among these was the Rapid Support Forces (RSF), described by Mosaab Baba from the Ayin
Network, as “Janjaweed 2.0”. This is a description of the incorporation of former Janjaweed militia
fighters into this new armed movement, subsequently absorbed into the Sudanese Armed Forces
(SAF). Their technical inclusion in SAF also ensures their continued immunity for crimes committed
in Darfur, despite the provisions of United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1556 to
disarm, demobilise, and apprehend these forces. 26
David Drew MP, on behalf of the Sudans APPG, said, “[…] for the average Darfuri, the situation
remains highly unstable. Government-sponsored militia such as the Rapid Support Force are still
present across Darfur but now operate under the umbrella of the Sudanese Armed Forces. The
terrible human-rights record of the RSF has been well documented by Human Rights Watch and
others, but it is routinely deployed by the Government in Darfur as well as in response to recent
protests across Sudan.”
Similarly, Sudan expert A said, “The situation is still pretty bad. The territory is now largely controlled
by the Rapid Support Forces, as our now officially labelled most of the “janjawid” Arab militias. There
behaviours are still particularly abusive over non-Arab civilians. They operate checkpoints on the
roads where they asked for taxes from travelers. They have also been extending their occupation of
non-Arab customary land, including recently on zones they had been unsuccesfully trying to occupy
even before the war in Darfur, such as Malam al-Hosh in northern Darfur.”
It was argued by respondents that the RSF’s behavior still exhibited predation on certain ethnicities.
Some attribute this to deliberately ethnicised Government recruitment practices. Hala Al-Karib, the
women’s rights advocate, said, “Militarization of pastoralist tribes still happening. Persecution of
non Arabaized native tribes educated youth who refuses to affiliate themselves
/collaborate with the regime is prevalent .” Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network added, “Law
enforcement has become tribalized as well, with outfits such as Border Guards, RSF, and PDF - with
the government mainly recruiting Arab tribes (Rizegat, Maaliya, etc).” He further points out this has
a long history, as “a reflection of Khartoum’s policies that stretch back as far as the Mahdiya days.”
One notable exception, noted by Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK, is the
recruitment of Darfuris of all backgrounds to fight as Sudanese mercenaries on behalf of Saudi
Arabia in Yemen.27 This was further substantiated by the New York Times following an investigation
it undertook, which additionally found widespread use of child soldiers, constituting between 2040% of the estimated 14,000-strong force there.28 The understanding is that marginalised groups
are recruited to fight abroad to mitigate the risk of public backlash following high casualty figures.
In exchange, the Sudanese Government obtains financial and diplomatic capital from Saudi Arabia.
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This predominantly ethnicised recruitment drive continues to ensure the conflict is divisive, even
where abuses can be described as criminality or banditry. NGO B provided an example of what this
looks like in practice, “Though the changing conflict dynamics have improved the security situation,
Darfur remains hugely troubled by Banditry and other criminal elements organised amongst
primarily ethnic lines competing over resources (gold, land etc). Militias empowered and supported
by the Government of Sudan continue to act with impunity. Such militias were recruited by the
Government of Sudan as they were viewed as a cheap means through which to engage the armed
opposition. The militias not only received financial support, weapons, military support and
intelligence, they were also permitted to engage in acts that would bolster their own socioeconomic positions in relation to other ethnic groups and in order to address perceived historical
grievances. Such acts included: raiding livestock; grazing livestock on farmers’ lands; kidnap;
extortion; occupying settled territory and driving out the former inhabitants; looting; and indeed
any other act in as much as they did not threaten the Government of Sudan. The above continues
on a daily basis, largely again along ethnic lines, through the threat or the use of force. This ensures
Darfur remains insecure and fragile. It further serves to reinforce the notion that though conflict has
decreased, the effects of conflict continue to afflict Darfuris.”
This continues to ensure that certain ethnicities are perceived as being associated with opposition
or rebel forces, and remain liable to be persecuted and attacked for this reason. Sudan expert B
said, “Security forces often assume that people from particular ethnic communities are part of the
opposition.”
NGO B adds, “There have been numerous examples of retreating Government forces – whether
Rapid Support Forces, Border Guards or other less institutionalised militia – targetting settlements
presumed to be loyal to the armed opposition by sheer virtue of sharing a common ethnicity. These
attacks take the form of livestock raids, destruction of property, sexual violence, looting and so
forth. The ferocity of such attacks often correlate with whether the force in question were defeated
by the armed opposition with increasing losses resulting in increasing acts of revenge on the civilian
population.
“Sexual and gender based violence remains the norm. Testimonies express strong evidence that
women from typically “African” groups are targeted by men from typically “Arab” ethnic groups.
The attacks furthermore often include ethnic and racial slurs indicating the “African” women are
nothing more than slaves or that they are lucky to be raped by an “Arab” man.”
The response of Hala Al-Karib, women’s rights advocate, supports the view that “Sexual violence
based on our work in North Darfur is quite rampant.” A specific example was shared by Osama
Mahmoud of the Darfur Union in the UK, who mentioned the case of 3 sisters raped outside Zamzam
IDP camp on 30 April 2017, involving the death of one, and serious wounding of another. The
attackers were shielded by their local sheikh when confronted. 29
Our own reporting on this topic supports this conclusion. We drafted a report titled ‘Rape in Darfur
– A History of Predation’30 in November 2015, drawing on 77 first-hand testimonies. We wrote:
Darfur Union in the UK, ‘Yet Another Horrific Murder and Rape Crimes in Tawila, Darfur. Forced Displacement of
40000 Civilians in the Province’, 13 June 2017, accessed online 16.01.19
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2017/06/13/darfur-union-in-the-uk-yet-another-horrific-murder-and-rape-crimesin-tawila-darfur-forced-displacement-of-40000-civilians-in-the-province/
30
Waging Peace, ‘Rape in Darfur – A History of Predation’, November 2015, accessed online 16.01.19
http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/Rape_report_v.3b_web.pdf
29
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“Ethnicity is a key component of the attacks. Often the attackers explicitly mention the victim’s
ethnicity during the rape, using words such as “Nuba”, “slaves”, “dirty”, “blacks”, and “animals” to
humiliate their victims. The language used during the incidents further indicates that ethnicity is a
politicised concept, with certain groups associated with rebel or opposition activity. “Tora Bora”,
slang for anti- government Darfuri rebels, is a common insult used by attackers in conjunction with
comments about race. Similarly, some accounts mention that the term “displaced” was used as a
slur to suggest a perceived opposition allegiance.”
Many respondents claimed that the RSF and other security actors were emboldened in such
behavior because of Government-sanctioned immunity for such acts. Mosaab Baba from the Ayin
Network said, “There is no accountability for what these forces do, and all the eye-witness accounts
point towards these forces as the main cause of instability.” Salih Mohammed Osman from the
Darfur Bar Association believes, “Absence of International monitors created conducive environment
that emboldened perpetrators to continue violations against innocent civilians up to this moment
using the absence of the rule of law and regality of the ex instance of the culture of impunity”.
NGO B adds, “Underlying the banditry and human rights abuses is the impunity with which militias
and Government forces operate. Government forces, including militias held at arms length, are
issued with ID Cards that grant immunity for all acts conducted in the line of their work. Their work,
in reality, extends to any actions undertaken by the person or force in as much as they do not target
or threaten the Government.”
The picture painted is of a highly ethnicised conflict, where the withdrawal of substantial armed
opposition forces, and formal immunity granted to the remaining Government security actors, has
enabled the arbitrary use of force against certain ethnic groups with perceived associations to rebel
elements.
c. Fate of returnees
Many respondents mentioned the particular targeting of those individuals that attempt to return to
their home areas in Darfur following displacement.
Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars, Sudan experts, and authors of substantial field
research cited at length below, said, “new displacement continued and those already displaced
faced ongoing attacks. There is no reason to believe that this has improved.”
Nagla Ahmed from Huqooq monitoring group wrote, “Although the government has launched its
campaign in Darfur in order to increase the number of the returnees from different internally
displaced camps to their origin villages, however, witnesses have confirmed that the security
situation is dire in the region and caused mainly by roaming militiamen, Rapid Support Forces and
armed herders who used to attack displaced returnees, there are number of reports of attacks by
militiamen against returnees…”. She mentioned 2 specific examples. Firstly, on 29 September 2016,
the former commissioner of Baida locality in West Darfur state, a Dago tribe chief, and member of
the voluntary return committee, Gamal Ahmed Abd Aljabar, was executed in front of his house in
Nyala, with the perpetrators escaping in an unmarked vehicle. In addition, in March and April 2018
there were several attacks on displaced persons and returnees: in March militiamen under the
leadership of Ibrahhiim Abubaker assaulted villagers in Lamena, in the Abu Sakin area, kidnapping
3 individuals. And many who attempted to return to their farms in Tawila in North Darfur
encountered armed herders who instructed them to leave.
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This highlights the extent to which land rights are central to this dynamic. Mosaab Baba from the
Ayin Network said, “confiscation of land occur regularly, with no solutions from the state.” Similarly,
NGO B adds, “Most of those that do return either find their homes and lands occupied by the militias
that displaced them, or find themselves displaced again shortly after.”
This has led to a reluctance on the part of many cross-border refugees, or IDPs, to return to their
home areas. In some instances, they have to be forced. Olivia Bueno, Interim Executive Director of
the International Refugee Rights Initiative (IRRI), said, “Although the government of Sudan has tried
to tout the return of internally displaced persons as a signal that stability is returning, IRRI research
in 2014 found that although some were returning, this was generally a result of the dismal
humanitarian situation in IDP camps, rather than a signal of improving conditions in the areas to
which they were returning. And indeed, many were returning to worrying situations in which they
were essentially paying off new occupants of their land to return under exploitative conditions.31
Although our research is now several years old, there are indications that this situations persist. Just
in the last month, there were reports that some "returns" were effected simply by renaming IDP
camps to villages and that militiamen have burnt a mosque built by returnees in protest of the
return.32”
NGO B added to this assessment: “IDPs continue to face a bleak existence in Darfur with little
prospect for large-scale returns. Over the last few years donor fatigue has settled into Darfur as a
consequence of the protracted nature of the conflict(s). This has left funding shortfalls amongst UN
agencies resulting in a cut of rations amongst other things. At the same time IDPs are only able to
engage in livelihood activities at often great risk. Bandits and pro-Government forces target IDPs
engaging in economic activities such as firewood gathering, farming and so forth, as they view IDP
activity as a threat to their new found supremacy and material gains during the conflict(s).
Furthermore, the deteriorating economic situation in Sudan is impacting negatively upon IDPs.
These three factors combine to create a difficult environment for IDPs – whether in terms of physical
or economic security.”
PAX also said, “…we are hearing stories of Darfuri migrants in Chad being forcibly sent back from
UNHCR camps to Darfur, where they face violence.” And Ayin Network’s Mosaab Baba shared a
report and video demonstrating “the forced relocation of IDPs and the violence they face”.33
These tensions have spilled over in IDP camps across the region. Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur
Union in the UK shared an example from Kalma IDP camp in South Darfur, which erupted into
violence when Sudan’s President Omar Al-Bashir decided to visit in September 2017 but was faced
with demonstrations by the camp residents.34 On 22 September, government forces, including the
RSF, NISS, SAF, and the police, opened fire with live bullets, and the use of a helicopter gunship, on
IRRI, ‘“It is a joke.” – Ongoing conflict in Sudan’s Darfur region and controversies over “return”’, July 2014,
accessed onlin 16.01.19 https://www.refworld.org/publisher,IRRI,,SDN,53c8b10d4,0.html).Although
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Rights in Exile, ‘News on countries of origin’, 1 January 2019, accessed online 16.01.19
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peaceful protestors, killing at least five and wounding dozens more – for instance at least 29
individuals, including four boys under the age of 18, received gunshot wounds.35 Other forceful
incursions into IDP camps have occurred, for instance at Khamsa Degeig in Zalingei, Central Darfur,
in May 2018, resulting in 1 death and several injured.36
In my view there is ongoing persecution of Darfuris in Darfur. I am glad to see this reflected in the
FFM report, the Executive Summary of which reads, “The government and its proxies perceive young
non-Arab Darfuri people in the IDP camps as likely to be in opposition to it and potential rebels.” On
the balance of evidence provided to me, and as detailed below, I believe this persecution extends
throughout the country, and notably in Khartoum.
d. Potential of return to large-scale violence
Many respondents were keen to highlight that the security situation has not stabilised, and that
there were factors that made a return to large-scale violence likely in coming months and years.
Chief among the destabilising factors mentioned was the drawdown, and potential exit, of the
United Nations-African Union hybrid operation in Darfur (UNAMID) in July 2018. 37 I was particularly
worried to read the comments of the Second Political Secretary at the British Embassy in Khartoum
(BE Khartoum) in the FFM report that the removal of all peacekeepers will be complete by June
2020. This process is formally pending the UN’s assessment of the Government’s performance
against various benchmarks as specified by the Secretary-General. This benchmarking process is one
to which the UK-Sudan working group I convene has inputted via several meetings and briefings
with the FCO throughout 2018, so it is worrying to hear that the Second Political Secretary views the
exit of UNAMID as a foregone conclusion.
David Drew MP, on behalf of the Sudans APPG, and following a trip to Darfur undertaken in
September 2018, said, “The Government is also attempting to accelerate the withdrawal of the
UN/AU Mission in Darfur (UNAMID). This withdrawal is having a highly destabilising effect on the
region as UNAMID’s role extends far beyond maintaining the peace, into rule-of-law training for
local police forces, security for humanitarian convoys, and human-rights monitoring across the
region.
“We found genuine fears from peacekeepers and Darfuris alike that the withdrawal of UNAMID
could precipitate human rights violations by the Government, with the international community
powerless to monitor or protect Darfuris if necessary.”
Sudan expert B added that the “UN has decided to downsize its mission there, and may be
downplaying the extent of the conflict.” The peace organisation PAX agreed, saying, “… the
international community seems, unrightfully so, intent on portraying Darfur as safe and stable.” It
ACJPS, ‘Deadly force used to disperse protest against Sudanese President at Darfur IDP camp’, 28 September 2017,
accessed online 16.01.19 http://www.acjps.org/deadly-force-used-to-disperse-protest-against-sudanese-president-atdarfur-idp-camp/
36
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Central Darfur’, 21 May 2018, accessed online 16.01.19 https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2018/05/21/darfur-unionin-the-uk-the-prosecution-of-our-people-through-out-sudan-by-the-gos-will-never-deter-the-masses-from-pursuingjustice-the-killing-of-student-awad-allah-abbaker-adam-invasion-of-idp-c/
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continued, “This relative stability has prompted UNAMID to initiate a staggered withdrawal from
Darfur, the timelines of which appear overly optimistic. A hastened withdrawal without fully
addressing the long-term peace and humanitarian needs in the region could significantly alter the
security dynamics.”
NGO B added, “Due to political and budgetary pressures, UNAMID appears to be departing Darfur
over the next few years regardless of whether the situation improves. Though UNAMID has been
legitimately criticised for failing to exercise its mandate, it is still considered by Darfuris to be an
instrumental body in guaranteeing at least some level of security in Darfur. Many IDPs credit it with
saving their lives simply by virtue of its presence and, though inadequate, its reporting
requirements.
“UNAMID’s inevitable departure will result in a major international vacuum in Darfur. This vacuum
may be exploited by various militias and political leaders that harbour further territorial and
material gains in not only Darfur and Sudan, but in neighbouring regions. This threatens further
regional destabilisation, particularly with respect to Chad.”
Some pointed out that the absence of rebel movements within Darfur itself just meant they had
retreated across border lines. This may give them the opportunity to re-group, re-arm, and launch
new offensives in future years. NGO B said, “Consequently, the Justice and Equality Movement
(JEM) led by Gibril Ibrahim and the Sudan Liberation Army led by Minni Minnawi (SLA-MM) have
little to no presence in Darfur, and are instead mostly residing in Libya and/or South Sudan working
as mercenaries or otherwise are involved in illicit and criminal activities. Should they use this time
to regroup and grow, and should the situation in Darfur become more permissible, then they may
return to Darfur to continue their armed resistance.”
Some additionally suggested that the Government’s disarmament campaign would be an ongoing
source of tension within and between communities, that has the potential to tip the scales towards
large-scale violence, as it was viewed by rebel movements as an attempt for the “consolidation of
power for government-aligned militias”, according to Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network. He said,
“The targeted disarmament campaign that happened last year, along with the gradual withdrawal
of UNAMID have only made matter worse for citizens.”38 39
PAX said, “…the GoS’ disarmament campaign has now entered into its second phase and has led to
the deployment of large numbers of RSF troops in Darfur, leading to heightened insecurity and
armed clashes particularly in Jebel Marra.”
The situation in Darfur is not stable, and worse, this is occurring at a time that the bandwidth of the
international community, and its on-the-ground actors in the form of UNAMID, are preoccupied
with departure. The ability for external actors to adequately respond to a change to conflict
dynamics in the region is limited, as is their visibility into the conflict without UNAMID’s vital
reporting and monitoring functions. This state of affairs further compounds the issue of the
impunity for Government security actors, described in the previous section.
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6. Viability of internal relocation to Khartoum
As stated in summary by Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK, “One does not have to
be physically in the Darfur region to experience persecution.” Many of our respondents were most
immediately preoccupied with current and ongoing protests in Sudan when drafting their responses,
and keen to highlight particular targeting of Darfuris within this context, so I start this section with
a description of the incidents in question.
a. Current protests
Wide-spread protests started in Sudan on 19 December 2018, in the northeastern town of Atbara,
but quickly spread to other riverine cities, normally the stronghold of the ruling party and related
elites. The protests were catalysed by the rising cost of living, and particularly the increasing cost of
bread. Sudan is suffering an acute economic crisis, with inflation as high as 139% a year. 40 However,
demands go further than the economy, with protestors now calling for the removal of President
Bashir from office, and the transfer of power to a transitional, sovereign council. This has been
expressed by the popular slogan ‘tasgut bass’ meaning “it [the Government] must fall”.
The protests have been met by fierce resistance. In just the first 5 days of protests, there were 37
deaths, after live ammunition, and even sniper fire, was used.41 Attacks have been heavy-handed,
with security forces even targeting hospitals treating the wounded. Protests on 9 January in the city
of Omdurman killed 3 individuals.42 The wounded sought treatment at Omdurman Teaching
Hospital, which was subsequently invaded with soldiers using live ammunition, and tear gas.43 2
individuals, a doctor and a child, were additionally killed on 17 January 2019. 44
Similarly there have been hundreds of arrests, even according to Government figures, which stood
at 816 on 7 January 2019 according to the Interior Minister.45 On social media, those protesting have
indicated that the jails were full, as they describe being given beatings and then set free rather than
detained, and this fact is corroborated by some individuals saying they have seen 1,000 people
arrested in a single day.46
It is also to be noted that one of the FFM report’s interviewees, Siddig Yousef, member of the central
committee of the Communist Party, was himself arrested on 27 December 2018, as part of the
crackdown on current protests.
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The tactics used within detention are characteristically brutal, and there have already been deaths
in detention, notably of student Abderrahman Asadig. His family have requested an autopsy to
query the official story that he drowned after finding evidence of severe beatings, including multiple
traumas to the head.47
Visibility into the protests is difficult. The security takes tough action against anyone seen to be
reporting. For an example of such an encounter, you can see the work of renowned journalist Yousra
Elbagir, who described on Twitter the way in which armed national security officers threatened her
after witnessing her use a camera phone, forcing their way into her vehicle and confiscating
belongings. She wrote, “Heavy force is being used INDESCRIMINATELY towards anyone filming or
seen as an observer. They don't want the world watching.” 48
However, activists have been skillful at avoiding Government internet shutdowns (discussed under
6c), still managing to distribute videos and images of the protests. I personally have received dozens
of hours’ worth of video, showing heavy-handed brutality used against protestors, or those simply
in the vicinity of protests. I discuss several particularly egregious examples under section 6b.
Many are speaking of these protests as qualitatively different from earlier ones, including those as
recent as those in January 2018, in that they have spread across the country and to all sectors of
society. Nonetheless, the repressive tactics being used by the Government bear a striking
resemblance to those used following the Justice and Equality Movement’s (JEM) 2008 attack on
Omdurman and resulting reprisal arrests of Darfuris.
Namely, Darfuris are again being used as scapegoats, and accused of instigating the uprising on
instructions from foreign agents. This was a fact supported by many of our report respondents,
namely Huqooq’s Nagla Ahmed; Olivia Bueno from IRRI; Koert Debeuf from the Tahrir Institute for
Middle East Policy Europe (TIMEP); Mohammed El-Ansari, head of the National Umma Party UK and
Ireland chapter; Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK; Salih Mohammed Osman from
the Darfur Bar Association; Sudan expert B; NGO B; and human rights lawyer Mohaned Elnour.
Many respondents mentioned a specific incident in Sennar State. NGO B explained, “Darfuris are
also used as a scapegoat for the Government. During recent protests, young Darfuri men have been
arrested and forced to confess through torture their alleged involvement in saboteur cells. This is
used to discredit the protests and to attempt to justify the death of protestors at the hands of the
security services. Darfuris detained are accused of being members of the SLA-AW, trained by the
Israeli Mossad, and deployed to protests in order to cause trouble. In one example a group of 32
Darfuri students at the University of Sennar were arrested, transferred to Khartoum, beaten, and
paraded on television as the group behind the arson attack of the National Congress Party (NCP)
Headquarters in Atbara, a claim that has been widely discredited. Another group of Darfuris were
paraded on television with a wide array of weapons and forced to confess to membership of
sabotage cells.” I include a picture shared with me on WhatsApp of this incident at Annex B. It is
clear to me from this image that these gentleman are Darfuri.
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Nagla Ahmed from Huqooq had a slightly different account, whereby, “the government launched a
heavy hand campaign targeted university students from Darfur and arrested more than 45 students,
killed one(Salih Yaqoub Omer) during a raid on their residents home in Aldroshab area in Bahri City,
and others arrested from their house in Sinnnar- Aldivaghah neighborhood in Sinnar state and Jabal
Awlyaa suburb in Khartoum, among them casual workers, the authorities broadcast recorded videos
on the national TV of the students confessing to the public that they trained to kill, burn and destroy
public and private properties, the government accused them of being trained in Israel, following
Sudan Liberation Movement SLM leader agendas and are responsible for on-going protests and the
killing of people. It has been reported that these students have been subjected to torture and/or illtreatment whilst in detention to forcibly confess the government claims. Now these students are
facing great risk to their lives.”
Another account from Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK reads, “… during the
ongoing uprising in Sudan, and on the eve of Boxing Day, 2018 Bashir regime National TV has shown
a group of Sudanese students in detention, looked as they have been beaten up by the government
secret service. A false statement was given to one of them, Mekki, who was later identified as the
chairman, and he was forced to read the statement claiming that him and his colleagues are part of
a “group that are sent to cause havoc and cause trouble across Sudan”. Again this is not new, it is
part of ongoing fabrications against the the Sudanese students who dare to speak up, particularly
those from Darfur and other marginalised areas. This aim of the government is to utilize this story
to cause a break on the fabric of the demonstrators; divide and rule and to link anything that’s to
do with burning places to certain sect of the society.49”
And finally, human rights lawyer Mohaned Elnour, suggested that during this incident one of the
gentlemen in question was even killed: “Recently in December 2018, after protests took place In
Sudan,
32
non-Arab
Darfuris
were
arrested,
and
one
was
killed
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-46700525 [article in Arabic - rough translation Annex C].
They have been paraded in front of the media and reportedly accused of being trained in Israel,
having different agendas and responsible for on-going protests. It has been reported that they have
been subjected to torture and/or ill-treatment whilst in detention.”
Salih Mohammed Osman from the Darfur Bar Association says: “Current events confirmed that
government policies remain as weapons against innocent civilians from Darfur where students are
arrested detained and already concocted through Media that they were trained in Israel to come
wage the current popular uprising”.
Sudan expert B added, “Khartoum is very volatile at the moment. The government is hesitating
about deploying massive force against protests. Part of its strategy is to blame people from areas of
armed conflict in Sudan - including people from Darfur. The government is likely to intensify its use
of racist ideology in order to divide opponents and maintain control.”
To many of our respondents, this incident epitomises the regime’s discrimination towards Darfuris,
which is heightened at moments of political crisis. Olivia Bueno from IRRI summarised this as, “In
the context of the recent protests, Darfur colleagues in Khartoum have informed us that Darfuris
have been more susceptible than others to arrest and have been particularly vulnerable to
Darfur Union in the UK, ‘List of Detained Sudanese Students from Sinnar University’, 26 December 2018, accessed
16.01.19 https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2018/12/26/darfur-union-in-the-uk-a-list-of-detained-sudanese-studentsfrom-sinnar-university/
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mistreatment while detained (interview with Khartoum colleague, 3 January 2018). Similar
phenomena have been reported by the Sudan Democracy First Group, which has reported both on
discrimination in the context of the recent protests and over the longer term. 50”
Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK suggests violence may have been used more
readily against Darfuris: “shoot to kill has been used many times where students and people of
Sudan from Darfur were involved. Purely due to their ethnicity, because it is less of a worry from
the government point of view.”
Sudan expert B puts the Government’s response in wider context: “The current disturbances in
Khartoum have shown clearly that the state adopts a policy of discrimination against ordinary
Darfurians as part of its urban security strategy.”
In response, however, the protestors have refused to break ranks, clearly disbelieving this fabricated
story of a Darfuri plot. In days following groups have been chanting “we’re all Darfur” at protests.51
Some even extend the notion of current heightened risk levels more generally to those returning to
Sudan, forcibly or voluntarily, from abroad. Koert Debeuf from TIMEP said, “The current protests in
Sudan against the regime will make the situation of returning Sudanese even more precarious and
dangerous. The regime will become even more paranoia with people who have a possible
connection with the opposition and with people from Darfur or African tribes.” Mohammed ElAnsari, head of the National Umma Party UK and Ireland chapter, even goes so far as to admonish,
“how darfur people treated after DEC uprising which will make it for the home office very clear”.
It is my opinion that the Government’s response to these protests has similarities to their response
to their reprisals against the Darfuri community following JEM’s 2008 attack on Omdurman. I
therefore feel it is doubly the case that now is not a safe time to return Darfuris to Khartoum, or
Sudan more widely.
b. Arbitrary exercise of power
One recent incident from the protests also throws into sharp relief the arbitrary exercise of power
by security forces in the capital. In a video that turned viral, a visibly young-looking boy is beaten by
security officers in the back of a pick-up truck on 13 January 2019. 52 This, in addition to the above
described storming of a Omdurman Teaching Hospital, are clear indications that the self-same
impunity such forces enjoy in Darfur also strengthens their hand in Khartoum and beyond to act in
ways that may not serve general security functions, but may originate in interpersonal rivalries or
disturbances, and/or without adherence to rules and laws governing their action. It is unclear what
vital police or other functions are served by the beating of a child, or targeting of a medical facility.

Sudan Democracy First Group, ‘Tales of the Tombstones – The Discrimination Against Sudanese Students from
Darfur in Sudanese Universities – Denial of the Right to Education – Denial of the Right to Life’, accessed online
16.01.19 https://gallery.mailchimp.com/7acabab6ae470b89628f88514/files/124ae4e6-7b96-48f7-a55ed3d44fc0f102/darfor_st_en_cov.pdf
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In a similar vein, NGO C mentions an incident in which “some members of government security and
military institutions” were guilty of “attacks on young men who were beaten, and their hair was cut
the RSF elements in Khartoum state. Activists circulated photos and videos of some militiamen
beating youth and cutting their hair.” Again, it is unclear what value this can hold from a strictly
security-based perspective, and is far more likely to arise from a desire to humiliate and intimidate
individuals due to personal motivations.
Several respondents were keen to highlight the shared characteristics between the RSF in Darfur
itself and in Khartoum. Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network said: “RSF has taken on duties of the
police, even in Khartoum. This has significantly increased the risk to youth in general, and for
Darfuris in particular (familiar foes).” He earlier said, “Although the immediate physical threat to
Darfuris used to be reduced in Khartoum, the violations have now become intensified due to RSF
having a large presence in Khartoum.”
It is to be recalled from NGO B’s testimony, quoted above, that “Government forces, including
militias held at arms length, are issued with ID Cards that grant immunity for all acts conducted in
the line of their work. Their work, in reality, extends to any actions undertaken by the person or
force in as much as they do not target or threaten the Government.”
David Drew MP said, on behalf of the Sudans APPG, added, “Independent reports have confirmed
that the power of the National Intelligence and Security Services to act independently of the Rule of
Law and Due Process enables widespread and often arbitrary repression.” And Koert Debeuf from
TIMEP commented specifically: “One characteristic of the Sudanese regime is its unpredictability.
Some Darfuris who move to Khartoum have been living in peace ever since. Others have been
questioned by the police.”
The image we are left with is one where the exercise of power by Government forces is essentially
omnipotent, omnipresent, and arbitrary, and in which any and all practices by security forces are
condoned if they at least nominally serve the repressive aims of a Government which is
overwhelmingly paranoid about challenges to its authority.
In fact, the law has been changed to prevent scrutiny into the practices of the security services. They
enjoy impunity for abuses under the terms of the 2010 National Security Act (2.2.10), as well as
further constitutional amendments passed in 2015 which give NISS sweeping powers of arrest and
detention without judicial oversight and immunity for abuses. They are actually able to hold
someone for 4 and a half months on this basis, as opposed to the 3 months mentioned in the FFM
report (3.3.5, 3.3.18). 53 And I have additionally heard of cases where, without a family to push for
someone’s release, individuals have simply been left languishing in cells. Security actors also benefit
from the freedom of behaviour guaranteed by an ongoing State of Emergency in 9 out of 18 states
of the country (3.4.5).
The impunity afforded to security services means there is a limit to what we can determine through
a consideration of Sudan’s written or stated laws and practices. Often, more immediate or even
interpersonal concerns may dictate the action of security forces. This explains the seeming
contradictory behavior of security actors at times, and limits our ability to judge who precisely will
be at risk according to a matrix of ‘risk factors’.
Page 21, Amnesty International, ‘Sudan: Agents of Fear: The National Security Service in Sudan’, 19 July 2010,
accessed online 18.01.19 https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/AFR54/010/2010/en/
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Nonetheless, as a category, being of Darfuri ethnicity increases the likelihood of discrimination
amounting to persecution, or rather the likelihood of being subject to Government repression. The
fact that some Darfuris may have escaped such persecution can be said to amount to no more than
luck in a security situation characterised by the omnipotent, omnipresent, and arbitrary exercise of
state power.
c. Surveillance
One form of discrimination suffered by Darfuris is their targeting for surveillance and monitoring
activities, including within the diaspora. This is already a broadly accepted fact in Home Office
reporting, and I welcome the fact that the UK FCO official quoted in the FFM report cites an estimate
of 70% of Sudan’s budget is spent on security, encompassing monitoring activities (5.1.2).
Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars were forthright in their assessment that surveillance,
and resulting restrictions on freedom of movement for Darfuris, was a primary driver of migration.
They wrote, “They [Darfuri groups] may come under surveillance, especially if they live in IDP camps
in Darfur, are university students and/ or political activists. If and when they come under
surveillance, their movements are likely to be restricted by the security services. Some are ordered
to report regularly to security. Teenage boys may be asked, and put under pressure to spy on their
relatives and community. Many young Darfuri men interviewed for the research inside Sudan cited
arrest, surveillance, harassment and intimidation as the primary reason for wanting to leave Sudan.
Those who had already left, interviewed in Europe, similarly cited those factors as their primary
reason for leaving.”
NGO C commented that “… in Khartoum the Sudanese government will always make surveillance.
// Khartoum is Sudan. However, the open violence against civilians will be carried in a different
manner. There may not be military raids against Darfurians in Khartoum. Burning of houses and
lootings are not reported from Khartoum. But, Darfurians live in Khartoum in hide. Khartoum itself
is not safe. The NISS has strong networks in the capital and make a follow up on all Darfurians who
live in Khartoum. Those who managed to cover their identity and hide can relatively escape the NISS
torturous treatments. Otherwise, Khartoum cannot be declared a place to relocate for their
safety. The NISS operate both in Darfur and Khartoum similarly. The difference is the Janjaweed’s
sporadic and indiscriminative attacks.”
More specific insight is given by Pieter Smit, a Netherlands-based Sudan expert. He suggests that
the reason for any surveillance seems to be specifically “aimed at ending or preventing any, often
imaginary, humanitarian or family support to conflict area's.” This tactic is informed by training
undertaken by security forces that teaches “that humanitarian assistance and urban-rural family
and business links increase rural assets, and allow the 'terrorists' to beg or tax such assets and hence
survive longer. It is clear that Sudan's security apparatus is aware and acting on this.” He suggests
that in the minds of security actors, the relevance of urban-rural links would have been sharpened
by JEM’s surprise military assault in 2008.
In Pieter Smit’s estimation, this financial aim also extends to the Government’s micro-management
of the Humanitarian Aid Commission (HAC) which has oversight of the humanitarian operations in
the country as a whole, with the aim of blocking the delivery of aid, a fact supported by the
International Criminal Court (ICC), which determined that indictee Ahmed Harun’s oversight of HAC
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was a factor in the state’s ability to “block the delivery of aid, expel relief staff, deny visas and travel
permits to aid workers.”54
He then outlines case studies of surveillance of Darfuris in Khartoum: “Two persons that I
interviewed separately both hail from Darfuri parents and lived (almost) their whole live in
Khartoum area, speaking Arabic without Darfuri accent. They claimed (in my professional opinion
believe-worthy) to be interrogated and severely abused for many weeks by security agents (NISS).
Their statements matched each other, and (in my non-professional opinion) by many scars on their
bodies. They apparently were treated in this way for organizing or being present in a non-political
charity meeting, to decide on requests for very small grants or loans from destitute family members
in or coming from Darfur. Their cases show that 1: The security organizations are well informed even
about meetings with Darfuri family members only, 2: Any consideration given to requests for
humanitarian assistance from destitute family members in Darfur, is sufficient reason to arrest and
severely abuse persons for many weeks. The purpose may be to install fear and hence stop any
money flows from Khartoum-region to Darfur.
“All three [another Nuba individual was mentioned] men had in common that they had never been
in the 'native area' where their parents came from (Darfur, Nuba Mountains) and that they did not
identify with, let alone were active with opposition groups. They were (allegedly) arrested and
tortured, for organizing tiny amounts of humanitarian assistance, or for what their business might
do in the future for opposition groups they were seen as ethnically related to.
“Apparently, the Sudanese security apparatus aims to preclude and repress any connection (real,
imagined and even potential) between Sudanese in Khartoum area, and their kin in Darfur or Nuba
Mountains. Likely, the same counts for people in Khartoum, related to families in other conflict
area's.
“The same will like count for relocatees from Darfur into Khartum-region: They might be seen as
having even stronger links with people inside the conflinct zones.”
Further evidence of the reach of security services is their comprehensive coverage of mobile and
telecoms networks. During the current protests the Government was able to engage in extensive
internet censorship aimed at suppressing public demonstrations. One of the chief culprits was ZainSDN, which is primarily Government controlled. 55
The intensity of surveillance sets Sudan apart, underlining the extreme steps it will go to root out
opposition. The Second Political Secretary at BE Khartoum is unequivocal: “NISS do monitor the
diaspora for rebel activities, many people in the UK report to the Sudanese. Sudan has a big
monitoring / reporting culture – the regime is paranoid. However, as rebel influence diminishes, the
government’s interest in them declines.
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“The Sudanese government lobbies the UK, claiming that there are many rebels in the UK, ask the
UK to kick them out. SLM-MM has members in London, MM’s brother is in London. JEM also in
London. The government is tapped into the diaspora.” (5.2.1)
In our own research and first-hand experience, we have found that surveillance of the diaspora is
near-constant, and we agree that this is because the UK is seen as a particular target due to the
reach of opposition and rebel forces here, and large population, estimated at 50,000-strong.56 We
have released several reports which support the assertion that the diaspora in the UK is heavily
monitored. For instance, in 2 reports from 2007 and 2011 we outline how the Sudanese Embassy’s
re-documentation interview process serves as a way to gather information on the diaspora and its
activities.57 58
These reports documented instances where individuals were intimidated or threatened during
questioning with Sudanese officials, who asked questions clearly in excess of that required to obtain
travel documentation or verify nationality, for instance the whereabouts of family members back
home, and jobs held in country. The twelve testimonies in our 2011 report also document instances
of threats and bribery. We strongly suspect no officials from the then UK Border Agency were
present during such interviews and so able to monitor these breaches of conduct.
We have no reason to suspect such practices have changed. We regularly speak to individuals invited
to interview in the Sudanese Embassy who are absolutely terrified by the prospect. Many simply
refuse to attend, despite knowing the potential negative repercussions for their cases, due to a wellfounded fear that they will be intimidated during such meetings, and that information obtained will
be used against them should they be returned, against their family if they remain in Sudan, or even
lead to adverse consequences in the UK-based community.
In later reports we found evidence that evidence gathered on the activities of the diaspora is used
against individuals on return to Sudan. In one notable instance, a woman was presented with a
long lens image of herself at a London coffee shop on arrival into the country.59
We are aware of recent instances in which our activities are monitored by Sudanese Embassy staff,
or informers in the community itself. For instance, a demonstration we helped diaspora groups to
coordinate on 30 June 2018, which marched from the Sudanese Embassy to Number 10 Downing
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Street, was the topic of editorials within Sudan itself, which the media attaché at the Sudanese
Embassy in London penning an article criticising our handmade banners. (Annex A)
Still other of our events or trainings, for instance trips we have arranged to Parliament for individuals
keen to meet and engage their MPs, or meetings held at our offices in Vauxhall, have even seen
attendees accosted by individuals possessing knowledge of their security history in Sudan, being
told things like “we know what happened while you were detained”. In one instance, the family
members within Sudan of someone who attended one of our events were approached by NISS and
questioned about the activities of their relative. While it would be desired that we could provide
more details about such instances, like names and locations, I remain concerned that doing so would
open these individuals up to further harassment.
The reach of security actors in Khartoum is not to be under-estimated, and their interest can extend
to even supposedly harmless activities like small financial grants made to relatives, or attending a
meeting with an organisation the Government views as hostile. We are told that virtually the only
way to minimise your risk of surveillance is to find a safe place, ideally not the house of a close
relative, and put oneself under self-imposed house arrest, as well as limiting online communication.
This is particularly true in instances of return to Sudan, discussed further below.
d. Discrimination
Most respondents agreed that Darfuris were subject to discrimination. Several highlighted the
reprisal attacks against Durfuris following JEM’s 2008 incursion into Omdurman as a key example
and perhaps even a turning point in their targeting.60 For instance, Olivia Bueno from IRRI says that
since 2008 “human rights reporting has consistently indicated that Darfuris are vulnerable to
discrimination.” She added, “It is IRRI's understanding that Darfuris face widespread discrimination
on the basis of their ethnicity.”
Furthermore, Salih Mohammed Osman from the Darfur Bar Association said, “Darfuris from the
above mentioned groups [Fur Zagawa Masaleet Medop and Barty] were always targeted since2003
under allegations that rebel groups belong to them threats increased after Gem invasion of
Omdurman in 2008 When thousands of Darfuris were arrested on vague grounds as a leading
Defence lawyer I can recall how the courts and laws were used as weapons against innocent civilians
from Darfur”.
Similarly, Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars argued, “Darfuris of ethnic groups
associated with the rebellion (Zaghawa, Fur, Masalit and others) face risks in Khartoum as well as
Darfur, in particular following the JEM attacks on Khartoum in 2008.”
i)
High profile Darfuris
Many respondents commented specifically on the number of Darfuris in positions of power in
Sudan, but argued that their appointment does not mean that discriminatory attitudes no longer
prevail. Sudan expert B said, “The state has made progress in appointing Darfurians to senior
positions in the state - but Darfur remains a deeply polarized place, and these senior Darfurians
may not enjoy broad and deep constituencies of support in Darfur or among displaced Darfurian
populations.”
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Similarly, PAX said, “Darfuris, including non-Arabs, are represented in Sudanese government and
media offices but these positions effectively amount to window dressing while the majority of
Darfuris co-opted by the government are mobilised by the security services and deployed in progovernment training camps.”
This chimes with what I have heard from other sources anecdotally. In a conversation with a
Sudanese consultant on 8 November 2018, drawing from their experiences in the Ministry of
International Cooperation in the run-up to the 2011 referendum on southern independence, it
was explained that often power can be subverted by a shadow system of governance, wherein
under-secretaries who report directly to the National Intelligence and Security Services (NISS)
wield more power than the Ministers they seemingly serve. Appointments are made for show,
or to strengthen systems of patronage. All power is reserved by Bashir and his inner circle, one
which he has tried to strengthen at this time of political and economic crisis through a series of
cabinet upheavals.
In discussions with a prominent human rights defender in September 2018, they furthermore
described that Darfuri or Nuba in high positions of power are viewed with intense suspicion by
others from their community, who believe they will have had to demonstrate in some form that
they renounce their heritage. In another comment from my meeting with SPLM-N Secretary
General Amar Amun, he said: “no one will ever become President of Sudan unless they throw
away their skin and religion and say ‘now I’m an Arab’.”
ii)
Racial vs. tribal identity
On balance, ethnicity was understood to be relevant to discriminatory practices, though there
was a distinction between those who made broader racial Arab vs. non-Arab divides, and those
who specified tribal identity, often in interplay with perceived or real military allegiance.
Oftentimes respondents felt both conceptions were relevant.
So PAX said, “Darfuris are certainly targeted in Sudan on the basis of ethnicity, in line with the
inherent racism that underpins many of the GoS’ policies.” And also, “Darfuris face considerable
risk in Khartoum as they are generally perceived with suspicion. Non-Arab Darfuris in particular
face greater chances of persecution, NISS surveillance, arrest and detention based on the
grounds of their ethnicity. It is unreasonable to assert than an individual can relocate to
Khartoum from elsewhere in Sudan or internationally without heightened suspicion and
persecution, due to the geographic profiling adopted by the Sudanese security services.
But then separately added, “An individual relocating to Khartoum from the Nuba Mountains, for
example, will be automatically associated with South Kordofan rebel movements, while an
individual returning from abroad will be the subject of close surveillance due to potential links
with opposition groups outside Sudan.”
Similarly, NGO B said, “Testimonies from Darfur regularly reference the ethnic dimension of
human rights abuses, whether in the form of sexual and gender based violence, assault, murder,
torture, and so forth. This ethnic dimension derives from a multitude of factors, notably the
concept of “Arab Supremacy, which is embedded within all of Sudan. This relegates Darfuris to
a secondary status in a highly tribalised/ethnicised society.” And also added, “The levels of
racism, discrimination and targeting of Darfuris is very much apparent on the basis of their
ethnicity. Even amongst friends you will hear them refer to the Darfuri member as a “slave”.
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Though they see this as harmless fun, it is indicative of the general view of Darfuris. It becomes
far more sinister once it transcends from “friendly joking” to the treatment of Darfuris by the
security services for example.”
But NGO B also believes, “the Sudanese authorities and their aligned forces believe that
individuals who share ethnicity with one of the armed opposition groups, in particular the SLA
factions, are presumed to support such groups.”
Human rights lawyer Mohaned Elnour said, “As a human rights lawyer, I am fully aware of
injustice that the non-Arab especially form Darfur and the two areas (Blue Nile and Nuba
mountains) are facing based on their ethnicity or religion. the Islamic-Arab regime has been on
the United States list of state sponsoring terrorism since August 1993. All the Nuba mountains
people are African, many of them are non-Muslim. It was not an accident that most of my clients
in the above-mentioned cases are from Nuba Mountains and non-Arab Darfuris.”
However, he also claimed, “The ethnicity is encounter and very much linked to politics,
especially when it comes to the formation of rebel movements, for instance, most of the fighters
of rebel groups are non-Arab Darfuris or belong to Nubs and Angasna ethnicities, therefore, it is
most likely that anyone from these areas is suspected to belong to rebels or cooperating with
them by way or another, and they will be subject to risk of detention and torture or even
assassination upon his deportation to Sudan.”
Finally, the African Centre for Justice and Peace Studies (ACJPS) said, “Among targeted groups
mentioned above, persons who belonged to tribes commonly linked to Darfuri rebel groups,
namely the Fur, Zaghawa , Massalit and other African tribes would probably be at greatest risk.”
But they were keener to express the relevance of political profile.
Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars similarly outlined certain tribes: “The findings of
our research provide strong evidence that Darfuris in Sudan are targeted on the basis of their
ethnicity. Young Darfuri men, including teenage boys, from ethnic groups associated with the
rebellion are particularly at risk. This applies to Zaghawa, Fur and Masalit as well as a wide range
of smaller ethnic African groups such as the Tunjur and Burgo.” They concluded, “… our research
study concludes that this amounts to systemic persecution of Darfuris of particular ethnic
groups.”
iii)
Political profile
In explaining the point, ACJPS said, “We have no any specific evidence about the mistreatment
of ordinary civilians from Darfur and the Two Areas, but persons travelling from one of these
conflict areas to Khartoum could experience harassment or intimidation by the authorities,
especially if they were from one of the main tribes commonly affiliated to the rebel groups, this
included the Fur, Massalit or Zaghawa from Darfur, or Nuba from Southern Kordofan. We had
no specific evidence to indicate that persons from these tribes would be subject to targeted
violence or arrest by the NISS on account of their ethnicity alone. Ethnicity is complicated, and
ethnic disputes were often exploited by the government to pursue political goals. In general
anyone who was suspected of political opposition against the government could be targeted,
including persons from Arab tribes.”
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In fleshing out who might be suspected of political opposition, ACJPS offered the following
suggestions: “Lawyers, journalists and students were three of the most active political groups in
Sudan and therefore particularly at risk of arrest and mistreatment by the security services.
Tribal leaders and persons affiliated to youth groups, such as Girfina or Change Now, were also
could be identified as possible ‘at-risk’ groups. More generally anyone who was involved in
political activism against the regime risked arbitrary arrest, incommunicado detention and
physical mistreatment by the NISS.
They also add an interesting specific example of risk to “The activists who resist the construction
of ‘’Kajabar dam’’ in Northern Sudan…”.
However, NGO B is keen to widen out our understanding of political profile, by taking into
account the arbitrary exercise of power, discussed earlier: “It is impossible to state that Darfuris
are either at risk or not at risk by virtue of residing in Khartoum. Much depends on the individuals
particular circumstance such as their affiliations, their political activity and so forth. Again it is
important to stress that this, in itself, does not mean that only those actively involved in politics
will be targeted. Darfuris who simply find themselves in the wrong place (protests, political
environment etc) at the wrong time are far more likely to experience discriminatory and violent
behaviour than those deemed as “Arab”.”
iv)
Students
Another key risk profile outlined by a great many of the respondents was the risks to students
from Darfur. NGO B provides good context: “Provisions in several Darfur peace agreements have
stated that Darfuris should be exempt from paying tuition fees at universities for a set period in
order to address the long standing discrimination and the chronic lack of development in Darfur.
However, these provisions are repeatedly ignored by university officials in spite of promises
leading to protests from Darfuri students. Those protesting are often arrested and ill-treated by
Sudanese authorities before facing suspension or expulsion from their universities. The
universities furthermore refuse to allow those who have not paid their fees to graduate or to sit
their exams.”
Olivia Bueno from IRRI supported the claim that those protesting tuition free exemption
provisions are targeted: “Students face severe retaliation when they try to claim tuition benefits
provided for under the various Darfur peace agreements”.
As did Nagla Ahmed from Huqooq: “Students from Darfur are the most people denied access to
education, the universities used to expel them for not paying the university tuition, as according
to the peace agreement between the government and different armed groups, the students
should be exempted from the university fees. Under the Darfur peace agreements of 2006
(Abuja) and 2011 (Doha), Darfuri students qualify for tuition exemption. Sudanese universities
have interpreted the provision inconsistently, however, prompting protests by Darfuri students
at several campuses in recent year.”
Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK believes, “Darfur students are in numbers in
many universities across the country, however, when exercising their Democratic rights of
freedom of expression inside the universities and during debates or if they part take in a peaceful
stands; they are beaten, imprisoned, tortured and killed.”
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Some respondents, like Sudan expert A went further, and claimed students, potentially because
of such activism, “are particularly watched and regularly arrested and interrogated by the
security apparatus on the basis of the belief they are widely rebels or rebel supporters.”
Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars said, “Our research showed that Darfuri students
in Khartoum are under suspicion of supporting the rebellion and face frequent arrest and
sometimes torture. This happens particularly following demonstrations.”
Others claimed such targeting had a long historical basis, and that in fact the risk category
needed to be extended to young people in general, as they are readily assumed to be students.
The Ayin Network’s Mosaab Baba said, “Non-Arab Darfuri students and young people specifically
are at risk in Khartoum, due to the historic targeting by NISS, and recently RSF.”
The ACJPS supported this view of NISS involvement: “ACJPS has documented cases where
students in Khartoum who originated from marginalised areas of Sudan, such as Darfur or the
Two Areas (Blue Nile and South Kordofan) were at increased risk of violence and mistreatment,
both from the National Congress Party (NCP) student militia groups and the NISS. ACPJS had also
documented cases in which students who were members of the Darfur Students Association had
been subject to violence and intimidation by the regime. Often the NISS would work in
collaboration with NCP student militia groups, although there was no formal organisational link,
with NCP student groups often provoking a campus dispute to create a pretext for a NISS security
raid, according to our documentaion.”
Specific cases were highlighted by respondents:
- Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK references an article he drafted highlighting
an attack on Darfuri students at Omdurman University in September 2017 leading to the deaths
of 2 individuals.61 He further added the case of the targeting of students from the University of
Bakhtalruda in White Nile State between the dates of 1 May–19 July 2017, and the arrest of
those peacefully protesting their exemption from tuition fees during a mass walkout.62
- Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network mentioned the death sentence given to student Moh
Baggari.63 He also pointed to a more general report on the violence and discrimination faced by
Darfuri students.64
- Nagla Ahmed from Huqooq quoted extensively from that organisation’s documentation of such
abuses:
- She mentioned the uninvestigated killing of Adam Yahiya Haroun on 23 October 2016 at
Sudan University of Science and Technology, 3rd year at the Faculty of Information
Technology, residing in Omdurman Islamic University students’ dorm in Alshigla area in
Darfur Union in the UK, ‘Blood of Darfur Students on the Hands of Bashir: This is How Sudanese Students Received
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Omdurman. Witnesses commnted that the body bore marks of torture, and the family were
issued of 2 contradictory death certificates, one which confirmed torture, and one which
said it was the result of electrification. The family have since said they do not want to talk
following the receipt of threats from NISS. She mentions the context of demands on behalf
of the students to reopen University dorm rooms, which had remained closed following
protests in April 2016, and the storming of the pharmacy faculty by NCP-affiliated students
on 19 October 2016, as well as shut-down of their dormitory from access to water and power
on 20th October and its encirclement by NISS pick-ups.
- On 12 May 2016, a graduate from Ahlia University was arrested by 30 NISS members from
his house in Ombada with 6 other students, who were subsequently released. He, however,
was beaten at a police station in Omdurman, his front teeth were smashed. After being
transferred to NISS headquarters in Khartoum Bahri near Shandi bus station his mobile
WhatsApp correspondence was investigated, and he was verbally and racially intimidated,
accused of being a member of Darfur’s armed groups. He was detained for 35 days
incommunicado, in a constantly well-lit and cold room. He was released to the State Security
Prosecutor on 2 July 2016, after signing a pledge not to engage in further political activities.
He was charged with committing crimes against the state, under article 50 (undermining the
constitutional system) and article 53 (espionage against the country). 65
- On 20 May 2016, an armed group of 30 NISS agents arrested a graduate from Alnailain
University’s Faculty of Law outside his home in Khartoum, allegedly due to suspicions about
his affiliation to JEM. His whereabouts remain unknown.
- On 1 June 2016 NISS arrested members of the Darfur Students Association protesting in
front of UN buildings in Khartoum due to abuses in Hiban Moli and Azerni.
- On 2 June 2016 the involvement of a policeman or men (Nagla Ahmed is unclear) in the
killing of 3 students from Darfur in December 2012, found dumped in a sewage canal near
Al Jazeera University, was confirmed by the General Counsel of the Ministry of Justice. The
prosecutor had lifted the immunity of the accused. However, the families of the deceased
had chosen to receive ‘dia’ or ‘blood money’ and close the file. The context of the killings
was that there had been recent protests due to the university’s refusal to register Darfuri
students not paying full tuition.
I also continue to watch with concern the case of former University of Khartoum Darfuri student
Asim Omer, who was sentenced to death for his alleged involvement in the killing of a
policeman, charges few civil society representatives feel are real. The treatment of this case in
the FFM report was cursory. Mr Omer is not named (3.4.24), nor was it mentioned that Mr Omer
recently appeared in court to face his death penalty charges bearing visible signs of torture
resulting in hearing loss in his right ear, facial nerve palsy affecting his speech, injuries to his
genitalia, and also the consequences of emotional abuse. Such reports were well-publicised in
October 2018.66
v)
Treatment in detention
In addition to determining that Darfuris were more likely to be subject to discrimination and
persecution, several respondents were keen to highlight the likelihood of worse treatment for
Huqooq, ‘Human Rights Monitoring Sudan-Report No:10 1st-31st August 2016’, accessed online 16.01.19
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Darfuris once arrested and detained. Olivia Bueno from IRRI said “it appears that Darfuris are
subjected to harsher treatment than other activists when they are arrested and detained.”
Concerningly, NGO B said this extended beyond generally worse cell conditions or treatment to
specific targeting for abuses: “Women human rights defenders rank their likelihood of being
raped or sexually assaulted whilst in detention as dependent on the colour of their skin or
ethnicity, with Darfuris ranking as most likely. This view has been echoed by testimonies in which
individuals at protests – whether as leaders, participants or simple bystanders – are more likely
to face inhumane treatment (beatings, torture, use or threat of sexual violence) if they are
Darfuri.”
This is something on which the FFM report is broadly in agreement (3.3.7-3.3.10). However, in
a subsequent section on the January 2018 protests (3.3.16-3.3.18) the FFM report fails to
mention that although there was a release of a swathe of prisoners in April, many Darfuris were
retained in detention for a longer period.67
Among the factors that respondents mentioned could mitigate the higher risk of ill-treatment
for Darfuris was the issuance of statements by Western or other Embassies, according to NGO
B: “Civil society have stated that though the British Embassy does not believe that statements
have much effect, they do in fact often lead to an improvement in treatment whilst in detentions
amongst many other things. Obviously there are times when statements are harmful; however,
the British Embassy appears to have hidden behind this reasoning to limit the statements
released.”
We had the beneficial effects of Embassy or other statements confirmed to us in by Amjed Farid,
a human rights defender detained during the January 2018 protests, and quoted in the FFM
report, in conversation – he said he was treated better when Embassies advocated for him. He
additionally told us he was detained in “the fridge”, an incredibly cold room, and witnessed
guards selecting Darfuris and Nubans for “a party” once officers had departed in the evening,
submitting them to extra ill-treatment and torture such as beatings with electric wires. Often
the only insight human rights organisations can get into the scale and treatment of lower-profile
cases is in discussion with higher-profile individuals – there is less overall documentation of lowprofile cases.
However, as NGO B says, the appetite of Western Embassies to make such statements, and their
visibility into less high-profile cases, are limited. Given that worse treatment may actually be
reserved for less high-profile cases, an issue discussed at more length below, there are serious
concerns that whole swathes of detainees are left with no protections whatsoever against
predatory state forces.
vi)
Economic and social discrimination
Many gave an all-round assessment of the economic and social discrimination suffered by
Darfuris, notably in terms of access to various services required to build a sustainable life in
Khartoum. Sudan expert A concluded, “Darfuris are discriminated in Khartoum in particular for
access to housing, employment and education.” PAX agreed, adding, “In terms of accessing
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healthcare, housing, employment and other welfare provisions, Darfuris suffer discrimination
and in some cases outright exclusion.”
In addition, Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network, in discussing individuals relocating internally
to Khartoum, said they “will be confined to theoutskirts of Khartoum that lack basic services,
and they will face police repression”, adding that “Even those who are in Darfur and relocate to
Khartoum, will live in areas where housing, education, and religious freedom are severely
deteriorated.”68
Some respondents tied this directly to the inability of Darfuris to access identity cards, often as
a result of deliberate Government obstruction. For instance, the Darfur Bar Association’s Salih
Mohammed Osman: “The mentioned groups are denied from all basic Rights in Khartoum IDPs
are not recognized since the government prohibited the establishment of any IDPs camps in
Khartoum for the Darfuris after the eruption of this human suffering in 2003 They are not
registered they don't have national documents therefore a Large number of them and their
children don't enjoy health care or education rights”.
In addition, others who responded expanded the notion of social discrimination to include
societal attitudes and behaviors. Huqooq’s Nagla Ahmed said, “Darfuris in Khartoum are facing
discrimination and prosecution from both the government and some people, for example there
are well-documented cases where people reported to the security on Darfuris living in the
neighborhood as they are rebels, or set fire in the resident houses because they don’t want them
to live in the area, or kicked out of rented houses”.
By far the biggest area of comment among respondents with respect to economic
discrimination, however, was the overwhelming presence of Darfuris in the informal economy.
Nagla Ahmed linked this specifically to a crisis among university graduates, saying that
“according to one graduated student he said there are around 25,000 graduates from Darfur
five states are unemployed.”
The reasons for their unemployment are undoubtedly to do with a generally poor economy with
high general unemployment, but some respondents went further, alleging discrimination in
employment practices. NGO B said, “Several Darfuris who have spoken to this author have
expressed issues with employment, which they believe is a result of discrimination. Though it
must be stated that due to the economic situation in Darfur following the secession of South
Sudan, employment opportunities of most Sudanese have decreased with more turning to the
informal sector.”
Similarly, Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars argued, “Our research findings show that
Darfuris of certain ethnic groups (particularly those associated with the rebellion) are subject to
discrimination in finding work, especially government and civil service jobs, but also when
setting up and running businesses and working as traders. This was an issue for Darfuris of
particular ethnic groups, both within Darfur and in Khartoum.”
They said both this, “plus imposed restrictions on movement, especially for young displaced
men, severely limit their livelihood opportunities. Discrimination also extends to the provision
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of basic services. For example, areas in and around Khartoum that have mainly been settled by
Darfuris are particularly poorly served.”
Furthermore, some argued that in a sense this meant that the impact of any economic shock
was more acutely felt by Darfuris. Huqooq’s Nagla Ahmed said “the impact of the recent
economic crisis in Sudan continue to take its toll on the population in Darfur states, and affecting
the most vulnerable communities.”
A further issue being that those in the informal sector are also more vulnerable to targeting by
security actors. NGO B said, “should an individual not be able to find employment then they may
be forced to work in the informal sector, which is dominated by persons from the peripheries
including Darfur. Individuals within the informal sector (tea ladies, traders, water vendors etc)
are more likely to be targeted by the Government and their security services.”
Hala Al-Karib said, “Dauraies who are poor, students or holding entry level work or
casual laborers work , living in the peripheries of the capital are vulnerable and often
subjected to the National security hostility and profiled and accused of affiliation to Darfuri
rebel
groups . Women Street vendors from Darfur selling tea and food
are extremely vulnerable to Public Order Police sweeps , imprisonment,money extraction and
harassment.” This serves further as a way to “criminalize women based on their personal
behavior and presence in public spaces.”
NGO B agreed with this assessment: “Darfuri tea ladies, as a case study, have routinely had their
equipment confiscated and have been detained. In this example they are often accused of
prostitution or espionage on behalf of the armed movements (Darfuris for the SLA factions and
Nuba for the SPLA-N), accusations that derive solely on the basis of their ethnicity.”
Some respondents suggested that operating in the informal sector may make individuals more
vulnerable to corrupt practices. Mohammed El-Ansari, head of the National Umma Party UK and
Ireland chapter, said, “Darfur allowed to work in margin job like car wash, selling teas and coffee
and government taken more 50% of their very low income.”
Hala Al-Karib further said that the poor residents of Khartoum are associated with opposition
activity: “The only aspect of discrimination I could confirm is, The ethnic profiling leading to the
political profiling of Darfuris by the National security organs who tend to victimize poor
Darfuris claiming that they are affiliated to rebels and accusing them of being behind the
indictment of the Sudanese president.”
Economic and political discrimination against Darfuris is complex, and interwoven. Here, the
nuanced assessment provided by a large-scale academic study is instructive to bring these
several threads together. The report in question was based on 248 interviews, titled ‘Darfuri
migration from Sudan to Europe - From displacement to despair’, 69 and authored by Susanne
Jaspers and Margie Buchanan-Smith (who provided a dedicated response for this report). It
concludes:
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“As in other conflicts and crises, as they become protracted the various causes of migration
become impossible to separate .… When young men say they want to leave Sudan because they
cannot get a job, for example, this needs to be seen in the context of family displacement and
sometimes occupation of their original land, discriminatory employment practices, harassment
and frequent arrests, and perhaps the death of an older male family member. An additional
factor has been the increase in university attendance and frustration among more educated and
globally connected young people.”
In their response for this report, Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars further added,
“Migration to Khartoum was often a first step for young men fleeing Darfur. It was when they
faced harrassment and ill-treatment in Khartoum that they had to move out of Sudan to find
safety. Relocation to Khartoum from elsewhere in Sudan or internationally is therefore not an
option as long as the conditions found in our research persist.”
7. Risk on return
The treatment of those that are returned to Sudan is a topic of which Waging Peace has taken a
keen interest since 2012, when we released the first of 3 dedicated reports. These are: ‘The Danger
of Returning Home’ (2012)70, ‘The Long Arm of the Sudanese Regime’ (2014)71, and ‘Recent cases of
post-deportation risk’ (2017)72. They contain between them dozens of testimonies of individuals
targeted on return to Sudan. These show that individuals are monitored while abroad, and that the
evidence gathered by intelligence and security officials operating out the UK is used against them in
detention in Sudan, even where these individuals had an even nominal political or social profile prior
to leaving Sudan, and where their activities outside of the country were perceived as posing a threat
to the Sudanese government. They should be considered instructive background reading for this
report.
Many respondents substantiated the key points made in these reports, suggesting that return is a
risky moment for Darfuris, leaving them vulnerable to immediate arrest, interrogation, detention,
ill-treatment, torture, or even death, in the hours and days following arrival into Khartoum
International Airport (KIA), as well as to ongoing surveillance. They do so in a way which suggests all
Darfuris are at risk simply due to the comprehensive security presence at KIA.
Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network said, “NISS “greets” the returnees at the airport. […] Beatings
and torture at the airport have occurred before.” He further adds, “those relocating internationally
will be in NISS hands as soon as they arrive …”.
Furthermore, Koert Debeuf, who played a key role at TIMEP in compiling testimonies suggesting illtreatment following return from Belgium, contributed to our report, saying: “It is very clear that
anyone going back to Sudan via Khartoum International Airport can face interrogations and often
beatings, psychological and/or sexual violence.” He had earlier indicated that if individuals “… move
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to Khartoum from other countries than Sudan, the chances of being questioned of taken to prison
are much higher.”
The ACJPS said they “would not be able to comment on the risk to failed asylum seekers and illegal
migrants travelling from Europe back to Sudan, but we could say that there was a sizeable security
presence at the airport, including the NISS.”
Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars said, “Anecdotal reports indicate that some deportees
have been arrested and interrogated on their return.”
Sudan expert A said, “… Darfuris coming from other countries, including South Sudan and Libya
(where Darfur rebels are present), but also Chad and Europe, are at risk of being arrested,
interrogated, tortured and even killed.” Also adding, “Khartoum International Airport seems to be
the place where the risk is the highest for returnees, in particular for asylum seekers returning from
Europe, Libya or even worse Israel. Several cases have been documented of rejected asylum seekers
deported from European countries and arrested, interrogated or tortured upon arrival.”
Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Bar Association admonished, “… removing Sudanese Asylum
seekers from Darfur origin from the UK and returning them/ handing them to government of Sudan,
is a recipe for disaster at best and it will open the door for more tragedies.”
PAX suggested, “There is a serious risk to Darfuris returning via Khartoum International Airport, as
in 2018 the NISS initiated a policy of segregating Darfuri arrivals and arresting those deemed
suspicious.”
NGO B said, “Anecdotal evidence has pointed multiple times to incidents whereby returned
individuals are taken to a separate part of the airport and are questioned on their time abroad. This
includes the basics of why and how they left Sudan, in addition to their activities abroad in the hope
of obtaining useful information about dissidents and exiled communities. The Sudanese authorities
have used ill-treatment such as beatings to extract this information. They have furthermore used
beatings as a means to punish those who left and claimed asylum in a foreign country. These people
are accused of promoting negative opinions of the country and creating political issues. In addition
to beatings, individuals who are returned in this manner often state they are being monitored by
the security services even after their release.”
The Netherlands-based expert Pieter Smit made specific allegations about the use of sexual
violence: “Sometimes, also sexual violence is involved. My informant [a former NISS employee with
European political asylum, interviewed 3 December 2018] tells me that most Sudanese are very
unlikely to ever admit such an experience.”
“Three Sudanese refugees that I revisited and spoke to since, reluctantly confirmed most of this
story: All had initially been interrogated naked by NISS [...]. One admitted that sexual violence was
also involved.”
Sudan expert B drew a brief but strong assessment of risk on return, saying simply “Very high.”
In addition, I would like to add that one of the FFM report’s interviewees, Ahmed Eltoum Salim,
agreed with my assessment of high risk on return to KIA in a conversation held with him in London
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on 28 September 2018. He too held the unequivocal view that there was risk at the airport for
returnees.
a. Recent cases
In addition, many respondents highlighted specific examples of the ill-treatment of those who
returned, forcibly or voluntarily, to Sudan, which we have delineated by returning country below.
i)
United Kingdom
In addition to the cases included in Waging Peace’s 3 reports on risk on return, I am in contact
with a gentleman from a prominent Darfuri tribe who was a member of a Government Ministry
when he resided in Sudan. He subsequently had to flee the country. Following his return he was
handed by the multiple guards accompanying him to NISS. He has claimed that there was rough
treatment, but I have been unable to document this more fully. In the time since he has
essentially been forced into house arrest due to threats made against him by security forces,
who have been making regular enquiries as to his whereabouts with known relatives. NISS have
told him he cannot leave Khartoum and return to his family in Darfur. However, I feel unable to
disclose more information about his situation in the body of this report due to ongoing security
concerns, but am prepared to do so more fully if the Tribunal hearing were to go into a closed
session.
ii)
France
Sudan expert A describes their knowledge of 4 cases documented by the New York Times who
were tortured upon return. The article itself actually quotes 4 cases of torture out of 7 the
individuals the journalist was able to reach from a cohort returned from Belgium, France, and
Italy, combined. A French case is quoted at length, however: “One man was a Darfuri political
dissident deported in late 2017 from France to Khartoum, where he said he was detained on
arrival by N.I.S.S. agents.
“Over the next 10 days, he said he was given electric shocks, punched and beaten with metal
pipes. At one point the dissident, who asked that his name be withheld for his safety, lost
consciousness and had to be taken to the hospital. He was later released on a form of parole.
“The dissident said that, before his deportation from France, Sudanese police officers had
threatened him as French officers stood nearby. “I said to the French police: ‘They are going to
kill us,’” he said. “But they didn’t understand.”” 73
Sudan expert A added 2 cases of which they alone were aware, “I am also aware of two cases
from France (including one who returned voluntarily as he was fed up with the asylum
procedure’s length) who were reportedly arrested upon return (one not immediately at the
airport but later on).”
iii)
Italy
Italy forcibly returned 40 individuals to Sudan in August 2016. Human rights lawyer Mohaned
Elnour had direct experience interviewing some of these returnees: “In December 2016, I met
one of the deported people retuned from Italy. He is non-Arab Darfuri, he told me they were 40.
When they arrived, NISS gave them 50 SDG each (£2) and they immediately left, while him and
New York Times, ‘By Stifling Migration, Sudan’s Feared Secret Police Aid Europe’, 22 April 2018, accessed online
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other 5, two from Nuba mountains and three are also non-Arab Darfuris. He was heavily
tortured before released without charged after spent 35 days in NISS premises. He has no idea
what happened to the other.
In addition, it is to be noted that respondent Nagla Ahmed’s organisation, Huqooq, documented
the testimony of a gentleman nicknamed Barakat in a report dated 31 August 2016. 74 Barakat
claims he was beaten by NISS during the period the group was detained and has since gone into
hiding.
This direct testimony casts doubt on the treatment of this episode by the FFM report, wherein
they quote Lieutenant-General Dahiya, the Government’s spokesperson on migration matters,
as saying that the returnees from Italy were “well received and supported on return. Most were
economic migrants.” (6.3.1) Given there is also, to my knowledge, a pending European Court of
Human Rights case on these whether such removals violated the principle of non-refoulement,
the FFM report’s treatment of these cases, relying simply on a Government spokesperson, is
worrying.
iv)
Belgium
The cases from Belgium have been documented by TIMEP, and commented on by report
respondent Koert Debeuf. We summarised them as follows in our submission to a Country
Guidance case on the Nuba ethnicity: “In December 2017 it was reported that several individuals
deported to Sudan from Belgium alleged they had been tortured.75 The decision to deport them
was made by the Federal Secretary of State responsible for Asylum and Migration, Theo
Francken. This followed Francken inviting Sudanese officials on an identification mission to
assess Sudanese migrants, some of whom had been arrested in a raid on a makeshift camp in
Brussels’ Maximillian Park.76 The delegation was widely believed to have been from Sudan’s
NISS, and they were allowed to question Sudanese without Belgian officials present. The episode
eventually threatened the survival of the coalition government in Belgium, as tensions mounted
between Francken, a Flemish nationalist, and Prime Minister Charles Michel from the other
Francophone liberal party, over a charter flight scheduled after the allegations came to light. 77
“In total, the testimonies refer to nine Sudanese who were sent home, including one gentleman
from the Nuba Mountains. We are in touch with the organisation that compiled this evidence,
the Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy. Hence we have seen the original testimonies, most of
which were obtained over the messaging service WhatsApp. All describe a period of detention
on arrival at the airport and interrogation lasting several days, then being released on family
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guarantee/personal security. A few describe physical torture (being beaten with a stick) or
emotional torture. One testimony is from a gentleman from the north of Sudan. He credits the
fact that he is not from one of the more marginalised areas (Darfur or the Nuba Mountains) with
his relatively benign treatment.”78
In addition, Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK highlighted how the involvement
of Sudanese Ambassador to Belgium, Mutrif Siddig, was a violation for the returned asylumseekers.79
A Belgian investigation found it had “not been able to obtain absolute certainty or clarity about
whether the facts stated in the report of the Tahrir Institute actually took place”, but did
specifically dispute the claims of 3 individuals, suggesting this cast doubt on the other cases
raised.80 Of note in this report are instances in which Belgian investigators found individuals
unwilling to talk when questioned directly about abuse, and instances in which the investigators
had to rely on 2nd-hand testimony, or that from external organisations in lieu of direct contact,
which does not rule out the possibility that these individuals had been ‘disappeared’, as had
been suggested.
However, the FFM report does not offer an appropriately balanced assessment of this vital
testimony, we are simply told by Western Embassies A and B that they dismissed the
testimonies’ relevance, which would have required them to change their policies on returns
(6.3.12, 6.3.14).
Nor does the FFM report mention that the individual most responsible for the testimonies
themselves, Koert Debeuf, fully complied with CGVS’s investigation, and was described in this as
someone “who offered maximum transparency on all the questions asked by the CGRS.” Instead,
in the FFM report alleges (6.3.12) that outreach was made to TIMEP on 2 occasions but that no
response was received. In putting this direct to Mr Debeuf, he told me: “I don't know if they
contacted TIMEP in Washington. But they certainly didn't contact TIMEP Europe or me.” I find
inconsistencies in the thoroughness with which the Belgian claims are treated in the FFM report.
None of the above detail is included.
v)
Netherlands
By far the most substantially researched new case originating in Europe comes via Sudan expert
Pieter Smit. He highlights the substantial investigations undertaken by himself and Amnesty
Netherlands into the 13-day ordeal and torture of a man returned on 6 December 2017.81 He
was of the Berti tribe, and assumed to have grown up in Khartoum. Amnesty Netherlands used
Waging Peace, ‘Risk to individuals from Nuba Mountains in Sudan’, March 2018, accessed online 14.01.19
http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/waging-peace-report-for-nuba-country-guidance-case-march2018.pdf
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medical experts to verify the wounds the gentleman had received, concluding according to
Pieter Smit’s translation that: “The injuries photographed, as seen and assessed by legally
recognized medical experts of iMMO, fit well with the stated ‘beating with a black plastic pipe’.
Statements of Mr X are on this point consistent and fit the time path. The declarations of Mr X
are therefore wholly belief-worthy, and further investigation of the State-secretary is indicated,
also considering the recent jurisprudence by the Dutch High Court (NL:RVS:2018:2084). …
unclear why he was detained, interrogated and tortured.” (Annex D)
The responsible state secretary then used his own forensic experts at the Netherlands Forensic
Institute re-examine the case. Pieter Smit says, “In a court case on 7 december 2018, the
conclusion became public: “The images (of the torture wounds) support the statements of the
alien in the letter of Amnesty International to the secretary of state.”” (Annex E)
Furthermore, Pieter Smit highlights a case from 2013 which resulted “in 10 days of extreme
violence” according to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). (Annex F) He
concluded of the 2 cases that “The similarities between the two cases are striking. The man
deported in 2013 had no link whatsoever to Darfur, nor any political profile. His mistreatment
seemed to have been triggered solely by his admission that he was a failed asylum seeker,
accompanied by a security detail.”
Concerns have already been raised about recent returns from the Netherlands, with accusations
that an individual was accompanied by 12 officers on a flight in January 2019. 82
vi)
United States
Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK mentions 2 potentially related cases, of
Bishara Gomatallah, who has since returned to the US, and Abdullah Yacoub, who died. We
alerted the Human Rights Committee to their cases in a report jointly prepared with IRRI, as well
as the University of London School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), in September 2018,
as follows: “In June 2018, a United States (US) citizen named Bishara Gomatallah (originally from
Darfur) who was not a returned asylum seeker, filmed himself being detained and ill-treated on
arrival at KIA, after trying to track down missing luggage at the airport. 83 There are also concerns
that a colleague of Mr Gomatallah who also worked at Trident Seafoods in the US, Abdullah
Yacoub, might have been killed after he had sustained injuries during days-long interrogation
and torture, in a separate incident involving a trip to the Darfur region. 84”85 Nagla Ahmed had
also shared details of Mr Yacoub in her response.
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A version of this video with English-language subtitles is as at https://vimeo.com/276233919, prepared by Belgian
news site Apache (permission given).
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We are in direct contact with Mr Gomatallah. On 13 January 2019 he shared with us a copy of a
letter he had drafted to his elected representative, which reads:

http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/joint-submission-to-human-rights-committee-sudanseptember-2018.pdf
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vii)
Israel
Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK pointed out the example of a Darfuri (Fur86)
gentleman, Mohamed Ahmed Mohamed Adam, who had sought asylum in Israel. On return to
Sudan in November 2016 he was arrested and moved to NISS offices in El Sahafa. His family were
later told that he had jumped from the 5th floor of the building during interrogation, without an
autopsy to offer deeper insight into the circumstances of his death. His family was keen to stress
that he had no affiliations to any political parties.87
Waging Peace have also drawn attention to this case in their reporting.88
viii)
Saudi Arabia
ACJPS commented on the treatment of two bloggers returned from Saudi Arabia: “… on 28 June
2017, ACJPS has learnt that Saudi Arabia plans to deport two bloggers imminently to Sudan. 89
“Later on they have been deported and then they were arrested by NISS upon their arrival. There
were allegations of torture although ACJPS has not documented these allegations.”
There was also the publicised case of Husham Ali Mohamed Ali, who was an opposition blogger
based in Saudi Arabia. He was allegedly left paralysed and unable to speak following severe
physical torture following his forcible return to Sudan on 29 May 2018. 90

This was confirmed to us in conversation with the Darfur Union in the UK’s Osama Mahmoud on 18 January 2019.
Radio Dabanga, ‘Man dies during interrogation at Sudan security office’, 25 November 2016, accessed online
16.01.19 https://www.dabangasudan.org/en/all-news/article/man-dies-during-interrogation-at-sudan-security-office
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ix)
Jordan
Reporting shared with us Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network suggests that following the
deportation of 800 Darfur refugees from Jordan, 180 were detained on immediate arrival. 91
My own research on this matter suggests torture was involved. I below include the sections from
a 2017 report I drafted.
“Ali Yahya
In October 2016 Ali Yahya contacted Waging Peace via email, stating that he had been deported
from Jordan back to Sudan by force and abused by the government upon return. We maintained
contact with him, and in November 2016 arranged a phone call and later a Skype conversation
to document his testimony.
“He claims he is originally from South Darfur, but fled to Jordan and received a UNHCR certificate
recognising his refugee status (file number 841-13c35575). While living in Jordan in
November/December 2015, he was involved in widely- reported demonstrations outside the
UNHCR office regarding delays in resettlement. During these protests, Ali was interviewed by
CBC, El Mundo, Al-Monitor and Middle East Eye and spoke about his experience of the genocide
in Darfur: all of his brothers except one have been killed by the conflict and his parents are still
living in a camp in Nyala.
Ali was interviewed and mentioned by name in newspaper reporting regarding the protests
outside the UNHCR. The articles can be accessed here: Is UNHCR in Jordan discriminating against
Sudanese
refugees?
(https://www.almonitor.com/pulse/tr/contents/articles/originals/2015/12/sudan-refugees-jordan-unhcrdiscrimination.html, Al-Monitor) and Hundreds of Sudanese refugees in Jordan deported:
Reports (https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/100s-sudanese-refugees-jordan-threateneddeportation-reports-497025773, Middle East Eye).
“The Jordanians deported Ali along with 800 other Sudanese asylum seekers. When he arrived
at Khartoum International Airport he was arrested for 6 days and then released. A day after his
release, he was arrested again for sixteen days. Ali claims he was beaten and “abused by the
Sudanese government” who “violated” his rights. He was questioned about what he had said to
the media and was also asked about his involvement with a Christian group who had helped him
during his time in Jordan. As a Muslim, it was perceived as unacceptable for him to spend time
with Christians. Ali then “escaped” to Egypt in January 2016 (subsequently and again receiving
UNHCR recognition, file number 555-16C03139), where he remains and claims the “Sudanese
embassy [is] still targeting and threatening” him.
“Abdalmonim Adam Omer
“Abdalmonim Adam Omer contacted Waging Peace in December 2016, stating that he had been
deported from Jordan back to Sudan. We spoke to him via phone and Skype. He is originally from
Darfur, and is from the persecuted Tunjur tribe. UNHCR recognised his refugee status and issued
a certificate, a photograph of which is included below [in original report]. While in Jordan, he
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demonstrated outside the UNHCR building regarding delays to resettlement. On arrival in Sudan
following his deportation, he was arrested by the government and detained for 3 days. During
these 3 days, he was interrogated and beaten. He was asked why he had left Sudan for Jordan
and told he had been presenting Sudan “in a bad way”. He was also interrogated about some
people he had been associated with in Jordan and some that he had been to church with, as the
Sudanese government were looking for them. He was also asked about his tribal affiliation.
Evidence that he was lashed is provided in the below image he sent us following our
conversation. [in original report]
“After he was released from prison, Abdalmonim fled to Egypt. He is now currently displaced
and sleeping on the streets in Egypt in front of the UNHRC building in order to appeal for help
and to understand why he was deported from Jordan.”92
x)
Libya
Sudan expert A said, “I also heard of one case in Libya who agreed to “voluntary” return with
IOM – which necessarily involves an interrogation by Sudanese authorities at the airport – and
who was arrested at the airport.”
xi)
Unspecified
Nagla Ahmed mentioned 3 cases researched by Huqooq in 2016 without specifying the returning
country. She said, “In 2016, Huqooq documented three cases of people who were deported
from different countries they have subjected to intimidation and arrest by the NISS at the
airport, they found the National Intelligence and security Service NISS waiting for them, they
took them to especial area in the airport, and interrogated by eight NISS officers, why they left
the country who assisted them, and asked to provide names, the security beaten them and took
their fingerprints others were detained, we know there are around 20 persons are still in
detention some of them were deported from Israel”.
b. Identifying factors
Pieter Smit provides a useful account of the 6 factors he feels “increase the risk of a violent welcome:
“1. Being accompanied by a European security detail, 2. Having any non medical scars on the body,
3. Being of Darfurian or Nuba Mountain descent, 4. Being of fighting age without an exit stamp in
the passport, 5: Traveling on a Laisser Passer. 6: Having been in demonstrations or opposition
activities (or near opposition leaders) that were monitored by informants of the Sudanese
embassy.”
We will largely consider these in the following sections, while adding others identified from other
respondents.
i)
Failed Asylum Seekers (FAS)
The primary mechanism identified by all respondents determining risk on return, was the
possession of Emergency Travel Documentation. Huqooq’s Nagla Ahmed said, “In general, any
Sudanese national returning to Sudan on Emergency Travel Document was subjected to
intimidation, in 2017 a Sudanese woman who was on work trip to the UK, she lost her passport
and had to issue an emergency travel document, when she is back to Sudan she was interrogated
Waging Peace, ‘Recent cases of post-deportation risk’, 2017, accessed online 17.01.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wpcontent/uploads/pdfs/Post-deportation_update_January_2017.pdf
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by NISS for almost 6 hours at Khartoum international airport, she instructed by the security to
report daily to the NISS offices for almost a week.”
Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network, added to this assessment: “With an ETD, the questioning
would start at the embassy; but if they make it to Khartoum airport without a visa, and carrying
and ETD, they would be redirected to NISS.”
ACJPS agreed, saying: “It was likely that those being returned to Sudan without a travel
document and under escort would be subject to questioning.”
NGO D added, “Those returning as failed asylum seekers are particularly vulnerable, as
immigration authorities routinely confiscate such individual’s travel documents and detain them
for up to 24 hours. During this time investigators could deem the individual’s original reason for
travel outside the country to be contrary to the interests of the GoS, and arrest or blacklist them.
Those traveling using emergency documentation or no valid exit visa are automatically flagged
up to the authorities for further investigation.”
Pieter Smit gave some indication as to how this works in practice, drawing on an interview
conducted on 14 June 2018 with Ahmed Eltoum Salim, Founder and Managing Director of the
European and African Centre, and an expert extensively used by the Home Office in recent FactFinding Mission and Country of Origin Information reporting. 93 94
Pieter Smit recounts the following of their interview: “I ask him if being escorted into Sudan by
several military police would be a risk factor. He tells me that such a heavy escort would by NISS
be interpreted that this deported person is not just any person. ‘In the perception of the security
people in Khartoum, this [a person accompanied by four military policemen] is a ‘high danger
person’. Even a normal prisoner would in Sudan only be accompanied by one soldier. Never by
four military police. So they want to find out, even just to only protect the Sudanese people. You
will be investigated. To find out maybe to ask him what he did. If they found that someone
cooperate, and it is consistent, and he was only trying to enhance his life, they let him go. (…) If
they can find his situation is somewhat specialized, they can do cross examination. Then they
can be harder with them to get more information. (…) Someone who has a little power, I told
you, they can want to make it bigger, so then anything can happen.’ (Quote interview starts on
1:22:00 min. Interview with Ahmed Altoum Salim, by Pieter Smit in London on 14 June 2018.)”
In quoting from an additional interview, this time with a former NISS employee held 3 December
2018, Pieter Smit adds to our conception of how individuals are identified as FAS: “He says that
NISS Khartoum closely communicates about all opposition activities in Europe, and that the
consul who signs the Laisser Passer, can only do so after sharing activities files from the embassy
(if any) with his NISS-collegues in Khartum. Niss Khartoum gets informed about the exact arrival
Home Office-Danish Immigration Service, ‘Sudan – Situation of Persons from Darfur, Southern Kordofan and Blue
Nile in Khartoum – Joint report of the Danish Immigration Service and UK Home Office fact finding missions to
Khartoum, Kampala and Nairobi – Conducted February – March 2016’, August 2016, accessed online 16.01.19
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/566267/Sudan_projec
t.pdf
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time of any deportee by the Station Manager of the airline that carries the deportee (This is
confirmed to me by Dick van Nieuwenhuizen, the former KLM country-manager for Sudan).”
Other respondents suggested that one way of mitigating this risk was to allow overland travel
back into country, highlighting that the risk was at KIA specifically, where individuals would be
easily identified as FAS. So NGO B said, “Those that are able to return on their own without an
escort or without notice being given to the Sudanese authorities should not face any particular
issues insomuch as they have not been politically active during their time abroad in a manner
that would be known to the Sudanese Government. On the other hand, those that are escorted
to Sudan or returned with knowledge of the Sudanese Government face potential issues that
could include detention and torture.”
“Though this organisation is unfamiliar with the British process, we have previously investigated
returns from the likes of Libya and Egypt. Conversations with returned individuals highlighted
the clear difference between those that were able to return without an escort or notice, and
those who returned with one. Many individuals have even bribed Egyptian and Libyan
authorities to give them back their passports so they can return as regular Sudanese. Those that
do so seldom face issues. However, those that are escorted back in some form are mostly
detained on entry – some for a few hours whilst others for longer.
NGO C made similar claims: “Many Darfurians who travel to Egypt prefer to return back to
country via road transportation to minimize attentions. All Darfurians who escaped the country
for their safety will never think of returning back to the country.”
And Sudan expert A explained the preference of a particular Darfuri refugee in this regard: “In
March 2018, a Darfurian who had returned from France to Sudan by himself, tired with life in
Europe, explained this: “I returned to Sudan through Chad. If you land directly in Khartoum
airport, you’ll have problems with the intelligence service. Among Sudanese refugees in Europe,
most are opponents against the ruling regime. This is why those returning from Europe are
interrogated. But if you return through neighbouring countries like Chad, by land, you won’t be
worried and they won’t even recognize you.””
An additional factor identified by respondents as a means of being quickly identified as a FAS
was the presence of non-medical scaring on the body. Pieter Smit again quotes from his 3
December 2018 interview with a former NISS employee, saying that “He informs me that if NISS
arrest someone on suspicion of belonging to opposition, and this person is not from a well
known organization or family, they first pull his clothes off, and look if he has any scars on his
body. They ask him for every scar to explain how they came about. Also they look for scar tissue,
typical for handling machine guns. (such as on the inside of the sholder and around the triggerfinger. If any wound or scar tissue from violence or accident has gone through the skin, the
person was (and still today is) obliged by Sudanese law, to immediately report the injury to the
security-person of the local police station, or, if he is in the army, to his commander's security
administrator. This security-person should have filled and kept in file a paper, called form eight.
NISS will then call the police station or the army detail, to confirm with form eight. If no
confirmation, the person will be seen as a lyer, trying to hide that he fought for the enemy.”
“Three Sudanese refugees that I revisited and spoke to since, reluctantly confirmed most of this
story: All had initially been interrogated naked by NISS, specifically on how they acquired healed
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wounds on their body. […] One person had got his wounds during a previous NISS-detention
period, but did not dare to accuse collegues of the current NISS-agents. That was interpreted as
proof that he had fought for the enemy.”
On the contrary, Pieter Smit also suggests that “having no scars at all, but being healthy and of
fighting age, and having no solid explanation why one has not been in the army, can lead to
violent questioning, says my NISS informer. Especially if one is of 'African Darfurian' or Nuba
Mountain descend …. This suspicion will be further increased if one is of fighting age, but can
not show any exit stamp. This is because exit stamps can not be acquired if one has evaded and
not solved military duty.”
ii)
Ethnicity
Sources almost unanimously mentioned the importance of ethnicity in their determination of
risk on arrival into Sudan, as certain groups are assumed to be from rebel groups or to hold
certain political opinions. What was stressed was the perception, not actual membership, of
such groups.
Some made this point in general terms, referring simply to non-Arab Darfuris. Human rights
lawyer Mohaned Elnour said, “For those whom have been deported, NISS treated them
discriminately and consider them as a threat their regime security. I could tell NISS believes any
one from the two areas or non-Arab Darfuris belongs to rebel movements unless they prove the
opposite.”
Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars said ill-treatment of returnees “is entirely plausible
in view of the harassment and surveillance of young Darfuri men of particular ethnic groups that
the research has revealed, and the highly securitized nature of the Darfur state.”
Similarly, Salih Mohammed Osman makes the claim in the round: “Risks of arrests and other
related issues for Darfuris arriving to Khartoum International Airport depend on whether they
come from Europe or America or from Arab Countries // From Europe and America they are
always defined as government enemies they are members of rebel groups or coming from
Israel”.
However, he comments on particular risk for certain groups: Also adding, “All Darfuris affiliated
to African indigenous groups such as Fur Zagawa Masaleet Medop and Barty are under perpetual
risk since the eruption of this situation in 2003 // To relocate a person from these groups and to
grantee his or her safety depends on from where he or she comes if from Europe there is a
problem because there is always an allegation he or she belongs to rebel groups”.
Similarly, Mosaab Baba from the Ayin Network highlights the risk faced by non-Arab Darfuris
generally: “those relocating internationally will be in NISS hands as soon as they arrive, as
happened with the Darfur refugees from Jordan. This is mainly due to Darfuris criticizing
Khartoum for the war in Darfur when they go abroad, as well as accusations of them being a
part of the armed movements”.
But he is also keen to highlight the particular risks facing individuals from the Fur tribe:
“Khartoum is trying to get rid of of SLA-AW forces in Jebel Marra, as claimed by the leader of
RSF in Nov 2018, in which he promised “the elimination of the rebels of the Sudan Liberation
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Movement led by Abdul Wahid Nur in Jebel Marra area within three months.” This particularly
puts people from the Fur tribe at risk, due to their historic relationship with SLA-AW. Returning
young Fur to Khartoum would almost guarantee them to be at risk from the moment they arrive
at the airport.”
Sudan expert A believes individuals from the Zaghawa tribe are particularly at risk: “The risks are
higher for Non-Arab Darfuri and particularly high for Zaghawa people, systematically accused of
being rebels.” They also support this with an account of the actions of the Sudanese Embassy in
Libya to target Zaghawa refugees: “In Libya itself, where the prevailing system implies that
Darfurians, rather than all Sudanese, are among “People of Concern” prioritized by the HCR for
registration as asylum seekers before eventually being sent to an asylum countries, there is a
constant lobbying by the Sudanese embassy, so that Darfur is withdrawn from the “People of
Concern” list. In the meantime, the Sudanese embassy also repeatedly denied Sudanese
nationality for Darfurian, in particular Zaghawa, refugees, suggesting they were rather Chadian.”
Koert Debeuf from TIMEP counters that by contrast “It is very clear that anyone going back to
Sudan via Khartoum International Airport can face interrogations and often beatings,
psychological and/or sexual violence. This is the case for Sudanese people who are in one way
or another connected to opposition forces or protests. This is certainly the case for Darfuris and
people from African tribes. But also people without such ethnic connection can suffer
interrogations and torture. This is documented by the Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy
Europe, but also by Amnesty in The Netherlands.”
iii)
Low profile
From the evidence provided, it is clear that the political, or other, profile of an individual is
relevant as an identifying factor determining risk on return.
So some identify particular groups that lend a profile to an individual on return. NGO B said,
“Darfuris travelling in and out of Khartoum International Airport do not face issues in
themselves. As with all Sudanese it is dependent on the context. Those that are active in politics
or human rights may face increased questioning, passport confiscation or denial of travel.”
The ACJPS gave specific examples: “The African Centre for Justice and Peace Studies (ACPJS)
knew of cases in which academics or political activists had been either stopped from leaving
Sudan or had been detained on return. ACPJS could specifically mention two cases in which a
lawyer and political activist had been detained on return to Sudan.” Similarly they argue that:
“Those at greatest risk of arrest at Khartoum International airport were persons working in
human rights or political opposition to the government.”
But they also specify that there is a low threshold as to what constitutes a political profile, which
may simply be imputed because someone is a FAS: “ACPJS also could say that staying a
reasonable length of time out of Sudan (perhaps one years or more) may give rise to suspicion
that a person was a perceived opponent to the regime, and may have affiliations to armed rebel
groups or political opposition.”
Their suggestion is that even having sought asylum abroad can lead to someone’s interrogation,
arrest, and detention on return. From this point on, further treatment is determined by what is
uncovered during questioning: “Such arrests were either for a short period of time, to harass
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and intimidate potential opponents, or for a longer period, because the person was considered
to be a genuine threat to the regime.”
Similarly, NGO C believes it is only the severity of treatment that will be determined by
someone’s political leanings, if uncovered: “If they are suspected of anything by NISS, they will
definitely be arrested. If not arrested, then they will be under surveillance.
The response from the Ayin Network’s Mosaab Baba supports the idea that there is a low
threshold in terms of what is understood to be a political profile by the security at KIA: “Any
previous affiliations, connections, or even social media posts would guarantee jail, torture, or
both.”
Many respondents seem to agree that it is therefore not the case, as has sometimes been
claimed by the UK Home Office, that individuals lacking political profile are not ‘persons of
interest’ to NISS. In fact, as some of the respondents make clear, it may be precisely these lowerprofile individuals that are left most vulnerable to the arbitrary exercise of state power in Sudan,
receiving the worst treatment if detained, and subject to ongoing surveillance.
Netherlands-based Sudan expert Pieter Smit is robust in rejecting the assumption made by
numerous Country of Origin Information reports, which he summarised, “It is often suggested
that if even high profile political opposition can return unharmed, then most likely, lower profile
persons such as rejected asylum seekers have even less to fear.” To counter this, he cites at
length from correspondence he had with 2 Norwegian figures, notably the Norwegian
government's Sudan expert Geir Skogseth, and diplomat Cato Naeverdal, whom he identifies as
having been consulted by the UK Home Office in their reporting on Sudan. (Annex G)
He suggests that he started a conversation with both sources in discussing the fact that no
returnee had ever, to their knowledge, formally reported abuse following their return, a fact
that had both sources felt was “a strong indication of the absence of such violence.” However,
further discussion was illuminating. The diplomat Cato Naeverdal mentioned that “One thing is
strange. I did the same job on the Norwegian embassy in Afghanistan, and there we received
many Afghans, deported from Norway, with destitution problems. They were begging for
humanitarian assistance all the time. But here in Sudan, not one deportee from Norway has
shown up. That is difficult to explain unless deported people in this country are told to keep
away from us, and are much more fearful for the security apparatus in this country then in
Afghanistan.”
When Pieter Smit put idea this to Geir Skogseth, Mr Skogseth said: “We know the Sudanese
government is keenly aware of international scrutiny of their human rights record. Maybe it IS
true, that the security apparatus treats the upper class and well connected protesters rather
mildly, while going much more violent after the ordinary political suspects, away from
international scrutiny. In that way, they could, with relative minimal effort of lowly educated
security agents, and so keep the masses in check and away from organized opposition, and
spend more time and their best resources on the politically more dangerous upper class of
protesters.”
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Pieter Smit concludes: “I agree with the two Norwegian experts: By being violent to the unknown
protesters, the Sudanese security apparatus can achieve at minimum cost, to keep disconnected
the leadership of political opposition movements from the ordinary protesters.
“Hence, being of lesser know families, and of lower ranks in political opposition movements,
may INCREASE the risk of receiving very violent treatments by security agents. That will very
likely also count for deported ex-asylum seekers.” [Bold is author’s own]
The relevant better treatment received by high-profile figures supports this claim. Mohammed
El-Ansari, head of the National Umma Party UK and Ireland chapter, says that their leader, the
Imam “Aladig Almahdi is leading figure and this privilege given him protection as will be
embarrassment for the NCP to arrest national leader like Alsadig from airport.”
Mohammed El-Ansari instead argues that: “The NCP work with local and European NGOs lead
by Sudanese and African European citizen which misleading the government in UK and Europe
with false report about treatment in Khartoum airport. The situation in Khartoum airport is very
bad especially for ordinary people. The government know the activist can be protected and their
situation can be reflected by media and NGOs. We have evidence and I spoke with several
people treated badly in Khartoum airport and those combine by official immigration officers
from western countries treat nicely for short time until been alone and then can be taken to
security and ghost house.”
c. Need for post-return monitoring
What the relative lack of information we have about less high-profile returnees to Sudan suggests
is that there is an information gap. Several respondents highlighted that our knowledge about the
true state of affairs for those who are forcibly returned to Sudan is inadequate. They suggest that
further work is needed to establish an effective post-return monitoring system that will allow us to
fully understand risks on return, as well as how to mitigate them.
This is also a fact noted by interviewees in the FFM report. The UK FCO official, quoting the EU
Migration Coordination Group, says, “However, the group recognise that post-return monitoring in
this context is very difficult and there is a risk that they may not have visibility of such incidents.”
(6.3.10) And Ahmed Eltoum Salim says, “There is a need for civil society to monitor returnees, if not
interviewed by a neutral organisation get biased views from government and non-government
organisations.” (6.3.22) This is something Mr Salim also discussed with me in person at a meeting
on 28 September 2018.
The barriers to an effective post-return monitoring system have already been hinted at: returnees
are instructed not to seek external help, often having been asked to sign a document making a
pledge to this effect, often taking the form of ‘family guarantee’ or ‘personal security’. Such a
document obliges them not to engage in any political activities, or possibly leave the country, and
gives the police the right to detain them at any time.
Coupled with this, once returned, individuals are subject to constant surveillance. NGO C mentions
that even if someone is not arrested on return, “then they will be under surveillance.” NGO B
agreed: “In addition to beatings, individuals who are returned in this manner often state they are
being monitored by the security services even after their release.”
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This might explain the sharp difference in experience mentioned by Pieter Smit’s source, Cato
Naeverdal, who commented on the vastly different volume of returns cases he dealt with in
Afghanistan as opposed to Sudan. If individuals are instructed strictly not to seek the support of
Embassies, and under surveillance in case they try to, then how are Embassies going to be made
aware of any abuses?
This is exacerbated by the monitoring to which Embassies are subjected as well. David Drew MP, on
behalf of the Sudans APPG, was clear following the APPG’s trip to the country that: “It is relevant to
this Country Guidance case that international visitors to Sudan are not afforded the access needed
to understand the persecution and repression facing Sudanese people today.
“The reach of the Government extended into all parts of our delegation. It was almost impossible
to meet Sudanese people not volunteered by the Government. The delegation held meetings at the
British Embassy with key Human Rights Defenders (HRDs), for which we were grateful, but it was
insufficient to make a judgment on the scale of civil society repression in Sudan. It was also clear
that the British Embassy did not have a total understanding of the civil society networks in place in
Sudan, as many prominent HRDs contacted us following the delegation to ask why they had not
been invited to meet with us.
“From the meetings we held in Sudan, it was clear that Government persecution extended beyond
activists and Opposition figures to students, women, and those of different ethnicities. Independent
reports have confirmed that the power of the National Intelligence and Security Services to act
independently of the Rule of Law and Due Process enables widespread and often arbitrary
repression.
However, it was impossible to verify this during our time in Sudan, as the Government used
administrative, financial and security obstacles to prevent the necessary field research from taking
place. As a result, any delegation from the Home Office to Sudan would face similar struggles and
their conclusions would therefore have to be placed within the context of independent, verifiable
testimony from civil-society actors in Sudan.”
I therefore find it hubristic at best for BE Khartoum to claim, as they do in the FFM report, that the
“UK is also one of the most approached Embassies by Sudanese on other issues, so people who
returned might approach the Embassy directly.” (6.4.7)
Despite the need for “independent and verifiable testimony from civil-society actors in Sudan”, the
general repression of civil society in Sudan means they are not able to plug this gap. The ACJPS said,
“There is no any organization inside Sudan following up on the situation of returnees due to the
shrinking space for human rights organization inside the country.” As previously mentioned, Waging
Peace is the only organisation named as a body able to conduct post-return monitoring in Sudan,
but we lack the means to do in a formal structure, relying instead on informal networks of contacts
on the ground, and oftentimes having to turn requests for our support away.95 I have previously

Rights in Exile Programme, ‘Sudan Post-Deportation’, accessed online 15.01.19
http://www.refugeelegalaidinformation.org/sudan-post-deportation-monitoring%20
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briefed the FCO and Home Office that Sudan needs a post-return monitoring system to provide a
balanced assessment of risk on return.96
Unfortunately, such investigations as are made by Western Embassies are often found to be
inadequate. Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars lamented, “No humanitarian agency nor
European government deporting Darfuris back to Khartoum has engaged in any monitoring of their
protection and wellbeing on arrival in Sudan.”
Pieter Smit criticised the process undertaken by the Dutch Embassy concerning the December 2017
returnee mentioned before. He recounted, “… in february 2018, a Dutch asylum staff member made
a 15 minute phone call over an unsafe telephone line to the deported person in Sudan. He skips 95
percent of the normal safeguards of an asylum interview, writes a less then 2 page report, and
concludes that the person changed his story and is not to be believed. This asylum staff did not
realize that the earlier, different story did not come from the person he interviewed, but from his
family who had wrongly declared about his whereabouts, while fearing their phone was monitored.
Also while telephoning with the asylum staff, a misunderstanding developed into an obstructive
argument over weather he is inside or outside during this phone call. (Person was outside the house,
but inside the compound's brick fence, so answered to be inside, while street sounds from the other
side of the wall convinced the interviewer that person was outside.) On this basis alone, on 5
february 2018, the secretary of state answers to parliament: “ Only a substantiated signal of serious
irregularities .. can form the need to start an investigation. One signal that I did receive, … has been
verified, … and it turned out to be unfounded.” That was the position in February 2018, which is
echoed in the statement of western embassy B, and seems to have also seeped into the statements
of other embassies.”
Pieter Smit thereby bemoas the fact that Embassies are able to use technicalities to escape
disclosing allegations of post-return abuse, simply saying that they know of no ‘verified’ or
‘substantiated’ instances. So he highlights that in the FFM report’s Executive Summary it is said “All
western states ... consulted, were not aware of verified evidence of ill-treatment of returnees to
Sudan.” The sheer weight of evidence listed above, and its repeated disclosure to officials, should
cast doubt on this broad assessment. Pieter Smit goes further, and said given his clear assessment
of the 2013 and 2017 Netherlands cases, “This conclusion is now in tatters”.
The head of the National Umma Party chapter UK and Ireland, Mohammed El-Ansari, goes further,
admonishing the British Embassy by suggesting they should take responsibility and appoint a Home
Office representative: “I am not sure if the British embassy have permanent home office officer
based in Khartoum that will be good idea to see the situation from within. The home office
liaison can engage with local NGO and human right organisation and have more transparent report
which not depend on NCP agents organisation. I think the British embassy mission in Khartoum need
to focus in human right abuses and build good relationship with NGO and making sure are engaging
with right organisation not the government one.”
Whether this is the solution arrived at or not, it is clear is that more evidence, and a system of
verifying it agreed between diplomatic, policy, and civil society actors, is needed to be able to draw
conclusions on this important area of risk for returnees, particularly those of Darfuri origin.
Waging Peace, ‘Recommendations for returns and readmissions discussions at 5 th round of Strategic Dialogue’, April
2018, accessed online 14.01.19 http://wagingpeace.info/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/waging-peace-recommendationson-returns-and-readmission-procedures-april-2018.pdf
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8. Comment on UK Home Office’s Fact-Finding Mission report (2018)
In addition to my comment throughout this report, I wish to offer the following general observations
on the FFM report.
The primary issue I had with the report was its methodology. Although I recognise Waging Peace
does not have a presence on the ground, which might explain the Fact-Finding Mission Team’s (FFT)
failure to request an interview with us for their report, we could certainly have highlighted a more
exhaustive list of participants for them to interview while in Khartoum, beyond those included in
the FFM report, which number only 20 discrete sources. By comparison, at greatly reduced cost, we
have been able to seek input from 19 sources for our report, not including interviews and
background conversations with many more individuals. In particular, and as mentioned before, we
know of the current whereabouts and situation of returnees from the UK, a fact which was known
to the FFT before the completion of their report. Their failure to seek further insight on this situation
calls into question their commitment to uncovering cases of post-return abuse.
In addition, Waging Peace, and I myself, am in contact with a wide variety of human rights
defenders, and civil society activists on the ground, as I hope my report demonstrates. I believe the
list of individuals we can call on goes above and beyond the ‘usual suspects’ that BE Khartoum is
able to host at its premises.
Although not mentioned in the FFM report, at a meeting with the Home Office’s report author I had
on 7 November 2018, he confirmed that interviews were held exclusively at BE Khartoum. We know
that BE Khartoum is a problematic venue for evidence sessions of this kind for several reasons.
Firstly, in seeking input from BE Khartoum on who to interview, certain voices would necessarily
have been excluded, simply as they are unknown to BE Khartoum staff. This is evidenced by the fact
that during a visit made to Sudan by relevant APPG in September 2018 I put forward names for
people to include in a planned meeting with the domestic civil society of which BE Khartoum
declared themselves unaware.
Second, it should not be overlooked that BE Khartoum itself has a profile among activists in the city,
and the country more widely. Attending a meeting there would be viewed with suspicion by the
country’s security, and we understand that attendance is monitored. This limits the type of
individuals who are able to attend such a meeting to those who are already of sufficiently high
profile to know that they are protected from intervention by security following such interaction.
To understand the experience of those not enjoying protection due to their high profile, it would
have been necessary to conduct interviews at other secure locations. Even the potential for this is
curtailed by the fact that monitoring is constant for any overseas mission, something which David
Drew MP highlighted on behalf of the APPG when commenting on their September 2018 trip: “It is
relevant to this Country Guidance case that international visitors to Sudan are not afforded the
access needed to understand the persecution and repression facing Sudanese people today.
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“The reach of the Government extended into all parts of our delegation. It was almost impossible
to meet Sudanese people not volunteered by the Government. The delegation held meetings at the
British Embassy with key Human Rights Defenders (HRDs), for which we were grateful, but it was
insufficient to make a judgment on the scale of civil society repression in Sudan. It was also clear
that the British Embassy did not have a total understanding of the civil society networks in place in
Sudan, as many prominent HRDs contacted us following the delegation to ask why they had not
been invited to meet with us.
“From the meetings we held in Sudan, it was clear that Government persecution extended beyond
activists and Opposition figures to students, women, and those of different ethnicities. Independent
reports have confirmed that the power of the National Intelligence and Security Services to act
independently of the Rule of Law and Due Process enables widespread and often arbitrary
repression.
“However, it was impossible to verify this during our time in Sudan, as the Government used
administrative, financial and security obstacles to prevent the necessary field research from taking
place. As a result, any delegation from the Home Office to Sudan would face similar struggles and
their conclusions would therefore have to be placed within the context of independent, verifiable
testimony from civil-society actors in Sudan.”
The profile of BE Khartoum might additionally have limited those that wanted to input. NGO B said,
“The relationships that civil society shared with the British Embassy used to be extremely good. The
community felt supported by the British Embassy in their work to improve democracy, human rights
and other key components of a successful society. This was reflected through regular and developed
meetings, statements of support and so forth. They felt appropriately consulted and that their views
mattered.
“However, in the last two to three years there has been a marked deterioration in these
relationships. Much of the independent Sudanese civil society no longer believes that the British
Embassy supports their work, but rather they are now on a course solely to improve relations with
the Sudanese Government at the expense of all else.”
Nagla Ahmed from Huqooq supported this conclusion: “… the situation in Sudan has changed and
there are security concerns around visiting foreign embassy in Khartoum, which became difficult for
civil society to build any relationship with any foreign embassy, in October 2018 the security
arrested four journalists for attending a meeting organized by the EU delegation in Khartoum, the
government summoned the EU ambassador for meeting the journalists, therefore, visiting or having
a relationship with a foreign embassy can put people in danger and subject them to arrest and
prosecution of being spies. In contrary the British embassy has a very good relationship with
government institutions and affiliated organizations.”
Osama Mahmoud from the Darfur Union in the UK quotes from the APPG report, which reads, “The
announcement of closer bilateral ties without progress on signi cant issues, such as humanitarian
access, strengthens the GoS’s hand, both against domestic opponents and in future discussions with
international partners. While the people of Sudan are protesting for a broad- based transition to
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democracy, the pursuit of a closer bilateral relationship with the Government misjudges the political
mood in the country.”97
The comments of various civil society actors further support the idea that BE Khartoum is not as
closely linked to Sudanese civil society as it once was. Hala Al-Karib from the Strategic Initiative for
Women in the Horn of Africa said, “At the moment as an organization we do not have a direct
relationship with the British Embassy in Khartoum , our latest engagement was in 2015 , at the
time we were supported through a conflict and stability program to provide GBV
protection and literacy classes for girls and young women in North Darfur.” Similarly, Olivia Bueno
from IRRI noted a reduced engagement from BE Khartoum: “IRRI was in touch with the Embassy in
Khartoum about two years ago about how to better support civil society organizations in Blue Nile
and South Kordofan, but we have had minimal contact since then.”
By contrast, one of the FFM report’s interviewees, Salih Mohammed Osman, describes his
relationship with BE Khartoum as “perfect”. What this suggests is that BE Khartoum have arranged
meetings for the FFT with established contacts with whom they already have good relations. But if,
as my respondents indicate, this is a more limited pool in recent years, it is possible that more critical
voices were excluded.
I also question the FFT’s decision not to visit some of the so-called ‘black belt’ areas of Khartoum in
which Darfuris are said to live. It would have been helpful if the FFT could have visited such locations
personally and offered their views on the conditions there. Their perceptions would have provided
a useful supplement to the FFM report’s section on socio-economic rights as at 3.5.
However, as I understand it, visibility into such areas by anyone associated with an Embassy mission
is poor. I was given some sense of why in a conversation on 24 October 2018 with a humanitarian
worker who was until recently stationed in Khartoum. He said Embassy staff are routinely prevented
from accessing locations that would involve crossing one of Khartoum’s bridges, as at times of crisis
these bridges are closed. However, this can prevent a meaningful understanding of living conditions
beyond a more privileged diplomatic circle.
There were also cases in which I felt the more critical arguments of certain interviewees were not
elaborated. For instance, as previously mentioned, the need expressed by interviewees (among
them Ahmed Eltoum Salim) for an adequate post-return monitoring network was not fully
considered.
I also criticise the report for not drawing on external sources beyond the interviews. At times, simple
searches reveal crucial updates to conditions described by the interviewees that can supplement or
even alter the assessment given. One such case is the appearance in court of Asim Omer bearing
clear signs of physical torture.
Overall, I disagree with the FFM report’s view that non-Arab Darfuris are not at risk in Khartoum, or
on return. I feel this conclusion was reached because of limitations in the report’s methodology.

APPG, ‘Engagement Beyond the Centre: An Inquiry Report on the Future of UK-Sudan Relations’, 21 February
2017, accessed online 18.01.19 https://reliefweb.int/report/sudan/engagement-beyond-centre-inquiry-report-future-uksudan-relations-enar
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I Maddy Crowther DECLARE THAT:
1. I understand that my duty in providing written reports and giving evidence is to help the Court,
and that this duty overrides any obligation to the party by whom I am engaged or the person who
has paid or is liable to pay me. I confirm that I have complied and will continue to comply with
my duty.
2. I confirm that I have not entered into any arrangement where the amount or payment of my fees is
in any way dependent on the outcome of the case.
3. I know of no conflict of interest of any kind, other than any which I have disclosed in my report.
4. I do not consider that any interest which I have disclosed affects my suitability as an expert
witness on any issues on which I have given evidence.
5. I will advise the party by whom I am instructed if, between the date of my report and the trial,
there is any change in circumstances which affect my answers to points 3 and 4 above.
6. Where possible I have shown the sources of all information I have used.
7. I have exercised reasonable care and skill in order to be accurate and complete in preparing this
report.
8. I have endeavoured to include in my report those matters, of which I have knowledge or of which
I have been made aware, that might adversely affect the validity of my opinion. I have clearly
stated any qualifications to my opinion.
9. I have not, without forming an independent view, included or excluded anything which has been
suggested to me by others, including my instructing lawyers.
10. I will notify those instructing me immediately and confirm in writing if, for any reason, my
existing report requires any correction or qualification.
11. I understand that;
a. my report will form the evidence to be given under oath or affirmation;
b. questions may be put to me in writing for the purposes of clarifying my report and that my
answers shall be treated as part of my report and covered by my statement of truth;
c. I am likely to be required to attend court to be cross-examined on my report;

STATEMENT OF TRUTH
I confirm that I have made clear which facts and matters referred to in this report are within my own
knowledge and which are not. Those that are within my own knowledge I confirm to be true. The
opinions I have expressed represent my true and complete professional opinions on the matters to
which they refer.
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Signed :

Dated : 18.01.19
9. External input
a. Letter shared by Waging Peace to seek input to report
Thursday 22 November 2018
Dear Sir/Madam,
Re: Input into Waging Peace report on risk to Darfuris in Sudan, and as failed asylum seekers
1. I am the Co-Executive Director of Waging Peace, a non-governmental organisation that
documents human rights abuses in Sudan, and together with its sister charity Article 1
(http://www.article1.org, registered number 1124746), helps Sudanese refugees and
asylum-seekers build meaningful lives in the UK.
2. We have been instructed as an expert witness in a UK Country Guidance case seeking to
revisit the judgments in AA and MM (Darfuris) Sudan (CG0 [2015] UKUT 10 (IAC). In order
to help us prepare a report, we are seeking input from a variety of sources on the below
questions.
3. We would be grateful if you could provide answers from yourself/your organisation via
email to maddy.crowther@wagingpeace.info at your earliest convenience, and with a strict
deadline of 30 December 2018.
4. Please indicate in your email how/if we should attribute your information. All emails,
except where it is made clear that answers are provided on background only, will be
provided in full in the Annexes of the finished report. If you would like to send additional
material, this is also welcomed.
a. What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation
in Darfur?
b. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What is
your view of the reasonableness of the assertion that an individual
can relocate to Khartoum from either elsewhere in Sudan, or
internationally?
c. What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in
Sudan on the basis of their ethnicity, and that they suffer
discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance concerning
access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious
freedom?
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d. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan
via Khartoum International Airport, including the impact of any
immigration or security measures? How does this vary among
groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on
Emergency Travel Documents?
e. How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with
the British Embassy Khartoum? Has this relationship changed in
recent years?
f. Any other information of which you think we should be made
aware?
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Yours faithfully,

Maddy Crowther
Co-Executive Director, Waging Peace maddy.crowther@wagingpeace.info | 0203 752 5815
b. Nagla Ahmed, Acting Executive Director, Huqooq
Final version received via email 10.01.19
Situation of Darfuri in Sudan
Introduction:
My name is Nagla Ahmed a Sudanese human rights advocate, a UK resident since 2012, and I am
working with Sudanese Rights Group (Huqooq) a voluntary non-government organization, based in
Sudan, as acting executive director, our main work focus on monitoring, documentation and
reporting on human rights situation in Sudan, I am submitting this written submission on behalf of
the organization and myself as I have been in the forefront with others defending Sudanese people’s
rights. This submission is highlighting the situation of Individual Sudanese from Darfur living in
Khartoum and other regions in Sudan, intending to give evidence based on documented cases of
violations and abuses that people from Darfur and Nuba Mountains subjected to and challenges
that they are facing on daily basis based on their ethnic background.
In the last nearly three decades, number of organizations has well documented the continued
suppression of the government of Sudan against people from Darfur, Nuba Mountains, Blue Nile
and South Sudan, by using various tactics to implement discriminatory attitudes, social isolations,
or forced them to leave the country in fear of suppression and persecution. Being on the frontline
of such attacks, indeed are students, and casual workers.
However, human right abuses against Darfuri Sudanese, are occurring on daily bases, subjecting
many people to arbitrary arrest and detention, torture, and other ill treatment, politically motivated
criminalization under criminal law of 1991 and terrorist law of 2001 with broad vague charges,
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killing, death threats and kidnapping, in an attempt to deprive them from their rights to live equally
in Sudan. For more information and reports please visit the link: http://www.sudanrights.com/
Security and Humanitarian Situation in Darfur:
The security and humanitarian situation in Darfur, remained dire, with widespread violations of
international humanitarian and human rights law. Although the government has launched its
campaign in Darfur in order to increase the number of the returnees from different internally
displaced camps to their origin villages, however, witnesses have confirmed that the security
situation is dire in the region and caused mainly by roaming militiamen, Rapid Support Forces and
armed herders who used to attack displaced returnees, there are number of reports of attacks by
militiamen against returnees, for example in March and April 2018 several attacks on displaced
persons returnees, in March Militiamen under the leadership of Ibrahim Abubaker riding in two
vehicles assaulted villagers tending their land in Lamena village, in the area of Abu Sakin, they
injured El Fadil Mohamed Ali and kidnaped Abubaker El Doma, Mohamed El Doma, and Abdelmajid
Ahmed to an unknown destination, number of Displaced people who return to their farms in Tawila,
North Darfur, encountered armed herders who prevented them from cultivating their lands, others
have occupied the returnees lands and told them to leave.
In addition, the impact of the recent economic crisis in Sudan continue to take its toll on the
population in Darfur states, and affecting the most vulnerable communities.
Below
are
some
cases
of
violations
in
Darfur
Region
(http://www.sudanrights.com/2016/10/04/human-rights-monitoring-3rd-30th-september-2016sudan-report-no-11/):
* On the 29th of September 2016 at around 10:00 pm, three armed men shot dead the former
commissioner of Baida locality of West Darfur State, chief of Dago tribe and a member of voluntary
return committee, Gamal Ahmed Abd Aljabar, 54 years old in front of his house in Algadesyah
neighborhood block 13 in Nayla, South Darfur State. The perpetrators escaped the crime scene using
a vehicle without license plate. (Source: HR activist)
* On the 28th of September 2016, Agents of military intelligence beat and detained Ayoub Abakar
Issa 32 years old and Hamdan Adam Issa 45 years old resident of Sony village from Deribat market
in Darfur East Jebel Marra, they were taken to the Deribat military garrison the reason for the arrest
unknown. (Source: HR activist)
* On the 26th of September 2016, three unidentified gunmen attacked and shot dead Ezzeldin Saad
Abdelnabi in Nyala South Darfur State. Ezzeldin, an accountant working at the Wad Hajam Unit in El
Radoum locality.
* On the 24th of September 2016, six members of National Intelligence and Security Service (NISS)
using three motorcycles beat and arrested Mohamed Hassan a resident from Mokajar Internally
Displaced Persons camp in Central Darfur, on the ground of his affiliation with armed movements.
* On the 19th of September 2016, unidentified (hooded) armed men attacked Idris Abdallah Bakhit
30 years old and shot him at his leg in front of his house in Khamsah Dagaigh neighborhood in Zalinji
Central Darfur State.
* On the 19th of September 2016 at around 2:00 pm, rapid support forces and borders guards in
Kutom locality north Darfur shot Abdalsalam Haroun (Folo) after he opposed the attackers looting
and attack in the area between Kutum and El Fashir highway, Haroun sustained serious bullets
injuries and now is receiving treatment.
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* On the 17th of September 2016 at around 10:00 am, armed militia men, raided Donkey Baashim
village, the attackers looted the village and killed more than six villagers and number of people
reportedly sustained serious injuries.
Darfuri students in Sudan are facing discrimination and violations to their human rights in
universities across the country by the National Intelligence and Security Service (NISS), the police
and students affiliated with the ruling National Congress Party (NCP), recent attacks was on 20, 23
and 28 of December 2018 respectfully, following countrywide protests against the government and
demands for change, the government launched a heavy hand campaign targeted university students
from Darfur and arrested more than 45 students, killed one(Salih Yaqoub Omer) during a raid on
their residents home in Aldroshab area in Bahri City, and others arrested from their house in
Sinnnar- Aldivaghah neighborhood in Sinnar state and Jabal Awlyaa suburb in Khartoum, among
them casual workers, the authorities broadcast recorded videos on the national TV of the students
confessing to the public that they trained to kill, burn and destroy public and private properties, the
government accused them of being trained in Israel, following Sudan Liberation Movement SLM
leader agendas and are responsible for on-going protests and the killing of people. It has been
reported that these students have been subjected to torture and/or ill-treatment whilst in detention
to forcibly confess the government claims. Now these students are facing great risk to their lives.
Darfuris in Khartoum are facing discrimination and prosecution from both the government and
some people, for example there are well-documented cases where people reported to the security
on Darfuris living in the neighborhood as they are rebels, or set fire in the resident houses because
they don’t want them to live in the area, or kicked out of rented houses
from May 2016 to July 2018 Sudanese Rights Group (Huqooq) has documented hundreds of
violations against students who have been expelled from universities or arrested, detained or killed
the following cases will reflect the dismal situation for Darfuris in Khartoum:
· On the 23rd of October 2016, at around 10:30 pm, Adam Yahiya Haroun, 24 years, student at Sudan
University of Science and Technology, 3rd year at the Faculty of Information Technology, residing in
Omdurman Islamic University students dorm in Alshigla area in Omdurman, originally from Baleel
Locality Kalma IDPs camp- South Darfur, was found dead by one of the students at the Omdurman
Islamic university Faculty of Pharmacy near the students union premises, according to the student
who found the deceased he said that he noticed signs of torture on the deceased shoulder and neck,
he then carried the body whilst at the dorms gate met with four people in plain clothes in a pick-up
who took the body from him and inform him that they will take the deceased body to the Medical
Military Hospital, one of the deceased relative told Huqooq that he received a call from stranger
informing him to go to the hospital and receive the body, according to one of the student activist
told Huqooq that the death certificate issued by the Medical Military Hospital stated the cause of
the death is severe beating at the deceased neck and other parts of the body, later the body was
transferred by security agents to Omdurman Educational Hospital morgue where they obtained
another death certificate stating the cause of the death is electrocution. The family of the deceased
received his body by the same four people who took him to the Medical Military Hospital and
disappeared thereafter. (Huqooq team tried to
obtain more information from one of Haroun family members he refused to talk or provide more
information and told Huqooq he was threatened by the NISS not to talk about Haroun death with
anyone or he will see other things he said his mobile is monitored now and can’t talk then he
switched off his phone.
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The Context:
On the 19th of October 2016, the student’s unity association at Omdurman Islamic University
organized a political forum and handed a memo to the students fund demanding the opening of the
student’s dormitory, that was closed during the student’s protests in last April, later on the same
day group NCP party affiliated students stormed the dorm of the faculty of pharmacy students and
questioned two students on the political forum and who are the organizers and the leaders of the
student unity movement, they found Adam Yahiya Hroun and beat him. On the 20th of October the
students opened the dorms and found no water and the power was off, later the NISS agents
surrounded the dorm with their pick-ups. (According to one student he said they are suspecting that
Haroun was killed, Huqooq team was unable to obtain further informationhttp://www.sudanrights.com/2016/11/02/%D8%AA%D9%82%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%83%D8%AA%D9%88%D8%A8%D8%B1-2016-october-2016-report/)
* On the 20th of May 2016, at around 5:30 pm, an armed group composed of 30 national intelligence
and security service (NISS) agents in three pickup trucks arrested Bakhit Abd Alkareem a 34 years
old graduate from Alnailain University’s Faculty of Law, he was arrested from his house in Mayo
area Alshahinat Block in Khartoum, the arrest reason is likely based on the suspicion of his affiliation
with the opposition armed group Justice and Equality Movement, his whereabouts are still unknown
although his family submitted a request to visit him at the NISS information office in Khartoum
Almatar street but the NISS have rejected their request.
on the 2nd of June 2016, in a press conference, the General Counsel of the Ministry of Justice,
Mohammed Ahmed Ali, stated that the investigations into the incident of the killing of Aljazeera
University students that happened in 2012, proved the involvement of policemen in the killing of
three students from western Sudan’s Darfur region. He pointed out that the prosecutor had lifted
the immunity of the accused policemen for trial, but after contacting the families and holding about
19 continuous meetings with them to give them the options between litigation or accepting the
payment of (Dia) blood money, the families have decided to accept the blood money whereas the
case file now is closed. Noting that the government haven’t published the investigations report,
following these developments in this case Huqooq tried to contact the families but they refused to
talk or give any information as they were threatening by the authorities and ordered them not talk.
Case Background:
On the 7th of December 2012, the bodies of three students, Mohamed Younis al-Nil, Adel Mohamed
Ahmed, and Alsadiq Abdullah Yagoub, had been found in a sewage canal near Al Jazeera University.
The body of a fourth student, Nu’man Ahmed Koreishi, was also found later in the canal. The
students were reported missing earlier in the week during protests over the university’s refusal to
register Darfuri students unless they paid full tuition. Under the Darfur peace agreements of 2006
(Abuja) and 2011 (Doha), Darfuri students qualify for tuition exemption. Sudanese universities have
interpreted the provision inconsistently, however, prompting protests by Darfuri students at several
campuses in recent years
• On the 1st of June 2016, the National Intelligence and Security Service (NISS) arrested a number
of members of Darfur students Association from in front of the UN buildings in Khartoum during
their peaceful protest against the killing of civilians and violations committed in Hiban Moli and
Azerni among those arrested:
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• Abd-Allah Graidah ,student at University of Khartoum Faculty of Education and
a.Mujtaba Hamad ,the head of Dandoka Students Association
In an interview by Huqooq team with Sabah Alzain Omer Yagoub male, a graduate from Ahlia
University, originally from Darfur, who was arrested by National Intelligence and Security Service
NISS on 12 May 2016, from his house in Ombada with other six students who were released on the
same day, he reported that he was arrested by 30 armed NISS members at around 9:00 am, they
took him in a small car three NISS members sat on his body while he was laying on the backseat, he
was blindfolded, and took him to a police station in Omdorman, he was beaten by eight NISS officers
with sticks, kicked, bunched on his face smashing his front teeth, he was beaten until at around
4:00pm, then they took him to NISS office head quarter offices in Khartoum Bahri near Shandi bus
station, the NISS handcuffed and chained his hands on a shackles mounted on a wall, the NISS
opened his mobile and read all his WhatsApp messages and continued beating him all over his body
throughout the interrogation, resulting in bruises on his body, he was verbally and racially
intimidated, the NISS accused him of being a member of the Darfuri armed groups, he was
interrogated in relation to his participation and speech during the memorial service of Mohamed El
Sadig Wiuo, Ahlia University students who was killed in April 2016, Sabah Alzain had been detained
for 35 days incommunicado in NISS custodies, in an extremely cold room, the room lights were left
on day and night , until 2 of July 2016, when the NISS transferred him with another detainee Bakhit
Abd Alkareem to the state security prosecutor after making them sign a pledge stating they would
not participate in any political activities, Sabah Alzain was denied access to his family or his lawyer
at NISS detention custodies and State Security Prosecutor custody, he was detained in a very poor
condition at the state security prosecution custody in Alamarat area in Khartoum, interrogated
twice first by the state security prosecutor and then after 15 days by a NISS Colonel, he was charged
with committing crimes against the state, under article 50 (Undermining the Constitutional System)
and article 53 (espionage against the country) of the criminal law of 1991. (Interview with Sabah
Alzain on 25/8/2016 - http://www.sudanrights.com/2016/09/05/human-rights-monitoring-sudanreport-no10-1st-31st-august-2016/)
Education: Students from Darfur are the most people denied access to education, the universities
used to expel them for not paying the university tuition, as according to the peace agreement
between the government and different armed groups, the students should be exempted from the
university fees. Under the Darfur peace agreements of 2006 (Abuja) and 2011 (Doha), Darfuri
students qualify for tuition exemption. Sudanese universities have interpreted the provision
inconsistently, however, prompting protests by Darfuri students at several campuses in recent year.
Employment: according to one graduated student he said there are around 25,000 graduates from
Darfur five states are unemployed.
Religion Freedom: On 13 October 2018, National Intelligence and Security Services (NISS) arrested
and detained 13 Christian people from a shared house in Nyala South Darfur, the NISS subject them
to torture and other ill-treatment, they were forced to renounce Christianity.
Darfuris Returning to Sudan: In general, any Sudanese national returning to Sudan on Emergency
Travel Document was subjected to intimidation, in 2017 a Sudanese woman who was on work trip
to the UK, she lost her passport and had to issue an emergency travel document, when she is back
to Sudan she was interrogated by NISS for almost 6 hours at Khartoum international airport, she
instructed by the security to report daily to the NISS offices for almost a week.
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In 2016, Huqooq documented three cases of people who were deported from different countries
they have subjected to intimidation and arrest by the NISS at the airport, they found the National
Intelligence and security Service NISS waiting for them, they took them to especial area in the
airport, and interrogated by eight NISS officers, why they left the country who assisted them, and
asked to provide names, the security beaten them and took their fingerprints others were detained,
we know there are around 20 persons are still in detention some of them were deported from Israel,
since 2016, it is not safe for people to return to Sudan on emergency travel document in particular
for Darfuris, not only that, there are well- documented cases of Darfuris who were coming back to
Sudan legally after obtaining other country nationality such the case of brutal robbing and torture
of Bushara Hasan Jamil by the security authorities at Khartoum airport, in June 2018, Mr. Bushara is
holding a USA passport he was beaten and banned from traveling on his flight by the NISS.
Another person his name is Yagoub was arrested by members of the security on his way to Murnei
and seized his money, he was severely beaten, threatened with death, and warned not to reveal
what had happened to him, as a result of which he could not go to the hospital and died of the
beating a link to a video of his beating https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQNRUb1KIzM
(https://www.dabangasudan.org/en/all-news/article/torture-and-robbery-by-sudan-security-atkhartoum-airport).
Relationship with British Embassy in Khartoum:
As Huqooq we don’t have any relationship with British embassy, however, personally before I came
to the UK , I was working on projects funded by FCO and DFID I used to have meetings with the
embassy as they were the main funders, the situation in Sudan has changed and there are security
concerns around visiting foreign embassy in Khartoum, which became difficult for civil society to
build any relationship with any foreign embassy, in October 2018 the security arrested four
journalists for attending a meeting organized by the EU delegation in Khartoum, the government
summoned the EU ambassador for meeting the journalists, therefore, visiting or having a
relationship with a foreign embassy can put people in danger and subject them to arrest and
prosecution of being spies. In contrary the British embassy has a very good relationship with
government institutions and affiliated organizations.
c. Hala Al-Karib, Sudanese activist addressing inequalities and women's rights in
Sudan and the Horn of Africa
Response received via email 26.12.18
Dear Maddy:
Happy New Year and I hope you are keeping well,
Please see below my response to your questions. Please note that I am providing my feedback
/response based on my individual capacity and views as a Sudanese activist involve on/with civil
society . This information is not provided on behalf of the organization I work for.
a. What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in Darfur?
The security situation in Darfur is fragile, particularly in rural Darfur and among IDPs
living around the urban centers across the region. Sexual violence based on our work in North
Darfur is quite rampant. Militarization of pastoralist tribes still happening. Persecution of
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non Arabaized native tribes educated youth who refuses to affiliate
/collaborate with the regime is prevalent .

themselves

b. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What is your view of
the reasonableness of the assertion that an individual can relocate to Khartoum from either
elsewhere in Sudan, or internationally?
Based on their economic situation and access to resources , there are communities of
wealthy Drafurians living in Omdurman (Al Mohamdseen ) and many parts of Khartoum. Many of
those rich Darfuries are affiliated to the current regime politically and/ or economically or Both.
Dauraies who are poor, students or holding entry level work or casual laborers work , living in the
peripheries of the capital are vulnerable and often subjected to the National security hostility
and profiled and accused of affiliation to Darfuri rebel groups .
Women Street vendors from Darfur selling tea and food are extremely vulnerable to Public Order
Police sweeps , imprisonment,money extraction and harassment.
c. What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in Sudan on the basis
of their ethnicity, and that they suffer discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance
concerning access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious freedom?
The only aspect of discrimination I could confirm is, The ethnic profiling leading to the
political profiling of Darfuris by the National security organs who tend to victimize poor
Darfuris claiming that they are affiliated to rebels and accusing them of being behind the
indictment of the Sudanese president.
Freedom of religion is a shared challenge across the country . GoS regime assumes one uniform
religion (One version of Islam ) for all Sudanese and this is reflected on the country laws and
polices. Citizens with different views, faith and beliefs are easily subjected to legal persecution.
Sudanese Christians mainly from Nuba Mountains are subject to persecution and their churches
are often demolished. Sudanese who are holding different views on their faith even if they are
Muslims are subject to persecution and accusation of apostasy. Women of all backgrounds are
subject to criminalization through the provisions of Sudan criminal act , which criminalize women
based on their personal behavior and presence in public spaces.
d. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan via Khartoum
International Airport, including the impact of any immigration or security measures? How does this
vary among groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on Emergency Travel
Documents?
I don’t have firsthand information on this issue with the exception of the incident
appeared on social media about a Darfuri man who was beaten in Khartoum Airport by NISS and
his money was confiscated.
e. How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the British
Embassy Khartoum? Has this relationship changed in recent years?
At the moment as an organization we do not have a direct relationship with the
British Embassy in Khartoum , our latest engagement was in 2015 , at the time we
were supported through a conflict and stability program to provide GBV protection and literacy
classes for girls and young women in North Darfur.
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Please see below the links to SIHA Reports on Sudan women rights and gender equality profile.
http://sihanet.org/faq/gender-briefing-sudan/
http://sihanet.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Criminalization-of-Women-in-Sudan.pdf
http://sihanet.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Its-Always-Her-Fault.pdf
Best Regards
Hala
d. Mosaab Baba - Ayin Network mosaab@3ayin.com
Response received via email 06.12.18
1. What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in Darfur?
a. The main barrier to a secure and peaceful livelihood in Darfur is the intense tribal militarization,
and specifically the Rapid Support Forces (RSF) - or Janjaweed 2.0. Comprehensive coverage of RSF
is available on our website. There is no accountability for what these forces do, and all the eyewitness accounts point towards these forces as the main cause of instability. The targeted
disarmament campaign that happened last year, along with the gradual withdrawal of UNAMID
have only made matter worse for citizens. Banditry, kidnappings and confiscation of land occur
regularly, with no solutions from the state. Recently the biggest threat to
security in Darfur has been the RSF attacks on Jebel Marra, which have resulted in 16,000 displaced
since September 2018, according to UNAMID.
b. Ayin reports on the security situation in Darfur:
i. Sept 2017 report about targeted disarmament, after the clashes with Musa Hilal http://bit.ly/2SqfPj2
ii. Dec 2017 report and video on the disarmament campaign as a consolidation of power for
government-aligned militias - http://bit.ly/2E2dGGC
iii. Aug 2018 report and video on the forced relocation of IDPs and the
violations they face - http://bit.ly/2L4purz
2. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum?
a. Although the immediate physical threat to Darfuris used to be reduced in Khartoum, the violations
have now become intensified due to RSF having a large presence in Khartoum. Non-Arab Darfuri
students and young people specifically are at risk in Khartoum, due to the historic targeting by NISS,
and recently RSF.
b. Ayin reports on the situation of Darfuris in Khartoum
i. May 2015 report about Darfur student Moh Baggari given the death
sentence - http://bit.ly/2PooH75
ii. Aug 2015 report and video about the flogging of political cadre (from Darfur origins) http://bit.ly/2ARO6AP
iii.
Nov 2015 video about Darfur displaced in the outskirts of Khartoum https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yb5KhVlgcRI
iv. Feb 2016 report and video about deportation of over 800 Darfur refugees in Jordan back to
Khartoum, where NISS detained 180 of them http://bit.ly/2BU1kig
v. May 2016 report and video about Darfur students and the pattern of
violence and discrimination they face - http://bit.ly/2AOTuoi
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3. What is your view of the reasonableness of the assertion that an individual can relocate to
Khartoum from either elsewhere in Sudan, or internationally?
a. From elsewhere in Sudan is less of an issue - however they will be confined to theoutskirts of
Khartoum that lack basic services, and they will face police repression. However, those relocating
internationally will be in NISS hands as soon as they arrive, as happened with the Darfur refugees
from Jordan. This is mainly due to Darfuris criticizing Khartoum for the war in Darfur when they go
abroad, as well as accusations of them being a part of the armed movements.
4. What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in Sudan on the basis of their
ethnicity, and that they suffer discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance concerning
access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious freedom?
a. The war in Darfur is largely based on ethnicity and tribalism - this is a reflection of Khartoum’s
policies that stretch back as far as the Mahdiya days. This discrimination has taken different forms,
and the war in 2003 is just the latest. Law enforcement has become tribalized as well, with outfits
such as Border Guards, RSF, and PDF - with the government mainly recruiting Arab tribes (Rizegat,
Maaliya, etc). RSF has taken on duties of the police, even in Khartoum. This has significantly
increased the risk to youth in general, and for Darfuris in particular (familiar foes). Even those who
are in Darfur and relocate to Khartoum, will live in areas where housing, education, and religious
freedom are severely deteriorated.
5. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan via Khartoum International
Airport, including the impact of any immigration or security measures? How does this vary among
groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on Emergency Travel Documents?
a. NISS “greets” the returnees at the airport. Any previous affiliations, connections, or even social
media posts would guarantee jail, torture, or both. With an ETD, the questioning would start at the
embassy; but if they make it to Khartoum airport without a visa, and carrying and ETD, they would
be redirected to NISS. Beatings and torture at the airport have occurred before.
6. How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the British Embassy Khartoum?
Has this relationship changed in recent years?
a. N/A
7. Any other information of which you think we should be made aware?
a. Khartoum is trying to get rid of of SLA-AW forces in Jebel Marra, as claimed by the leader of RSF
in Nov 2018, in which he promised “the elimination of the rebels of the Sudan Liberation Movement
led by Abdul Wahid Nur in Jebel Marra area within three months.” This particularly puts people from
the Fur tribe at risk, due to their historic relationship with SLA-AW. Returning young Fur to Khartoum
would almost guarantee them to be at risk from the moment they arrive at the airport.
e. Margie Buchanan-Smith and Susanne Jaspars, Sudan experts, and co-authors of
major report Jaspars, S. and Buchanan-Smith (2018) Darfuri migration from Sudan
to Europe. From displacement to despair, REF and HPG report, London: ODI and
SOAS University of London
Response received via email 17.01.19/18.01.19
a. What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in Darfur?
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At the time of our research the security and humanitarian situation in Sudan remained precarious.
In 2017, UN OCHA reported 1.6 million people displaced in camps and 3.3 million in need of
humanitarian assistance in Darfur. These numbers are similar to those in 2004/5 when Darfur was
considered the world’s worst humanitarian crisis. In addition, new displacement continued and
those already displaced faced ongoing attacks. There is no reason to believe that this has
improved.
Our research found that displaced people in camps continue to face militia attack, security
surveillance, and restrictions in movement, thus putting their safety at risk and limiting their ability
to make a living. Interviewees in Central, West and South Darfur in particular talked about limited
access to land, either because their land is occupied or because they faced attack when going to
their farms. At the same time, humanitarian assistance is decreasing. WFP’s latest food security
monitoring in May 2018 (which now only monitors displaced populations) has shown dramatic
deteriorations in food security. With the current economic crisis, the humanitarian situation is
likely to have worsened further. Recent information on other humanitarian indicators such as
acute malnutrition and mortality is not available as government authorization for emergency
assessments is difficult or impossible to obtain. In addition, international organisations are unable
to carry out protection monitoring, in terms of attacks and harassment of Darfuri populations,
since the expulsions of international organisations and staff since 2009.
b. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What is your view of the
reasonableness of the assertion that an individual can relocate to Khartoum from either
elsewhere in Sudan, or internationally?
Darfuris of ethnic groups associated with the rebellion (Zaghawa, Fur, Masalit and others) face
risks in Khartoum as well as Darfur, in particular following the JEM attacks on Khartoum in 2008.
Our research showed that Darfuri students in Khartoum are under suspicion of supporting the
rebellion and face frequent arrest and sometimes torture. This happens particularly following
demonstrations. As indicated below, Darfuri students also faced discrimination in finding
employment. However, not only students faced risks in Khartoum. Darfuri businessmen and
labourers also reported similar treatment. Migration to Khartoum was often a first step for young
men fleeing Darfur. It was when they faced harrassment and ill-treatment in Khartoum that they
had to move out of Sudan to find safety. Relocation to Khartoum from elsewhere in Sudan or
internationally is therefore not an option as long as the conditions found in our research persist.
c. What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in Sudan on the basis of their
ethnicity, and that they suffer discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance concerning
access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious freedom?
The findings of our research provide strong evidence that Darfuris in Sudan are targeted on the
basis of their ethnicity. Young Darfuri men, including teenage boys, from ethnic groups associated
with the rebellion are particularly at risk. This applies to Zaghawa, Fur and Masalit as well as a
wide range of smaller ethnic African groups such as the Tunjur and Burgo. They may come under
surveillance, especially if they live in IDP camps in Darfur, are university students and/ or political
activists. If and when they come under surveillance, their movements are likely to be restricted by
the security services. Some are ordered to report regularly to security. Teenage boys may be
asked, and put under pressure to spy on their relatives and community. Many young Darfuri men
interviewed for the research inside Sudan cited arrest, surveillance, harassment and intimidation
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as the primary reason for wanting to leave Sudan. Those who had already left, interviewed in
Europe, similarly cited those factors as their primary reason for leaving.
Our research findings show that Darfuris of certain ethnic groups (particularly those associated
with the rebellion) are subject to discrimination in finding work, especially government and civil
service jobs, but also when setting up and running businesses and working as traders. This was an
issue for Darfuris of particular ethnic groups, both within Darfur and in Khartoum. This, plus
imposed restrictions on movement, especially for young displaced men, severely limit their
livelihood opportunities. Discrimination also extends to the provision of basic services. For
example, areas in and around Khartoum that have mainly been settled by Darfuris are particularly
poorly served.
Combined, our research study concludes that this amounts to systemic persecution of Darfuris of
particular ethnic groups.
d. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan via Khartoum International
Airport, including the impact of any immigration or security measures? How does this vary
among groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on Emergency Travel
Documents?
No humanitarian agency nor European government deporting Darfuris back to Khartoum has
engaged in any monitoring of their protection and wellbeing on arrival in Sudan. Anecdotal reports
indicate that some deportees have been arrested and interrogated on their return. This is entirely
plausible in view of the harassment and surveillance of young Darfuri men of particular ethnic
groups that the research has revealed, and the highly securitized nature of the Darfur state. But
currently there is no way of verifying this.
e. How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the British Embassy
Khartoum? Has this relationship changed in recent years?
We have enjoyed a good working relationship with the British Embassy in Khartoum, particularly
with DFID which has been our main interlocutor during the research study. DFID invited the two
lead authors of the research study to present the findings to DFID staff and to partners in
November 2018. A member of the British Embassy joined a presentation of the study findings,
hosted by the EU in Brussels, by video link from Khartoum. The Embassy and DFID have thus
shown much interest in the migration research study and its findings.
f. Any other information of which you think we should be made aware?
While the fieldwork for this research study was carried out just over one year ago, there is no
reason to suppose that the surveillance and harassment of Darfuris of particular ethnic groups has
reduced since.
Margie Buchanan-Smith
17th January 2019
f. Olivia Bueno, Interim Executive Director, International Refugee Rights Initiative
Response received via email 07.01.19
a. What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation
in Darfur?
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It is IRRI's understanding that the situation in Darfur is still quite
serious. The UN Office for the Coordination for Humanitarian Affairs
reports that 3.1 million people in Darfur are still in need of
humanitarian aid (UN OCHA, "Sudan Humanitarian Bulletin," 25 November
2018,
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/OCHA_Sudan_Humanitarian_Bulletin_Issu
e_19_%285_-_25_November_2018%29.pdf). Although the government of Sudan has tried to tout
the return of
internally displaced persons as a signal that stability is returning,
IRRI research in 2014 found that although some were returning, this
was generally a result of the dismal humanitarian situation in IDP
camps, rather than a signal of improving conditions in the areas to
which they were returning. And indeed, many were returning to worrying
situations in which they were essentially paying off new occupants of
their land to return under exploitative conditions
(https://www.refworld.org/publisher,IRRI,,SDN,53c8b10d4,0.html).Although our research is now
several years old, there are indications
that this situations persist. Just in the last month, there were
reports that some "returns" were affected simply by renaming IDP camps
to villages and that militiamen have burnt a mosque built by returnees
in protest of the return
(http://rightsinexile.tumblr.com/post/181624007657/news-on-countries-of-origin).
b. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What
is your view of the reasonableness of the assertion that an individual
can relocate to Khartoum from either elsewhere in Sudan, or
internationally?
IRRI understands that the situation for Darfuris in Khartoum has been
and remains problematic. In the context of the recent protests, Darfur
colleagues in Khartoum have informed us that Darfuris have been more
susceptible than others to arrest and have been particularly
vulnerable to mistreatment while detained (interview with Khartoum
colleague, 3 January 2018). Similar phenomena have been reported by
the Sudan Democracy First Group, which has reported both on
discrimination in the context of the recent protests
(https://us7.campaignarchive.com/?e=c26bd55fec&u=7acabab6ae470b89628f88514&id=91356e3ad3)and over the
longer term
(https://gallery.mailchimp.com/7acabab6ae470b89628f88514/files/124ae4e6-7b96-48f7-a55ed3d44fc0f102/darfor_st_en_cov.pdf).
c. What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in
Sudan on the basis of their ethnicity, and that they suffer
discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance concerning
access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious
freedom?
It is IRRI's understanding that Darfuris face widespread
discrimination on the basis of their ethnicity. There were widespread
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arrests of Darfuris in the aftermath of the 2008 attack by the Justice
and Equality Movement on Omdurman. Since then human rights reporting
has consistently indicated that Darfuris are vulnerable to
discrimination. Students face severe retaliation when they try to
claim tuition benefits provided for under the various Darfur peace
agreements and it appears that Darfuris are subjected to harsher
treatment than other activists when they are arrested and detained.
d. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan
via Khartoum International Airport, including the impact of any
immigration or security measures? How does this vary among groups, for
instance returning travellers, or those returning on Emergency Travel
Documents?
IRRI does not have any information on this specifically.
e. How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the
British Embassy Khartoum? Has this relationship changed in recent
years?
IRRI was in touch with the Embassy in Khartoum about two years ago
about how to better support civil society organizations in Blue Nile
and South Kordofan, but we have had minimal contact since then.
f. Any other information of which you think we should be made aware?
No.
g. Koert Debeuf, Director, Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy Europe
Response received via email 10.01.19
Dear Maddy,
Please find below my answers to your questions:
a. What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in Darfur?
From what I understand of the security situation in Darfur, the situation of the Darfuri people is still
unsafe. Members and family of members of (former) militias are still targeted by the army and the
mukhabarat. Also, I met with one Darfuri NGO worker who was threatened by the regime. Everyone
who is seen as potentially dangerous to the Sudanese regime can be targeted, and many have been
targeted in the last few years.
b. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What is your view of the
reasonableness of the assertion that an individual can relocate to Khartoum from either elsewhere
in Sudan, or internationally?
One characteristic of the Sudanese regime is its unpredictability. Some Darfuris who move to
Khartoum have been living in peace ever since. Others have been questioned by the police. If they
move to Khartoum from other countries than Sudan, the chances of being questioned of taken to
prison are much higher.
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c. What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in Sudan on the basis of their
ethnicity, and that they suffer discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance concerning
access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious freedom?
Darfuris are certainly targeted by the police and the mukhabarat, as are the people from African
tribes, mainly from the Nuba mountains and the Blue Nile state. I am not sure if that discrimination
also concerns healthcare etc.
d. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan via Khartoum International
Airport, including the impact of any immigration or security measures? How does this vary among
groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on Emergency Travel Documents?
It is very clear that anyone going back to Sudan via Khartoum International Airport can face
interrogations and often beatings, psychological and/or sexual violence. This is the case for
Sudanese people who are in one way or another connected to opposition forces or protests. This is
certainly the case for Darfuris and people from African tribes. But also people without such ethnic
connection can suffer interrogations and torture. This is documented by the Tahrir Institute for
Middle East Policy Europe, but also by Amnesty in The Netherlands.
e. How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the British Embassy
Khartoum? Has this relationship changed in recent years?
I have no relationship with the British Embassy in Khartoum.
f. Any other information of which you think we should be made aware?
The current protests in Sudan against the regime will make the situation of returning Sudanese even
more precarious and dangerous. The regime will become even more paranoia with people who have
a possible connection with the opposition and with people from Darfur or African tribes.
Kind regards,
Koert Debeuf
h. David Drew MP, Vice-Chair, All Party Parliamentary Group on Sudan and South
Sudan
Text of letter supplied 07.01.19
Dear Maddy,
In response to your letter dated 22 November 2018, I have answered the following questions on
behalf of the parliamentary delegation which visited Sudan between 16th and 20th September 2018.
These answers are to be attributed to David Drew MP, Vice-Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary
Group for Sudan and South Sudan and leader of the parliamentary delegation to Sudan in
September 2018.
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If you have any questions, or require further information, please don’t hesitate to get in touch on
david.drew.mp@parliament.uk.
Yours sincerely,

David Drew MP
------------------------------------------------What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in Darfur?
It was clear from our visit to Sudan that the conflict in Darfur has changed from large-scale
mobilisation to low-level insecurity and instability, with spikes of intercommunal violence. Outside
of the Jebel Marra region, there are few examples of open fighting, largely due to the fact that the
Government is now in almost complete control of the region.
However, for the average Darfuri, the situation remains highly unstable. Government-sponsored
militia such as the Rapid Support Force are still present across Darfur but now operate under the
umbrella of the Sudanese Armed Forces. The terrible human-rights record of the RSF has been well
documented by Human Rights Watch and others, but it is routinely deployed by the Government in
Darfur as well as in response to recent protests across Sudan.
The Government is also attempting to accelerate the withdrawal of the UN/AU Mission in Darfur
(UNAMID). This withdrawal is having a highly destabilising effect on the region as UNAMID’s role
extends far beyond maintaining the peace, into rule-of-law training for local police forces, security
for humanitarian convoys, and human-rights monitoring across the region.
We found genuine fears from peacekeepers and Darfuris alike that the withdrawal of UNAMID could
precipitate human rights violations by the Government, with the international community
powerless to monitor or protect Darfuris if necessary.
------------------------------------------------Any other information of which you think we should be made aware?
It is relevant to this Country Guidance case that international visitors to Sudan are not afforded the
access needed to understand the persecution and repression facing Sudanese people today.
The reach of the Government extended into all parts of our delegation. It was almost impossible to
meet Sudanese people not volunteered by the Government. The delegation held meetings at the
British Embassy with key Human Rights Defenders (HRDs), for which we were grateful, but it was
insufficient to make a judgment on the scale of civil society repression in Sudan. It was also clear
that the British Embassy did not have a total understanding of the civil society networks in place in
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Sudan, as many prominent HRDs contacted us following the delegation to ask why they had not
been invited to meet with us.
From the meetings we held in Sudan, it was clear that Government persecution extended beyond
activists and Opposition figures to students, women, and those of different ethnicities. Independent
reports have confirmed that the power of the National Intelligence and Security Services to act
independently of the Rule of Law and Due Process enables widespread and often arbitrary
repression.
However, it was impossible to verify this during our time in Sudan, as the Government used
administrative, financial and security obstacles to prevent the necessary field research from taking
place. As a result, any delegation from the Home Office to Sudan would face similar struggles and
their conclusions would therefore have to be placed within the context of independent, verifiable
testimony from civil-society actors in Sudan.
i. Mohamed El-Ansari, Head of National Umma Party chapter UK and Ireland
Response received via email 03.01.19
Dear Maddy,
I hope you are well. These questions are very interesting and I wish that I had them few weeks to
give you more evidence and elaboration but the good things now the media reflected how darfur
people treated after DEC uprising which will make it for the home office very clear.
I wrote very short answers to your questions and let me know if you need more information:
·
NCP still backed "Janjaweed" we have several reports during 2018 showed killing civilian,
pillage and some cases burning villages in Jebel Marra and conducting large-scale massacres in the
Darfur region.
·
I spoke to NUP official and highlighted The NCP killed hundreds of people after Dec 2018 while
attention of the media concentrating on the Sudanese uprising.
·
NCP showed very carless attitude toward the peace process and refuse to meet Sudan call in
Addis Ababa between 16 – 18 December 2018 as their internal policy preferred military solution.
·
The displaced people in the Darfur don’t have access to Education, health, food and security.
·
Beating, harassment to farmers by NCP and “Janjaweed still continue and several cases
farmers have been killed and ill-treating the prisoners and also denied a fair trial.
·
Darfurian students faced unfair treatment at Universities and hundreds of students from
Darfur dismissed from Universities and been target and killed in several cases and hundreds of them
denied fair trial.
·
Darfurian families facing difficult time in Khartoum and the uprising reflected that students
and ordinary people from western Sudan are targeted.
·
University students from Darfur at Khartoum, White Nile and eastern Sudan suffer arbitrary
arrests, detentions, torture and ill-treatment at hands of their government. Unlawful killings go uninvestigated and unpunished.
·
NCP working in very smart way to hide the evidence reflecting Unlawful killings and torture.
·
Many students and people from Darfur through in the river Nile and national security hiding
all evidence reflecting the truth.
·
Student housing and students accommodation related Darfur tribes and association been
targeted and students arrested, tortured and raped.
·
Freedom of speech and assembly faced aggressively by NCP and national security services.
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·
Darfur allowed to work in margin job like car wash, selling teas and coffee and government
taken more 50% of their very low income.
·
Women from Darfur facing difficult time in Khartoum and denied fair trail and accusing for
supporting Darfur army forces like JEM and SLM.
·
Access to health care is very difficult to women from darfrur and many women dead in Labour
and birth.
·
Sudan generally has a lack of medicine and in Darfur there are good effort but NGOs but
unfirunely the NCP controlling NOGs work and movement and this result of people died of Yellow
Fever, Rift Valley Fever, Guinea Worm Disease, Meningococcal Meningitis and Malaria.
·
The NCP work with local and European NGOs lead by Sudanese and African European citizen
which misleading the government in UK and Europe with false report about treatment in Khartoum
airport. The situation in Khartoum airport is very bad especially for ordinary people. The
government know the activist can be protected and their situation can be reflected by media and
NGOs. We have evidence and I spoke with several people treated badly in Khartoum airport and
those combine by official immigration officers from western countries treat nicely for short time
until been alone and then can be taken to security and ghost house.
Best regards,
Mohamed
[When asked further about relations with the British Embassy in Khartoum]
Dear Maddy,
Thank you very much for your email and follow up. Sorry for the late reply. It is very busy time.
Unfortunately, we don’t have direct relation with British embassy in Khartoum. The NUP in Sudan
managing the relationship with embassies and the party have offices responsible for these affairs
while the head of chapters oversea like me acting as the ambassador for the party - Shadow
government and participating in alternative polices related subjects to future of Sudan
foreign affairs. The relationship with FCO in London is good while they are not right contact for the
refuges affairs which make the relation between NUP-HQ- British embassy - FCO and NUP office in
London has gaps and the circle of information isn't ideal .
I am not aware about any engagement from the British embassy in Khartoum with refugees and
most of cases I come across either the embassy sending report about trade in Sudan and future of
investment. I met HE Michael Aron, British ambassador to Khartoum two times in the last 4 years
and I mentioned to him it is difficult for the UK and Sudan to have trade exchanges while the country
coming across serious war and unlawful security atmosphere.
I am not sure if the British embassy have permanent home office officer based in Khartoum that will
be good idea to see the situation from within. The home office liaison can engage with local NGO
and human right organisation and have more transparent report which not depend on NCP agents
organisation. I think the British embassy mission in Khartoum need to focus in human right abuses
and build good relationship with NGO and making sure are engaging with right organisation not the
government one.
Aladig Almahdi is leading figure and this privilege given him protection as will be embarrassment for
the NCP to arrest national leader like Alsadig from airport. The NCP regime working very hard to
improve the status of human right record but unfortunately the nature of the regime in the Sudan
based on torture, killing and human right abuses hence they find it very difficult to make improve in
human right situation in the Sudan. The little progress that made last year in Human right council
meeting in Geneva based on false report which on going December 2018 uprising reveal the
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government are not genuine in their approach to protect human right and evidence presented to
Geneva meeting last year are not correct.
I think it is important to highlight people with dual nationality from Western countries and USA
have protection and NCP regime hesitant to arrest them.
Maddy, you can mentioned Mohamed El-Ansari, head of NUP chapter UK and Ireland.
Let me know if you need more information.
Best regards,
Mohamed
j. Mohaned Elnour, human rights lawyer
Evidence provided via email 15.01.19
I, Mohaned Mustafa Elnour Ahmed, a practicing human rights lawyer for over 13 years in Sudan, I
have started my career at legal aid centre, providing legal services to victims of human rights
violations and abuses, then become a founder and director of Justice Centre for Advocacy and Legal
Consultations, I am also a legal researcher on Sudanese laws in comparison with international
human rights standards. Additionally, I have accomplished training and development practitioner
experience in managing and delivering training in Human Rights and Constitutionalism. Moreover, I
was the legal assistant for European Election Observation Mission for Sudanese General Election
2010 and South Sudan Referendum 2011.
I have been leading the defence teams in most of the high profile human rights violations cases
before the different Sudanese courts, such as the case of Mariam Ibrahim, a woman whom was
sentenced to death for apostasy in 2014, the case of two South Sudanese pastors charged for crimes
against State and undermining the constitutional order which carrying death penalty and life
imprisonment in 2015, the case of 12 girls charged for indecent clothes in 2015, the case of
Sudanese priests and Czech citizen charged for crimes against State which carrying death penalty
and life imprisonment 1n 2016, deputy of head legal team of TRACKS’s case; 8 human rights
defenders charged for crimes against State which carrying death penalty and life imprisonment in
2016, and other cases.
It is noteworthy that as a result of my active engagement of defending the above-mentioned cases
and many others, the British Embassy in Khartoum has nominated me to attend a human rights
course went for ten weeks organized by the human rights centre of Nottingham university in 2015
as well as in December 2018 I received a certificate of apperception from Foreign and
Commonwealth Office. I was also received a certificate of appreciation from US state department
in 2014 and nominated to take part in International visitor program in the USA in February 2017.
I am a reliable source for most the international human rights organisations and diplomatic
delegations especially British Embassy and USA Embassy. I contribute on most of the reports
related to the human rights situation about Sudan. In 2018, I contributed on a report released by
Office of the Commissioner General for Refugees and Stateless persons in February 2018.
https://www.cgra.be/sites/default/files/rapporten/coi_focus_sudan._risk_upon_return_1.pdf
Regarding my status, on 24 April 2018, I was forced to flee Sudan after being tortured by the
Sudanese authorities, coming to UK and seeking asylum, Currently, I have been granted leave to
remain as a refugee for five years.
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As a human rights lawyer, I am fully aware of injustice that the non-Arab especially form Darfur and
the two areas (Blue Nile and Nuba mountains) are facing based on their ethnicity or religion. the
Islamic-Arab regime has been on the United States list of state sponsoring terrorism since August
1993. All the Nuba mountains people are African, many of them are non-Muslim. It was not an
accident that most of my clients in the above-mentioned cases are from Nuba Mountains and nonArab Darfuris.
After the war took place in the two areas (Blue Nile and Nuba mountains), the situation has become
worse as Sudanese Government lunched aerial bombardment targeting the civilians in Nuba
Mountains.
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/troika-statement-on-current-situation-insudan.
For those whom have been deported, NISS treated them discriminately and consider them as a
threat their regime security. I could tell NISS believes any one from the two areas or non-Arab
Darfuris belongs to rebel movements unless they prove the opposite.
The ethnicity is encounter and very much linked to politics, especially when it comes to the
formation of rebel movements, for instance, most of the fighters of rebel groups are non-Arab
Darfuris or belong to Nubs and Angasna ethnicities, therefore, it is most likely that anyone from
these areas is suspected to belong to rebels or cooperating with them by way or another, and they
will be subject to risk of detention and torture or even assassination upon his deportation to
Sudan. Recently in December 2018, after protests took place In Sudan, 32 non-Arab Darfuris were
arrested, and one was killed http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-46700525. They have been
paraded in front of the media and reportedly accused of being trained in Israel, having different
agendas and responsible for on-going protests. It has been reported that they have been
subjected to torture and/or ill-treatment whilst in detention.
In December 2016, I met one of the deported people retuned from Italy. He is non-Arab Darfuri, he
told me they were 40. When they arrived, NISS gave them 50 SDG each (£2) and they immediately
left, while him and other 5, two from Nuba mountains and three are also non-Arab Darfuris. He was
heavily tortured before released without charged after spent 35 days in NISS premises. He has no
idea what happened to the other.
It is important to mention that many of the people whom left Sudan have no connections with their
families, they might be died or detained or deported to Khartoum as no one tells the families when
they deported. Also, human rights defenders don’t aware when people deported to Khartoum. NISS
keep any news about deportation as a State secret. For example, In March 2017 there were six
people returned to Khartoum I knew about then from a resource in Khartoum airport, I circulated
their names widely but did not find any feedback so far.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if any explanations or more information.
Mobile number: 07477249085, Email: mohaned.lawyer@gmail.com
Yours sincerely,
Mohaned Ahmed
k. Osama Mahmoud, Head of Communications, Darfur Union in the UK
Response received via email 07.01.19
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A note from Darfur Union in the UK
7th January 2018
The people of Sudan have been experiencing different types of oppressions at the hands of the
government of sudan forces (police, army, judiciary system, government offices, NISS - National
Intelligence and Security Service, plus the Janjaweed and Rapid Speed Forces) over the last 29 years.
War crimes in the south that lead to the succession of an integral part of the country. Genocide, war
crimes and crimes against the humanity followed in Darfur (ref. 1), and then the evil plan was
reenacted in Blue Nile State and Nuba Mountains.
The list below highlights the situation on the ground in Sudan. It also highlight the selective targeting
of the Sudanese people from Darfur. One does not have to be physically in the Darfur region to
experience persecution. Darfur students are in numbers in many universities across the country,
however, when exercising their Democratic rights of freedom of expression inside the universities
and during debates or if they part take in a peaceful stands; they are beaten, imprisoned, tortured
and killed.
a) Civilians of Fojo, Western Darfur Received Eid by Shelling from GoS
Millions around the globe celebrated the end of the fasting month of Ramadan by receiving Eid on
Friday, 15th June 2018. They celebrated with joy and warm greetings; not the people of Fojo, a small
village resides in the outskirts of Golo, Jabel Mara in West Darfur. Their village was subjected to
shelling by the government of Sudan (GoS) militia which caused havoc. As a result, three persons
were killed (ref. 1) and their names are listed below:
Ref. 2
b) The Killing of Magbola and co by Bashir’s RSF is Mutually Inclusive to the reduced Presence of
International Monitors in Darfur
After the atrocious crime committed by the government of Sudan (GoS) Rapid Speed Forces (RSF)
in Central Darfur, where the blood of young Magbola Jar Elnabi - 22 years old - was shed under the
nose of the international community (ref. 1), the full responsibility of such crime lies on the shoulder
of the GoS. Part of that responsibility is without a doubt can be attributed to the inaction of
international community, the very governments that legitimise the normalisation of relations with
a regime which is lead by International Criminal Court indictee Omer Al-Bashir. Their inactions gives
Bashir and his Janjaweed Militias the green light to continue their mission to eradicate Darfur from
its people, particularly the ones in IDP camps (e.g. what happened in Khamsa Gadaig and Aradieba
IDP camps late May 2018) as GoS sees these people as potential witnesses against them which
justice comes to play.
Ref. 3
c) The Prosecution of our People through out Sudan by the GoS will never Deter The Masses from
Pursuing Justice - The killing of Student Awad Allah Abbaker Adam; Invasion of IDP camp South
Zalingei,
Ref. 4
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d) EU pays Sudan blood-money to stop migrant routes - by Matt Broomfield for The New Arab
Ref. 5
e) They are following us to EUROPE
Belgium Government is Consulting Genocidré Ambassador Mutrif Siddig on the Fate of Sudanese
Migrants at Detention Centres in Belgium
ref. 6
f) Kalma IDP Refusal To Welcome Bashir Met with a Massacre in South Darfur at the Hands of the
Government of Sudan
Ref. 7
g) Child Soldiers - Rapid Speed Forced training minors to join their brutal force . Video Showing Rapid
Speed Force Troopers Training Children In Muzbad, Northern Darfur and also to export them to go
and find in Yemen - world media reports :- link to an article on New York Times and the independent.
Ref. 8
h) Blood of Darfur Students on the Hands of Bashir: This is How Sudanese Students Received Eid
Ref. 9
i) Yet another Horrific Murder and Rape Crimes in Tawila, Darfur. Forced Displacement of 40000
Civilians in the Province
Ref. 10
Another example of singling Sudanese from Darfur, during the ongoing uprising in Sudan, and on
the eve of Boxing Day, 2018 Bashir regime National TV has shown a group of Sudanese students in
detention, looked as they have been beaten up by the government secret service. A false statement
was given to one of them, Mekki, who was later identified as the chairman, and he was forced to
read the statement claiming that him and his colleagues are part of a “group that are sent to cause
havoc and cause trouble across Sudan”. Again this is not new, it is part of ongoing fabrications
against the the Sudanese students who dare to speak up, particularly those from Darfur and other
marginalised areas. This aim of the government is to utilize this story to cause a break on the fabric
of the demonstrators; divide and rule and to link anything that’s to do with burning places to certain
sect of the society. Ref 11
Furthermore, shoot to kill has been used many times where students and people of Sudan from
Darfur were involved. Purely due to their ethnicity, because it is less of a worry from the government
point of view. The Continuum of Targeting Sudanese Youth and Students from Darfur Across Sudan
by GoS: The University of Bakhtalruda Incident and the killing of student in front of the main
entrance of University oh Khartoum as an Example ref. 12
Examples of torturing returned/ visiting Sudanese diaspora from Darfur origin 1) Abdallah Abakar Yagoub, American citizen of Sudanese origin was tortured and robbed by Sudan
security at Khartoum Airport. He video he filmed showed the security personal beating Mr. Yagoub
severely. Ref. 13
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2) Another example is Mohamed Ahmed Mohamed Adam, a young Sudanese who fled to Israel to
apply for asylum. On return to sudan, he was detained by the NISS, and then died in Khartoum
Airport.
“The NISS informed the family that Mohamed Ahmed Mohamed Adam (1985) jumped from the fifth
floor during the interrogation, and died. His brother believes he was interrogated about his trip to
Israel.
Brother Abdelaziz told Radio Dabanga that his brother was buried in the presence of his family on
Wednesday, but that the family did not receive any information about what has happened, other
than what the security service told them.
There has been no autopsy to determine the cause of death, lawyer and legal counselor Abdelmagid
Abboud said. “The circumstances of the death of Ahmed are not normal,” he told this station.” Ref.
14
In summary, people of Sudan from Darfur are under prosecution from the government of Sudan.
They are an easy scapegoat and regardless of where they are in Sudan. And removing Sudanese
Asylum seekers from Darfur origin from the UK and returning them/ handing them to government
of Sudan, is a recipe for disaster at best and it will open the door for more tragedies. Only two weeks
ago, Amnesty International Reported 37 protesters dead in government of Sudan crackdown on
demonstrations. Ref. 15
It is worth mentioning that the APPG (All-Party Parliamentary Group ) inquiry report regarding the
future of UK- Sudan relations which was published on Tuesday 21st February 2017; the report
concludes the following:The UK Government can and should aim higher than raising cases of abuse or sharing best practice”
Ref. 16
And it goes further to state-:
“The announcement of closer bilateral ties without progress on signi cant issues, such as
humanitarian access, strengthens the GoS’s hand, both against domestic opponents and in future
discussions with international partners. While the people of Sudan are protesting for a broad- based
transition to democracy, the pursuit of a closer bilateral relationship with the Government
misjudges the political mood in the country.”
Furthermore, “The UK-Sudan Strategic Dialogue must be a single part of a far broader and deeper
engagement which supports all those who are calling for peace, justice and human rights in Sudan.”
Ref. 16
We hope that soon peace and justice will reinstate in Sudan, and the country will be built on the
basis of equality and citizenship. Until then, Darfur Union ask the home office to reconsider it
decisions to deport the asylum seekers to Sudan as there are great concern over safety from the
examples listed on this note.
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Prepared by: Osama Mahmoud, Head of Comm. Darfur Union UK,
Website: darfurunionuk.wordpress.com
Email: darfurunionintheuk@gmail.com
Twitter handle: @darfurunionuk
Biography
The Darfur Union in the United Kingdom is a civil society organisation that aims to promote the just
case of Darfur by raising awareness of the humanitarian aspect of the case, as well as celebrating
the cultural diversity of the region.
We also work towards the important task of achieving unification of our people’s voices in the
diaspora, and mobilisation of our people to raise awareness of the Darfur issue. We collaborate with
multiple NGOs and sister Sudanese organisations to build a platform for a peaceful Sudan.
Ref. 1: The Prosecutor vs. Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir – ICC-02/05-01/09
https://www.icc-cpi.int/darfur/albashir
Ref. 2
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2018/06/18/darfur-union-in-the-uk-civilians-of-fojowestern-darfur-received-eid-by-shelling-from-gos/
Ref. 3
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2018/06/02/the-killing-of-magbola-and-co-by-bashirs-rsfis-mutually-inclusive-to-the-reduced-presence-of-international-monitors-in-darfur/
Ref. 4
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2018/05/21/darfur-union-in-the-uk-the-prosecution-ofour-people-through-out-sudan-by-the-gos-will-never-deter-the-masses-from-pursuing-justice-thekilling-of-student-awad-allah-abbaker-adam-invasion-of-idp-c/
Ref. 5
https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/indepth/2017/10/9/eu-pays-sudan-blood-money-to-stopmigrant-routes
Ref. 6
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2017/09/24/darfur-union-in-the-uk-belgium-governmentis-consulting-genocidre-ambassador-mutrif-siddig-on-the-fate-of-sudanese-migrants-at-detentioncentres-in-belgium/
Ref. 7
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2017/09/23/darfur-union-in-the-uk-kalma-idp-refusal-towelcome-bashir-met-with-a-massacre-in-south-darfur-at-the-hands-of-the-government-of-sudan/
Ref. 8
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https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2017/09/13/darfur-union-in-the-uk-video-showing-rapidspeed-force-troopers-training-children-in-muzbad-northern-darfur-sudan/
Child soldiers from Darfur fighting at front line of war in Yemen, returned soldiers say
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/child-soldiers-yemen-war-sudan-saudiarabia-darfur-poor-front-line-deaths-janjaweed-a8703186.html
Ref. 9
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2017/09/02/darfur-union-in-the-uk-blood-of-darfurstudents-on-the-hands-of-bashir-this-is-how-sudanese-students-received-eid/
Ref. 10
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2017/06/13/darfur-union-in-the-uk-yet-another-horrificmurder-and-rape-crimes-in-tawila-darfur-forced-displacement-of-40000-civilians-in-the-province/
Ref. 11
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2018/12/26/darfur-union-in-the-uk-a-list-of-detainedsudanese-students-from-sinnar-university/
Ref. 12
https://darfurunionuk.wordpress.com/2017/07/19/darfur-union-in-the-uk-the-continuum-oftargeting-sudanese-youth-and-students-from-darfur-across-sudan-by-gos-the-university-ofbakhtalruda-incident-as-an-example/
Ref. 13
https://www.dabangasudan.org/en/all-news/article/torture-and-robbery-by-sudan-security-atkhartoum-airport
Ref. 14
https://www.dabangasudan.org/en/all-news/article/man-dies-during-interrogation-at-sudansecurity-office
Ref. 15
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2018/12/sudan-protesters-dead-in-governmentcrackdown-on-protests/
Ref. 16
An Inquiry Report into the Future of UK – Sudan Relations – PDF format
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/APPG%20Sudans%20report%20Feb%2017
.pdf
l. Salih Mohammed Osman, human rights defender and Vice Chair of the Darfur Bar
Association
Response received via WhatsApp on 04.01.19
1/The security and humanitarian situation in Darfur is still more worst than it was in the year 2007
and even before UNSC resolutions related to down size UNAMID forces
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Sudanese government decision to expel International NGOs providing essential and basic
humanitarian needs to mullions of IDPs cover the whole region created a vacuum since 2007 after
the ICC issuance of the arrest warrant against Omar Albashir
Absence of International monitors created conducive environment that emboldened perpetrators
to continue violations against innocent civilians up to this moment using the absence of the rule of
law and regality of the ex instance of the culture of impunity
Darfur is not safe the criteria is the fact that more than 2;7
Million IDPs are still in the camps since 2003 they are not able to return to their original homes due
to absence of security
2/All Darfuris affiliated to African indigenous groups such as Fur Zagawa Masaleet Medop and Barty
are under perpetual risk since the eruption of this situation in 2003
To relocate a person from these groups and to grantee his or her safety depends on from where he
or she comes if from Europe there is a problem because there is always an allegation he or she
belongs to rebel groups
3/Darfuris from the above mentioned groups were always targeted since2003 under allegations that
rebel groups belong to them threats increased after Gem invasion of Omdurman in 2008 When
thousands of Darfuris were arrested on vague grounds as a leading Defence lawyer I can recall how
the courts and laws were used as weapons against innocent civilians from Darfur
Based on these facts The mentioned groups are denied from all basic Rights in Khartoum IDPs are
not recognized since the government prohibited the establishment of any IDPs camps in Khartoum
for the Darfuris after the eruption of this human suffering in 2003 They are not registered they don't
have national documents therefore a Large number of them and their children don't enjoy health
care or education rights I can't say they suffer from religious discrimination
Current events confirmed that government policies remain as weapons against innocent civilians
from Darfur where students are arrested detained and already concocted through Media that they
were trained in Israel to come wage the current popular uprising
4/Risks of arrests and other related issues for Darfuris arriving to Khartoum International Airport
depend on whether they come from Europe or America or from Arab Countries
From Europe and America they are always defined as government enemies they are members of
rebel groups or coming from Israel
5/I enjoy the position of the recipient of many awards among them the prestigious Sakharov award
from the Eu Parliament my relationship with the British Embassy is perfect
6/ Darfuris students who were targeted detained recently are subjected to severe torture their lives
are in danger I need you to voice out and call others to protect them
m. Pieter Smit, political scientist
Response received via email 30.12.18
Amsterdam, Netherlands, 30 december 2018.
From:
Pieter Smit, born 20-02-1960, Dutch passport NUK7HR163
Political scientist, residing in Amsterdam, Netherlands.
In 2003-2004 I worked as a protection officer for two international medical organizations (MSF and
MDM), half a year in Darfur, and shorter periods in Khartoum and South-Sudan. I did similar work
in Somalia, Ethiopia, Congo, Mali and Mauritania. I am currently in contact with a network of
informants in the Sudanese diaspora as well as within Sudan, some of them working previously or
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still today for or closely with the Sudanese government. In the Netherlands, I interviewed over two
dozens of Sudanese refugees and asylum seekers, some as (alledged or legally confirmed) victims of
vioelnce by the Sudanese security aparatus. Two of them were themselves ex-security employees,
later turned victim of their own security aparatus. I wrote several expert opinions for Dutch asylum
court cases about the risks Sudanese might face upon forced return to Sudan, and during 2018 I
worked together with Amnesty International, researching alleged post-deportation violence,
encountered by several forcefully returned Sudanese.
Here follow my answers to the posed questions:
Risks to Darfuri's in Khartoum:
I interviewed many Sudanese refugees and asylum seekers in Netherland. Roughly half of them
hailed from Darfur or Nuba Mountains, and lived in khartoum area for years or all their life. My
purpose was to investigate spying and intimidation by the Sudanese security apparatus against
Sudanese in the Netherlands. What I found was, that often spying, intimidation and violence had
started when they were in Khartoum. And that such tactics seemed aimed at ending or preventing
any, often imaginary, humanitarian or family support to conflict area's.
This
fits
well
with
the
conclusion
of
several
reports
(https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/AFR5448772016ENGLISH.PDF) that Sudan
employs a scorched earth tactic in Darfur. The top of the NISS has in different periods been trained
in counter insurgency and anti-terrorism tactics, first in Moscow, then in Libya and recently by UStrainers.
Standard textbook argument in all these trainings is that humanitarian assistance and urban-rural
family and business links increase rural assets, and allow the 'terrorists' to beg or tax such assets
and hence survive longer. It is clear that Sudan's security apparatus is aware and acting on this.
That's why the ICC, as part of their indictment against the Sudanese president, specifically also
mentions
the
Humanitarian
Aid
Commision
(https://www.icccpi.int/CaseInformationSheets/albashirEng.pdf), a government body, run by the security apparatus,
that has as a purpose to block the delivery of aid (https://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/F04CB0631C1E-463E-B8FB-5ECE076FB1E0/279792/090206_ProsecutorskeynoteaddressinYale.pdf).
All
humanitarian assistance into the conflict zones, also through urban-rural family or mosque-links,
has to be approved by HAC (Humanitarian and Voluntary Works act 2006 and 2018, see
http://www.icnl.org/research/monitor/sudan.html), and in most cases they don't. The pre-trial
chamber of the ICC therefor found (amongst others) that the president used his full control over the
HAC, to, amongst other things, organize: “genocide by deliberately inflicting on each target group
conditions of life calculated to bring about the group’s physical destruction (article 6-c).”
(https://www.icc-cpi.int/CaseInformationSheets/albashirEng.pdf)
It is logic that the Sudanese security apparatus became more focused on urban-rural links, after the
JEM's surprise military attack inside Khartoum-West (Omdurman), in may 10-12, 2008.
Two persons that I interviewed separately both hail from Darfuri parents and lived (almost) their
whole live in Khartoum area, speaking Arabic without Darfuri accent. They claimed (in my
professional opinion believe-worthy) to be interrogated and severely abused for many weeks by
security agents (NISS). Their statements matched each other, and (in my non-professional opinion)
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by many scars on their bodies. They apparently were treated in this way for organizing or being
present in a non-political charity meeting, to decide on requests for very small grants or loans from
destitute family members in or coming from Darfur. Their cases show that 1: The security
organizations are well informed even about meetings with Darfuri family members only, 2: Any
consideration given to requests for humanitarian assistance from destitute family members in
Darfur, is sufficient reason to arrest and severely abuse persons for many weeks. The purpose may
be to install fear and hence stop any money flows from Khartoum-region to Darfur.
One person I interviewed, has parents from Nuba Mountains, and lived all his live in Khartoum-West
(Omdurman). From his appearance and his Nuba accent it is clear he is not fully Arabic. From his
statements, it appears he was arrested during a raid on the metal workshop where he worked,
(making fences, doors and window shutters) on the suspicion that the workshop might have
repaired or hidden weapons for armed opposition groups. From the questions that security forces
(allegedly) asked him, it appears that no evidence of any weapons handling was found, and that the
raid and his consequent (alleged) severe physical abuse (his claims seem (to my medically lay-man's
eyes) not at all contradicted by the many scars on his body.) were purely meant to install fear and
preclude any such thing happening in the future. He was also warned to never give shelter, food or
money to anyone from a conflict zone.
All three men had in common that they had never been in the 'native area' where their parents
came from (Darfur, Nuba Mountains) and that they did not identify with, let alone were active with
opposition groups. They were (allegedly) arrested and tortured, for organizing tiny amounts of
humanitarian assistance, or for what their business might do in the future for opposition groups
they were seen as ethnically related to.
Apparently, the Sudanese security apparatus aims to preclude and repress any connection (real,
imagined and even potential) between Sudanese in Khartoum area, and their kin in Darfur or Nuba
Mountains. Likely, the same counts for people in Khartoum, related to families in other conflict
area's.
The same will like count for relocatees from Darfur into Khartum-region: They might be seen as
having even stronger links with people inside the conflinct zones.
Relocation and deportation from Europe to Sudan:
Reading the:
Report of a fact-finding mission to Khartoum, Sudan
Conducted between 10 and 17 August 2018
Published: November 2018,
Western Embassy B is the Netherlands (From the exact numbers, mentioned on page 152, second
paragraph, it is clear that “Western Country B” is indeed the Netherlands). In parallel with all other
interviewed embassies, they declare to not be aware of any substantiated problems in arrival.
Embassy B adds the word 'substantiated', because they did receive signals that something had gone
terribly wrong with a deportation on december 6, 2017, from Netherlands to Sudan.
Case 1:
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It's about a person with Darfuri (Berti) ancestry who, on the basis of his language, is believed to have
lived most or all of his live in Khartoum. Initially after his deportation, conflicting messages came
back, about serious abuse by security forces. Questions were asked in parliament, and in february
2018, a Dutch asylum staff member made a 15 minute phone call over an unsafe telephone line to
the deported person in Sudan. He skips 95 percent of the normal safeguards of an asylum interview,
writes a less then 2 page report, and concludes that the person changed his story and is not to be
believed. This asylum staff did not realize that the earlier, different story did not come from the
person he interviewed, but from his family who had wrongly declared about his whereabouts, while
fearing their phone was monitored. Also while telephoning with the asylum staff, a
misunderstanding developed into an obstructive argument over weather he is inside or outside
during this phone call. (Person was outside the house, but inside the compound's brick fence, so
answered to be inside, while street sounds from the other side of the wall convinced the interviewer
that person was outside.) On this basis alone, on 5 february 2018, the secretary of state answers to
parliament: “ Only a substantiated signal of serious irregularities .. can form the need to start an
investigation. One signal that I did receive, … has been verified, … and it turned out to be
unfounded.” That was the position in February 2018, which is echoed in the statement of western
embassy B, and seems to have also seeped into the statements of other embassies.
Since then, two new developments took place in this case:
1. Amnesty investigated this case thoroughly with an international team, and had medical evidence
of his 13 days of alleged violent interrogation scrutinized by specialists in torture wounds. They
explain in detail the misunderstandings during the 15 minute phone call. They concluded (Amnestyletter, attachment 1, page 15 point 4 and 5 [Annex D]) that “The injuries photographed, as seen
and assessed by legally recognized medical experts of iMMO, fit well with the stated ‘beating with
a black plastic pipe’. Statements of Mr X are on this point consistent and fit the time path. The
declarations of Mr X are therefore wholly belief-worthy, and further investigation of the Statesecretary is indicated, also considering the recent jurisprudence by the Dutch High Court
(NL:RVS:2018:2084). … unclear why he was detained, interrogated and tortured.”
2. The responsible state secretary had the medical evidence re-examined by his own forensic
experts, the NFI. (Netherlands Forensic Institute). In a court case on 7 december 2018, the
conclusion became public: “The images (of the torture wounds) support the statements of the alien
in the letter of Amnesty International to the secretary of state.” (Answer of the state secretary
informing about forensic confirmation of torture wounds: Attachement 2, pasage marked yellow
[Annex E])
Case 2:
In the Amnesty- report (page 12 last paragraph) Amnesty also points to a 2015 report of UNHCR
(UNHCR report on a 2013 deportation from Netherlands to Sudan, resulting in 10 days of extreme
violence: See attachment 3), which concludes (after over a year of research by an international team
of experts) that all evidence suggests that a deportation from the Netherlands in 2013 also resulted
in 10 days of severe physical abuse, directly after arrival. The similarities between the two cases are
striking. The man deported in 2013 had no link whatsoever to Darfur, nor any political profile. His
mistreatment seemed to have been triggered solely by his admission that he was a failed asylum
seeker, accompanied by a security detail.
In short, there are thoroughly researched reports from Amnesty International and from UNHCR that
2 persons, deported from the Netherlands, have been arrested, detained and tortured directly upon
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arrival. Both reports have their conclusions supported by medical evidence, scrutinized by
internationally recognized independent experts, in the last case confirmed by the official
Netherlands Forensic Institute.
My current work-in-progress seems to indicate that it is likely that more official reports on torture
of other Sudanese deportees, are forthcoming.
The UK-Sudan FFM report (2018) concludes on page 12: “All western states ...consulted, were not
aware of verified evidence of ill-treatement of returnees to Sudan.”
This conclusion is now in tatters, because there are now two well researched, very credible, and
independently verfied reports of NISS-violence against persons, forcefully returned by The
Netherlands. Although some within the Dutch authorities were well aware of the 2015-UNHCR
report, the Dutch embassy in Khartum was not informed, and kept on claiming, technically without
lying, they had heard of no such cases. To my knowledge, the Dutch embassy is still not informed of
any of the two reports.
The next question is about what might trigger such violence from security personell on the airport.
On 14 june 2018, in the garden of the British Library, I interviewed Ahmed Eltoum Salim for several
hours. He is a Sudanese expert, extensively cited by the last two British FFM-COI-reports. To his own
account, he works in Sudan's airport security, so he must work closely with the NISS (although he
denies this). I ask him if being escorted into Sudan by several military police would be a risk factor.
He tells me that such a heavy escort would by NISS be interpreted that this deported person is not
just any person. ‘In the perception of the security people in Khartoum, this [a person accompanied
by four military policemen] is a ‘high danger person’. Even a normal prisoner would in Sudan only
be accompanied by one soldier. Never by four military police. So they want to find out, even just to
only protect the Sudanese people. You will be investigated. To find out maybe to ask him what he
did. If they found that someone cooperate, and it is consistent, and he was only trying to enhance
his life, they let him go. (…) If they can find his situation is somewhat specialized, they can do cross
examination. Then they can be harder with them to get more information. (…) Someone who has a
little power, I told you, they can want to make it bigger, so then anything can happen.’ (Quote
interview starts on 1:22:00 min. Interview with Ahmed Altoum Salim, by Pieter Smit in London on
14 June 2018.)
A next clue of risk factors comes from a former employee of the NISS, who got political asylum in
Europe. I interview him extensively on a secret location on december 3rd, 2018.
He informs me that if NISS arrest someone on suspicion of belonging to opposition, and this person
is not from a well known organization or family, they first pull his clothes off, and look if he has any
scars on his body. They ask him for every scar to explain how they came about. Also they look for
scar tissue, typical for handling machine guns. (such as on the inside of the sholder and around the
trigger-finger. If any wound or scar tissue from violence or accident has gone through the skin, the
person was (and still today is) obliged by Sudanese law, to immediately report the injury to the
security-person of the local police station, or, if he is in the army, to his commander's security
administrator. This security-person should have filled and kept in file a paper, called form eight. NISS
will then call the police station or the army detail, to confirm with form eight. If no confirmation,
the person will be seen as a lyer, trying to hide that he fought for the enemy. Sometimes, also sexual
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violence is involved. My informant tells me that most Sudanese are very unlikely to ever admit such
an experience.
Three Sudanese refugees that I revisited and spoke to since, reluctantly confirmed most of this story:
All had initially been interrogated naked by NISS, specifically on how they acquired healed wounds
on their body. One admitted that sexual violence was also involved. One person had got his wounds
during a previous NISS-detention period, but did not dare to accuse collegues of the current NISSagents. That was interpreted as proof that he had fought for the enemy.
Also having no scars at all, but being healthy and of fighting age, and having no solid explanation
why one has not been in the army, can lead to violent questioning, says my NISS informer. Especially
if one is of 'African Darfurian' or Nuba Mountain descend (Several people inform me that 'African
Darfurians' also include groups who speak only Arabic such as the Berti and some agricultural vassal
groups, 'owned' by Arabic nomads. These people speak Arabic and no African language, but look
African, and often take side with or hide with the ‘Africans’.). This suspicion will be further increased
if one is of fighting age, but can not show any exit stamp. This is because exit stamps can not be
acquired if one has evaded and not solved military duty.
All of this was standard practice in the NISS detail where he worked, and he expects this to be
practiced with more precision with the NISS on Khartoum Airport. He says that NISS Khartoum
closely communicates about all opposition activities in Europe, and that the consul who signs the
Laisser Passer, can only do so after sharing activities files from the embassy (if any) with his NISScollegues in Khartum. Niss Khartoum gets informed about the exact arrival time of any deportee by
the Station Manager of the airline that carries the deportee (This is confirmed to me by Dick van
Nieuwenhuizen, the former KLM country-manager for Sudan).
If I combine the statements of UK-FFM-source Ahmed Eltoum Salim with my (anonymous) ex-NISS
informer and with the refugees I interviewed, it appears that, for Sudanese men, deported from
Europe to Sudan, it appears that there are six factors that increase the risk of a violent welcome:
1. Being accompanied by a European security detail, 2. Having any non medical scars on the body,
3. Being of Darfurian or Nuba Mountain descent, 4. Being of fighting age without an exit stamp in
the passport, 5: Traveling on a Laisser Passer. 6: Having been in demonstrations or opposition
activities (or near opposition leaders) that were monitored by informants of the Sudanese embassy.
The two deportees from Netherlands who were tortured, ticked only three of the six risk boxes:
Accompanied by Mil Police, young and no exit stamp, and traveling on LP.
Last issue: Does a high public political profile increase the chance of getting violated by security
forces?
Many high profile Sudanese opposition persons have returned to Sudan, and some now work with
the government, note some COI-Sudan-reports. It is often suggested that if even high profile
political opposition can return unharmed, then most likely, lower profile persons such as rejected
asylum seekers have even less to fear.
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I had a long discussion about this issue with two key informants of many of the recent European and
British COI-reports: The Norwegian government's Sudan expert Geir Skogseth, who initially strongly
defended this argument, and the Norwegian diplomat Cato Naeverdal.
The first of conclusion was, that the 2016 Danish-British FFM-report was plain wrong when citing 'a
diplomatic source' as saying “However the source added that those sent back from Norway had not
faced any problems upon return. ". Naeverdal wrote me on 4 July 2018 (See attachment 4: Question
regarding Norwegian sources of British FFM report….) [Annex G], that this had very likely been said
by a Sudanese national staff, described as a 'political advisor'. Cross checking with other
international organizations in Khartum, it seems that these 'political advisors' are usually under full
scrutiny of, if not full agents of the Sudanese security apratus. Appearently, one of the boldest
statements of safe return in the 2016 Danish-British FFM report comes from the Sudanese secret
service, but is attributed to a European diplomat.
The discussion started with the idea that no rejected refugee had, after being deported to Sudan,
reported himself to any of the embassies with complaints about abuse. Mr Skogseth had always
interpreted this as a strong indication of the absence of such violence. But after I informed both
experts about the cases that I knew, diplomat Cato Naeverdal said: “One thing is strange. I did the
same job on the Norwegian embassy in Afghanistan, and there we received many Afghans, deported
from Norway, with destitution problems. They were begging for humanitarian assistance all the
time. But here in Sudan, not one deportee from Norway has shown up. That is difficult to explain
unless deported people in this country are told to keep away from us, and are much more fearful
for the security apparatus in this country then in Afghanistan.”
I asked mr Skogseth how he interpreted this difference between re-emerging deportees to
Afghanistan and to Sudan. He said: “We know the Sudanese government is keenly aware of
international scrutiny of their human rights record. Maybe it IS true, that the security apparatus
treats the upper class and well connected protesters rather mildly, while going much more violent
after the ordinary political suspects, away from international scrutiny. In that way, they could, with
relative minimal effort of lowly educated security agents, and so keep the masses in check and away
from organized opposition, and spend more time and their best resources on the politically more
dangerous upper class of protesters.”
I agree with the two Norwegian experts: By being violent to the unknown protesters, the Sudanese
security apparatus can achieve at minimum cost, to keep disconnected the leadership of political
opposition movements from the ordinary protesters.
Hence, being of lesser know families, and of lower ranks in political opposition movements, may
INCREASE the risk of receiving very violent treatments by security agents. That will very likely also
count for deported ex-asylum seekers.
If any further questions, please contact me.
n. Sudan expert A – name withheld for security reasons
Response received via email 20.12.18
a. The situation is still pretty bad. The territory is now largely controlled by the Rapid Support Forces,
as our now officially labelled most of the “janjawid” Arab militias. There behaviours are still
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particularly abusive over non-Arab civilians. They operate checkpoints on the roads where they
asked for taxes from travelers. They have also been extending their occupation of non-Arab
customary land, including recently on zones they had been unsuccesfully trying to occupy even
before the war in Darfur, such as Malam al-Hosh in northern Darfur. Finally they traffick Darfurian
and other migrants to Libya where they sell them to Libyan traffickers who then torture them for
ransom or enslave them.
b. Darfuris in Khartoum, notably Darfuri students, are particularly watched and regularly arrested
and interrogated by the security apparatus on the basis of the belief they are widely rebels or rebel
supporters. A Darfuri can however relocate to Khartoum from other parts of Sudan and many did it
since 2003 – in any case Khartoum is safer than Darfur. However Darfuris coming from other
countries, including South Sudan and Libya (where Darfur rebels are present), but also Chad and
Europe, are at risk of being arrested, interrogated, tortured and even killed.
c. It is accurate, Darfuris are discriminated in Khartoum in particular for access to housing,
employment and education. Religious discrimination rather concerns the christians from South
Kordofan and Blue Nile.
d. Khartoum International Airport seems to be the place where the risk is the highest for returnees,
in particular for asylum seekers returning from Europe, Libya or even worse Israel. Several cases
have been documented of rejected asylum seekers deported from European countries and arrested,
interrogated or tortured upon arrival. It does concern some cases deported from Belgium reported
by Belgian media, and of four cases documented by the New York Times, including one from France,
and who told of having been tortured upon return. I am also aware of two cases from France
(including one who returned voluntarily as he was fed up with the asylum procedure’s length) who
were reportedly arrested upon return (one not immediately at the airport but later on). I also heard
of one case in Libya who agreed to “voluntary” return with IOM – which necessarily involves an
interrogation by Sudanese authorities at the airport – and who was arrested at the airport. The risks
are higher for Non-Arab Darfuri and particularly high for Zaghawa people, systematically accused of
being rebels. The risk is also higher for those who are known to have traveled to Israel.
In March 2018, a Darfurian who had returned from France to Sudan by himself, tired with life in
Europe, explained this: “I returned to Sudan through Chad. If you land directly in Khartoum airport,
you’ll have problems with the intelligence service. Among Sudanese refugees in Europe, most are
opponents against the ruling regime. This is why those returning from Europe are interrogated. But
if you return through neighbouring countries like Chad, by land, you won’t be worried and they
won’t even recognize you. But for those coming from Israel, it’s more complicated. There were
several cased of migrants returning from Israel who were emprisoned.”
e. No particular relation.
f. In Libya itself, where the prevailing system implies that Darfurians, rather than all Sudanese, are
among “People of Concern” prioritized by the HCR for registration as asylum seekers before
eventually being sent to an asylum countries, there is a constant lobbying by the Sudanese embassy,
so that Darfur is withdrawn from the “People of Concern” list. In the meantime, the Sudanese
embassy also repeatedly denied Sudanese nationality for Darfurian, in particular Zaghawa, refugees,
suggesting they were rather Chadian.
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o. Sudan expert B - name withheld for security reasons
Response received via email 07.01.19
a. What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in
Darfur?
Continued conflict. Conflict related sexual violence. Repression of
opposition. Security forces often assume that people from particular
ethnic communities are part of the opposition. UN has decided to
downsize its mission there, and may be downplaying the extent of the
conflict.
b. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What is your view of the
reasonableness of the assertion that an individual can relocate to Khartoum from either elsewhere
in Sudan, or internationally?
Very high risk. Khartoum is very volatile at the moment. The government is hesitating about
deploying massive force against protests. Part of its strategy is to blame people from areas of armed
conflict in Sudan - including people from Darfur. The government is likely to intensify its use of racist
ideology in order to divide opponents and maintain control.
c. What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in
Sudan on the basis of their ethnicity, and that they suffer discrimination amounting to persecution,
for instance concerning access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious
freedom?
The current disturbances in Khartoum have shown clearly that the state adopts a policy of
discrimination against ordinary Darfurians as part of its urban security strategy. The state has made
progress in appointing Darfurians to senior positions in the state - but Darfur remains a deeply
polarized place, and these senior Darfurians may not enjoy broad and deep constituencies of
support in Darfur or among displaced Darfurian populations.
d. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan
via Khartoum International Airport, including the impact of any immigration or security measures?
How does this vary among groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on
Emergency Travel
Documents?
Very high.
e. How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the British Embassy Khartoum?
Has this relationship changed in recent years?
I sometimes provide training to staff on Sudanese history.
f. Any other information of which you think we should be made aware?
p. NGO A - African Centre for Justice and Peace Studies
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Response received via email 05.01.19
1.
The African Centre for Justice and Peace Studies (ACPJS) knew of cases in which academics or
political activists had been either stopped from leaving Sudan or had been detained on return. ACPJS
could specifically mention two cases in which a lawyer and political activist had been detained on
return to Sudan. Such arrests were either for a short period of time, to harass and intimidate
potential opponents, or for a longer period, because the person was considered to be a genuine
threat to the regime.
Those at greatest risk of arrest at Khartoum International airport were persons working in human
rights or political opposition to the government.
ACPJS would not be able to comment on the risk to failed asylum seekers and illegal migrants
travelling from Europe back to Sudan, but we could say that there was a sizeable security presence
at the airport, including the NISS.
2.
ACJPS has documented cases where students in Khartoum who originated from marginalised areas
of Sudan, such as Darfur or the Two Areas (Blue Nile and South Kordofan) were at increased risk of
violence and mistreatment, both from the National Congress Party (NCP) student militia groups and
the NISS. ACPJS had also documented cases in which students who were members of the Darfur
Students Association had been subject to violence and intimidation by the regime. Often the NISS
would work in collaboration with NCP student militia groups, although there was no formal
organisational link, with NCP student groups often provoking a campus dispute to create a pretext
for a NISS security raid, according to our documentaion.
Lawyers, journalists and students were three of the most active political groups in Sudan and
therefore particularly at risk of arrest and mistreatment by the security services. Tribal leaders and
persons affiliated to youth groups, such as Girfina or Change Now, were also could be identified as
possible ‘at-risk’ groups. More generally anyone who was involved in political activism against the
regime risked arbitrary arrest, incommunicado detention and physical mistreatment by the NISS.
Among targeted groups mentioned above, persons who belonged to tribes commonly linked to
Darfuri rebel groups, namely the Fur, Zaghawa , Massalit and other African tribes would probably
be at greatest risk.. The activists who resist the construction of ‘’Kajabar dam’’ in Northern Sudan
would also be at risk.
Christians from the Two Areas had been displaced to Khartoum because of the security situation in
the region. There had been cases documented by ACJPS where Christian pastors and persons from
church congregations who came from these areas being harassed and beaten up by the Sudanese
authorities.
We have no any specific evidence about the mistreatment of ordinary civilians from Darfur and the
Two Areas, but persons travelling from one of these conflict areas to Khartoum could experience
harassment or intimidation by the authorities, especially if they were from one of the main tribes
commonly affiliated to the rebel groups, this included the Fur, Massalit or Zaghawa from Darfur, or
Nuba from Southern Kordofan. We had no specific evidence to indicate that persons from these
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tribes would be subject to targeted violence or arrest by the NISS on account of their ethnicity alone.
Ethnicity is complicated, and ethnic disputes were often exploited by the government to pursue
political goals. In general anyone who was suspected of political opposition against the government
could be targeted, including persons from Arab tribes.
3.
ACJPS has no concrete and specific examples. However, on 28 June 2017, ACJPS has learnt that Saudi
Arabia plans to deport two bloggers imminently to Sudan. http://www.acjps.org/threat-ofdeportation-of-two-sudanese-bloggers-by-saudi-authorities/
Later on they have been deported and then they were arrested by NISS upon their arrival. There
were allegations of torture although ACJPS has not documented these allegations.
4.
It was likely that those being returned to Sudan without a travel document and under escort would
be subject to questioning. ACPJS also could say that staying a reasonable length of time out of Sudan
(perhaps one years or more) may give rise to suspicion that a person was a perceived opponent to
the regime, and may have affiliations to armed rebel groups or political opposition.
5.
There is no any organization inside Sudan following up on the situation of returnees due to the
shrinking space for human rights organization inside the country.
q. NGO B - Source withheld for security reasons
Response received via email 08.01.19
Input into Waging Peace Report on Risk to Darfuris in Sudan, and as Failed Asylum Seekers
What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in Darfur?
Security Situation
The security situation in Darfur has improved, though this assessment is littered with caveats. In
general terms, Darfur remains an insecure and fragile region.
Conflict Dynamics
Security improvements in Darfur are largely due to the decrease in conflict between the
Government forces and the armed opposition groups, notably due to the success of the
Government’s aggressive and indiscriminate counter-insurgency strategy over the years.
Consequently, the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) led by Gibril Ibrahim and the Sudan
Liberation Army led by Minni Minnawi (SLA-MM) have little to no presence in Darfur, and are instead
mostly residing in Libya and/or South Sudan working as mercenaries or otherwise are involved in
illicit and criminal activities. Should they use this time to regroup and grow, and should the situation
in Darfur become more permissible, then they may return to Darfur to continue their armed
resistance. Though at present they do not constitute a major threat to the security landscape of
Darfur for the Government of Sudan.
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The Sudan Liberation Army led by Abdel Wahid (SLA-AW) are present in Darfur, though they are
confined to the remote areas within the Jebel Marra region and as such are not a significant threat
to the Government of Sudan. There have been clashes within the past few months between forces
associated with SLA-AW and the Government, as well as their associated militias, though these
clashes are limited and contained within the Jebel Marra region. They have resulted in further
civilian displacement.
Banditry, Ethnic Conflict and Natural Resources
Though the changing conflict dynamics have improved the security situation, Darfur remains hugely
troubled by Banditry and other criminal elements organised amongst primarily ethnic lines
competing over resources (gold, land etc). Militias empowered and supported by the Government
of Sudan continue to act with impunity. Such militias were recruited by the Government of Sudan
as they were viewed as a cheap means through which to engage the armed opposition. The militias
not only received financial support, weapons, military support and intelligence, they were also
permitted to engage in acts that would bolster their own socio-economic positions in relation to
other ethnic groups and in order to address perceived historical grievances. Such acts included:
raiding livestock; grazing livestock on farmers’ lands; kidnap; extortion; occupying settled territory
and driving out the former inhabitants; looting; and indeed any other act in as much as they did not
threaten the Government of Sudan. The above continues on a daily basis, largely again along ethnic
lines, through the threat or the use of force. This ensures Darfur remains insecure and fragile. It
further serves to reinforce the notion that though conflict has decreased, the effects of conflict
continue to afflict Darfuris.
Human Rights
The human rights situation in Darfur has unfortunately remained much the same. Testimonies from
Darfur regularly reference the ethnic dimension of human rights abuses, whether in the form of
sexual and gender based violence, assault, murder, torture, and so forth. This ethnic dimension
derives from a multitude of factors, notably the concept of “Arab Supremacy, which is embedded
within all of Sudan. This relegates Darfuris to a secondary status in a highly tribalised/ethnicised
society. Furthermore the Sudanese authorities and their aligned forces believe that individuals who
share ethnicity with one of the armed opposition groups, in particular the SLA factions, are
presumed to support such groups. There is a similar occurrence amongst ethnic groups within the
Nuba Mountains and Blue Nile.
There have been numerous examples of retreating Government forces – whether Rapid Support
Forces, Border Guards or other less institutionalised militia – targetting settlements presumed to be
loyal to the armed opposition by sheer virtue of sharing a common ethnicity. These attacks take the
form of livestock raids, destruction of property, sexual violence, looting and so forth. The ferocity of
such attacks often correlate with whether the force in question were defeated by the armed
opposition with increasing losses resulting in increasing acts of revenge on the civilian population.
Sexual and gender based violence remains the norm. Testimonies express strong evidence that
women from typically “African” groups are targeted by men from typically “Arab” ethnic groups.
The attacks furthermore often include ethnic and racial slurs indicating the “African” women are
nothing more than slaves or that they are lucky to be raped by an “Arab” man.
Underlying the banditry and human rights abuses is the impunity with which militias and
Government forces operate. Government forces, including militias held at arms length, are issued
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with ID Cards that grant immunity for all acts conducted in the line of their work. Their work, in
reality, extends to any actions undertaken by the person or force in as much as they do not target
or threaten the Government. In addition to this Government sanctioned immunity, law and order
in Darfur has largely broken down, even when perpetrators’ are not those aligned to Government
forces or their associated militias. Victims of human rights abuses often have their complaints
ignored and can even be targeted for speaking about their experiences or for reporting crimes to
the Police. Even those who choose to take this risk are required to undertake journeys to major
population centres in order to report crimes or to seek legal redress, as there is limited presence
within much of Darfur.
Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)
IDPs continue to face a bleak existence in Darfur with little prospect for large-scale returns. Over
the last few years donor fatigue has settled into Darfur as a consequence of the protracted nature
of the conflict(s). This has left funding shortfalls amongst UN agencies resulting in a cut of rations
amongst other things. At the same time IDPs are only able to engage in livelihood activities at often
great risk. Bandits and pro-Government forces target IDPs engaging in economic activities such as
firewood gathering, farming and so forth, as they view IDP activity as a threat to their new found
supremacy and material gains during the conflict(s). Furthermore, the deteriorating economic
situation in Sudan is impacting negatively upon IDPs. These three factors combine to create a
difficult environment for IDPs – whether in terms of physical or economic security.
Though international agencies are supporting the Government in encouraging the return of IDPs to
their original areas, this has limited ability to succeed. Most IDPs refuse to return until the security
situation improves. Most of those that do return either find their homes and lands occupied by the
militias that displaced them, or find themselves displaced again shortly after.
Departure of UNAMID
Due to political and budgetary pressures, UNAMID appears to be departing Darfur over the next few
years regardless of whether the situation improves. Though UNAMID has been legitimately criticised
for failing to exercise its mandate, it is still considered by Darfuris to be an instrumental body in
guaranteeing at least some level of security in Darfur. Many IDPs credit it with saving their lives
simply by virtue of its presence and, though inadequate, its reporting requirements.
UNAMID’s inevitable departure will result in a major international vacuum in Darfur. This vacuum
may be exploited by various militias and political leaders that harbour further territorial and
material gains in not only Darfur and Sudan, but in neighbouring regions. This threatens further
regional destabilisation, particularly with respect to Chad.
What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What is your reasonableness of the
assertion that an individual can relocate to Khartoum from either elsewhere in Sudan, or
internationally?
It is impossible to state that Darfuris are either at risk or not at risk by virtue of residing in Khartoum.
Much depends on the individuals particular circumstance such as their affiliations, their political
activity and so forth. Again it is important to stress that this, in itself, does not mean that only those
actively involved in politics will be targeted. Darfuris who simply find themselves in the wrong place
(protests, political environment etc) at the wrong time are far more likely to experience
discriminatory and violent behaviour than those deemed as “Arab”. This will be delved into further
in the following section.
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An individuals relocation to Khartoum from either elsewhere in Sudan or internationally depends
wholly on that individuals situation and as such it is impossible to state for a fact that they can or
cannot. Do they have friends and family present? A reasonable prospect of employment?
Somewhere to reside? And so forth.
For example, should an individual not be able to find employment then they may be forced to work
in the informal sector, which is dominated by persons from the peripheries including Darfur.
Individuals within the informal sector (tea ladies, traders, water vendors etc) are more likely to be
targeted by the Government and their security services. Darfuri tea ladies, as a case study, have
routinely had their equipment confiscated and have been detained. In this example they are often
accused of prostitution or espionage on behalf of the armed movements (Darfuris for the SLA
factions and Nuba for the SPLA-N), accusations that derive solely on the basis of their ethnicity.
What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in Sudan on the basis of their
ethnicity, and that they suffer discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance concerning
access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious freedom?
The levels of racism, discrimination and targeting of Darfuris is very much apparent on the basis of
their ethnicity. Even amongst friends you will hear them refer to the Darfuri member as a “slave”.
Though they see this as harmless fun, it is indicative of the general view of Darfuris. It becomes far
more sinister once it transcends from “friendly joking” to the treatment of Darfuris by the security
services for example.
Women human rights defenders rank their likelihood of being raped or sexually assaulted whilst in
detention as dependent on the colour of their skin or ethnicity, with Darfuris ranking as most likely.
This view has been echoed by testimonies in which individuals at protests – whether as leaders,
participants or simple bystanders – are more likely to face inhumane treatment (beatings, torture,
use or threat of sexual violence) if they are Darfuri.
Darfuris are also used as a scapegoat for the Government. During recent protests, young Darfuri
men have been arrested and forced to confess through torture their alleged involvement in
saboteur cells. This is used to discredit the protests and to attempt to justify the death of protestors
at the hands of the security services. Darfuris detained are accused of being members of the SLAAW, trained by the Israeli Mossad, and deployed to protests in order to cause trouble. In one
example a group of 32 Darfuri students at the University of Sennar were arrested, transferred to
Khartoum, beaten, and paraded on television as the group behind the arson attack of the National
Congress Party (NCP) Headquarters in Atbara, a claim that has been widely discredited. Another
group of Darfuris were paraded on television with a wide array of weapons and forced to confess to
membership of sabotage cells. The latter example, in particular, has been regularly used to sow
distrust against Darfuris in times in which the Government feels threatened from popular action e.g.
protests.
Several Darfuris who have spoken to this author have expressed issues with employment, which
they believe is a result of discrimination. Though it must be stated that due to the economic
situation in Darfur following the secession of South Sudan, employment opportunities of most
Sudanese have decreased with more turning to the informal sector.
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Provisions in several Darfur peace agreements have stated that Darfuris should be exempt from
paying tuition fees at universities for a set period in order to address the long standing
discrimination and the chronic lack of development in Darfur. However, these provisions are
repeatedly ignored by university officials in spite of promises leading to protests from Darfuri
students. Those protesting are often arrested and ill-treated by Sudanese authorities before facing
suspension or expulsion from their universities. The universities furthermore refuse to allow those
who have not paid their fees to graduate or to sit their exams.
What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan via Khartoum International
Airport, including the impact of any immigration or security measures? How does this vary among
groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on Emergency Travel Documents?
Darfuris travelling in and out of Khartoum International Airport do not face issues in themselves. As
with all Sudanese it is dependent on the context. Those that are active in politics or human rights
may face increased questioning, passport confiscation or denial of travel.
However, within the context of returned Sudanese – whether Darfuri or not – there is certainly an
increased risk. Those that are able to return on their own without an escort or without notice being
given to the Sudanese authorities should not face any particular issues insomuch as they have not
been politically active during their time abroad in a manner that would be known to the Sudanese
Government. On the other hand, those that are escorted to Sudan or returned with knowledge of
the Sudanese Government face potential issues that could include detention and torture.
Though this organisation is unfamiliar with the British process, we have previously investigated
returns from the likes of Libya and Egypt. Conversations with returned individuals highlighted the
clear difference between those that were able to return without an escort or notice, and those who
returned with one. Many individuals have even bribed Egyptian and Libyan authorities to give them
back their passports so they can return as regular Sudanese. Those that do so seldom face issues.
However, those that are escorted back in some form are mostly detained on entry – some for a few
hours whilst others for longer.
Anecdotal evidence has pointed multiple times to incidents whereby returned individuals are taken
to a separate part of the airport and are questioned on their time abroad. This includes the basics
of why and how they left Sudan, in addition to their activities abroad in the hope of obtaining useful
information about dissidents and exiled communities. The Sudanese authorities have used illtreatment such as beatings to extract this information. They have furthermore used beatings as a
means to punish those who left and claimed asylum in a foreign country. These people are accused
of promoting negative opinions of the country and creating political issues. In addition to beatings,
individuals who are returned in this manner often state they are being monitored by the security
services even after their release.
How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the British Embassy Khartoum?
Has this relationship changed in recent years?
The relationship between our organisation and the British Embassy in Khartoum is reflected through
our partners on the ground and other organisations and individuals operating in Khartoum. The
relationships that civil society shared with the British Embassy used to be extremely good. The
community felt supported by the British Embassy in their work to improve democracy, human rights
and other key components of a successful society. This was reflected through regular and developed
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meetings, statements of support and so forth. They felt appropriately consulted and that their views
mattered.
However, in the last two to three years there has been a marked deterioration in these relationships.
Much of the independent Sudanese civil society no longer believes that the British Embassy supports
their work, but rather they are now on a course solely to improve relations with the Sudanese
Government at the expense of all else.
There is a belief that BREXIT and other developments including counter-migration policies have led
the British Embassy to prioritise Government engagement and acquiescence/appeasement over
human rights. It has been widely noticed the current British Embassies fixation on trade. The British
Embassy is engaging in the promotion of Sudanese businesses and investing in Sudan through
delegations and events that one would normally assume should be led by the Sudanese Embassy in
the UK.
Additionally, statements of support for Sudanese civil society have decreased significantly, whilst
the content of which is severely restrained. Civil society have stated that though the British Embassy
does not believe that statements have much effect, they do in fact often lead to an improvement in
treatment whilst in detentions amongst many other things. Obviously there are times when
statements are harmful; however, the British Embassy appears to have hidden behind this reasoning
to limit the statements released.
r. NGO C - Source withheld for security reasons
Response received via email 19.12.18
a. What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in Darfur?
In terms of security we know that there have been attacks by Janwajeed forces this year that have
all but obliterated at least 6 villages and destroyed food sources. On March 21, Janwajeed militia
attacked and destroyed and entire villages in Darfur. They are Feana, Bali, Ustane, Kumbar,
Fokokusse, Hillatkabir, Nyamsa, Korkodoma, Ketto, Dulda, Hillat Alkirro, Nanyunga, Suwer, Sugfeana
(market place in Feana) and Burobasi. The head of the National Human Right Commission (NHRC)
Iman Fatah al-Rahman Salem in Oct said human rights violations continued to be committed by
some members of government security and military institutions. She said there were several attacks
on young men who were beaten, and their hair was cut the RSF elements in Khartoum state.
Activists circulated photos and videos of some militiamen beating youth and cutting their hair.
Feel free to elaborate…
It is obvious that the resistance movements in Darfur are not in their highest shape
currently. However, Darfurians have continued to fight for their freedom at all fronts. The Sudanese
government largely use the Janjaweed militia to terrorise the people of Darfur and movements.
Human rights in Sudan in general and in Darfur in particular are reported to be “none existent” by
one of Darfurian activities. Internal displacements, sustained attacks, killings are common in the
region.
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b. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What is your view of
the reasonableness of the assertion that an individual can relocate to Khartoum from either
elsewhere in Sudan, or internationally?
Khartoum is relatively “safe” place to avoid killing. Otherwise, it all the same that here
in Khartoum the Sudanese government will always make surveillance.
Khartoum is Sudan. However, the open violence against civilians will be carried in a
different manner. There may not be military raids against Darfurians in Khartoum. Burning of houses
and lootings are not reported from Khartoum. But, Darfurians live in Khartoum in hide. Khartoum
itself is not safe. The NISS has strong networks in the capital and make a follow up on all Darfurians
who live in Khartoum. Those who managed to cover their identity and hide can relatively escape the
NISS torturous treatments. Otherwise, Khartoum cannot be declared a place to relocate for their
safety. The NISS operate both in Darfur and Khartoum similarly. The difference is the Janjaweed’s
sporadic and indiscriminative attacks.
c. What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in Sudan on the basis
of their ethnicity, and that they suffer discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance
concerning access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious freedom?
Darfurians believe they are attacked as part of government attempt to make ethnic
cleansing in the region. Darfur is the place of no go for any foreigner. It is very difficult to verify
claims and counter claims on the ground. But, pictures and personal testimonies shows that the
region is under continuous terror. There is gross violation of freedom of religion in Sudan in general.
Darfurian Christians are facing this fact together with their Sudanese brothers. However, Darfurians
as a people are suffering a lot. Hundreds of thousands are sheltering in refugees camps in Darfur as
IDPs.
d. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan via Khartoum
International Airport, including the impact of any immigration or security measures? How does this
vary among groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on Emergency Travel
Documents?
If they are suspected of anything by NISS, they will definitely be arrested. If not
arrested, then they will be under surveillance. Many Darfurians who travel to Egypt prefer to return
back to country via road transportation to minimize attentions. All Darfurians who escaped the
country for their safety will never think of returning back to the country.
e. How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the British
Embassy Khartoum? Has this relationship changed in recent years?
No comment
f. Any other information of which you think we should be made aware?
There is no religious freedom towards Darfuri Christians. They are systematically punished for
converting to Christianity and pressured to return to Islam. Oct 13, 2018: Darfur 9 arrested by NISS,
Oct 13, moved to police custody where they were forced under physical and emotional torture to
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recant their faith. When they did, they were charged with disturbing the peace, fined and released.
Tajadin Idris Youssef was charged with apostasy and told to report to police every 3 days. No court
appearance yet, to our knowledge.
Taj is still reported hiding. Some says he hiding in Khartoum and others mentioned may be in border
regions close to Chad. NISS is also reported to have been looking for those arrested in October
again.
s. NGO D – PAX, Netherlands-based peace organisation
(https://www.paxforpeace.nl)
Response received via email 16.01.19
a. What is your assessment of the security and humanitarian situation in Darfur?
On a security level, the situation in Darfur is relatively stable given the Government of Sudan
(GoS)’s extension of a ceasefire in Darfur, Blue Nile and South Kordofan, and the reciprocal
agreements made by SLM-MM, SLM-TC and JEM. This relative stability has prompted UNAMID to
initiate a staggered withdrawal from Darfur, the timelines of which appear overly optimistic. A
hastened withdrawal without fully addressing the long-term peace and humanitarian needs in the
region could significantly alter the security dynamics. Additionally, the GoS’ disarmament
campaign has now entered into its second phase and has led to the deployment of large numbers
of RSF troops in Darfur, leading to heightened insecurity and armed clashes particularly in Jebel
Marra. Ultimately, we are hearing stories of Darfuri migrants in Chad being forcibly sent back from
UNHCR camps to Darfur, where they face violence. This is a symptom of a wider phenomenon
where the international community seems, unrightfully so, intent on portraying Darfur as safe and
stable.
The humanitarian situation in Darfur remains desperate with over 3 million in need of
humanitarian assistance, roughly half of whom reside in camp accommodation. Although the
numbers of newly displaced Darfuris has decreased significantly in recent years, the region
continues to host a total of 300,000 displaced persons who have come to Darfur, about half of
whom are South Sudanese refugees.
b. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris in Khartoum? What is your view of the
reasonableness of the assertion that an individual can relocate to Khartoum from either
elsewhere in Sudan, or internationally?
Darfuris face considerable risk in Khartoum as they are generally perceived with suspicion. NonArab Darfuris in particular face greater chances of persecution, NISS surveillance, arrest and
detention based on the grounds of their ethnicity. It is unreasonable to assert than an individual
can relocate to Khartoum from elsewhere in Sudan or internationally without heightened
suspicion and persecution, due to the geographic profiling adopted by the Sudanese security
services. An individual relocating to Khartoum from the Nuba Mountains, for example, will be
automatically associated with South Kordofan rebel movements, while an individual returning
from abroad will be the subject of close surveillance due to potential links with opposition groups
outside Sudan.
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c. What is your assessment of the fact that Darfuris are targeted in Sudan on the basis of their
ethnicity, and that they suffer discrimination amounting to persecution, for instance concerning
access to healthcare, housing, employment, education, or religious freedom?
Darfuris are certainly targeted in Sudan on the basis of ethnicity, in line with the inherent racism
that underpins many of the GoS’ policies. Darfuris, including non-Arabs, are represented in
Sudanese government and media offices but these positions effectively amount to window
dressing while the majority of Darfuris co-opted by the government are mobilised by the security
services and deployed in pro-government training camps. In terms of accessing healthcare,
housing, employment and other welfare provisions, Darfuris suffer discrimination and in some
cases outright exclusion.
d. What is your assessment of the risk to Darfuris returning to Sudan via Khartoum International
Airport, including the impact of any immigration or security measures? How does this vary
among groups, for instance returning travellers, or those returning on Emergency Travel
Documents?
There is a serious risk to Darfuris returning via Khartoum International Airport, as in 2018 the NISS
initiated a policy of segregating Darfuri arrivals and arresting those deemed suspicious. Those
returning as failed asylum seekers are particularly vulnerable, as immigration authorities routinely
confiscate such individual’s travel documents and detain them for up to 24 hours. During this time
investigators could deem the individual’s original reason for travel outside the country to be
contrary to the interests of the GoS, and arrest or blacklist them. Those traveling using emergency
documentation or no valid exit visa are automatically flagged up to the authorities for further
investigation.
e. How would you/your organisation describe your relationship with the British Embassy
Khartoum? Has this relationship changed in recent years?
PAX’s relations with the British Embassy in Khartoum are limited at present. Being based in the
Netherlands, PAX has traditionally focussed on maintaining contact with counterparts from the
Dutch government and EU in Khartoum. A further complicating factor in maintaining ties is that
PAX has been highly critical of the GoS in recent years and this stance has precluded visits to the
Sudanese capital in the past. However, in light of Sudan’s increased activities with the UK and
other European states, the PAX Sudan team is looking to explore greater ties with the British
Embassy in Khartoum and plans to hold an introductory visit in 2019.
f. Any other information of which you think we should be made aware?
Not sure what you’re looking for here but do let me know if anything specific could be of help.
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10. Annexes
a. Article mentioning Waging Peace in al-Sudani newspaper, by Mustafa
Abdulaziz Batal, London Sudanese Embassy media attaché July 2018
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Unverified translation provided by trusted contact 02.07.18
Criticism for my love ones the London oppositions
By: Mustafa Abdulaziz
It was better if those whom call themselves opposition to seek my advice on the suitable day to plan
such a demonstration. They used totally the wrong day. The fact that the bloody current regime
came to power on Friday, so I was to let them know that Friday is the suitable day not Saturday.
Also there are nobody at the embassy on Saturday including the ambassador and staffs such NISS
as it's public holiday, so there is no point for demonstration at that day as no will pay attention for
what they say.
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I was totally annoyed by the way that demo organised. And this is referred back to the organisation
who was there.
We all know that Waging Peace is the organisers for such demonstrations, and they are behind all
this things from arrangements to printings banners and so on.
What was annoying to me is that most of these banners were written in English, it is prepared by
those who are white and our Sudanese have to carry them up. These banners call for regime change,
while there are nobody inside the embassy building.
I don't know how these photos leaked out but maybe one of the organisation members(WP) did
that to show his top management that they have done a good job. Or maybe one of the oppositions
members posted on their website to confirm that this organisation (WP) well prepared for the
demonstration.
I should advice that the work carried out by this organisation (WP) is not honorable for all of us
including oppositions and the current government. Then we should ask them to stop what they are
doing immediately, it's known that like this organisations are using our issues to benefit themselves.
Or at least if they better use these funds to print better quality banners rather than the ones have
been used.
I wish if I'm consulted as I'm an expert of doing such this printings banners. And this organisation
should deliver the funds to assigned committee whom I would be pleased to help them on at least
writing the slogans and banners. Then I myself can attend these demonstration on Saturdays. Of
course I will not going to chant against the government, however, I'm sure my attendance will make
the demo more interesting and valuable.
b. Image shared on WhatsApp 29.12.18 of Darfuris accused of instigating
protests

c. Google provided translation of BBC Middle East article about incident in
Sennar State
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http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast-46700525
28 December 2018
Demonstrations Sudan: authorities "control a cell of the movement of Abdel Wahed Nur rebel
was planning assassinations amid protesters"
Sudanese authorities have seized a cell that was planning to carry out assassinations during protests
against deteriorating living conditions, Sudanese Information Minister Mamoun Hassan said.
Sudanese cities have seen hundreds of protests on Friday. Police dispersed protesters outside a
mosque in Omdurman after Friday prayers near the capital, Khartoum, using tear gas.
Hassan said at a news conference that the alleged cell "follows the movement of Abdel Wahed
Mohamed Nur rebel in Darfur."
The minister accused the movement of seeking to create chaos in Sudan.
He added that the security services were able to control the cell in the Darushab district of
Khartoum, the sea, announcing the death of one of its members during the raid.
"They were planning to carry out assassinations among the protesters," he said.
There was no immediate comment on the movement of Abdul Wahid Nur on the allegations of the
Sudanese Information Minister, who said that the weapons were seized by the cell. He pointed out
that the number of its members ten.
The authorities offered a videotape of university students who said they belonged to Abdel Wahid
Nour. According to the testimonies, they were planning to carry out acts of sabotage during the
protests.
Witnesses said the city of Atbara, in the state of the River Nile, witnessed clashes between security
forces and protesters in a number of neighborhoods.
Wad Madani, the capital of the central island state of Jazira, also witnessed clashes between
protesters and security forces, according to the BBC's Mohammed Osman in Sudan.
Authorities arrested a number of protesters, as well as two journalists covering the protests.
The authorities imposed a security cordon on a number of mosques and deployed police near vital
facilities after calls for demonstrations by the opposition forces.
Sudanese journalists began a strike after bloody protests over high costs of living and high bread
prices, killing 19 people since it began on December 19 - according to the government, including
two members of the security forces.
A government statement said most of the dead had died "during looting", while 219 people were
injured. No one was killed in the capital, he said.
The Sudanese authorities have previously said that only eight people were killed in the clashes, while
Amnesty International, Amnesty said, the death toll is up to 37.
Why are journalists hitting?
The Sudanese Journalists' Network said on Thursday it was demonstrating solidarity with protesters.
"We announce the start of a three-day strike on December 27 in protest against the government's
use of violence against demonstrators," the network said.
Journalists staged a sit-in outside the headquarters of the independent newspaper al-Tiyad. Security
forces took eight journalists to an unknown destination, the newspaper's editor-in-chief Othman alMirghani was quoted as saying.
One journalist later said they were released quickly afterwards.
Journalists also said they were also protesting against the security authorities' seizure of
newspapers on a regular basis, and the beatings and arrests of journalists covering the
demonstrations.
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Journalists in the Sudanese press complain of harassment by the authorities, which sometimes
confiscate newspapers for articles deemed by the national intelligence and security services
offensive.
What is the aim of the protests?
Activists and opposition groups in Sudan called on people to take to the streets again in the coming
days.
"We urge the Sudanese people to continue their demonstrations in order to succeed in
overthrowing the regime," a statement from the Sudanese Communist Party said.
Authorities arrested a number of party members after the protests began.
Pressure on the ruling coalition led by Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir has increased with the
resignation of Abdul Raouf Qarnas, minister of health and social development in the northern state
government on Thursday.
The leader of the Sudan People's Liberation Movement-North, Abdul Aziz al-Helu, also called on the
Sudanese to demonstrate to demand that Bashir step down.
Al-Hilu accused the government of intentionally starving the people he described as oppressed. He
called for a democratic, modern, secular Sudanese state in which citizens have equal rights.
d. Amnesty report on Netherlands returnees translated by Pieter Smit
This document was originally written in Dutch by Amnesty International. (Translation by Pieter
Smit.)
Remark 1 by translator:
Sudanese Intelligence and Security Service, after extensive US donation of training and equipment,
have the ability to search for specific foreign phone contacts based on specific pairs of dates.
Therefor, not only names but also dates of phone contacts have been anonymized.
Remark 2 by translator:As yet, this is a letter to the lawyer of the concerned person. This is not yet
a public report and therefor Amnesty has not yet made an official translation. This translation is
NOT (yet) authorized by Amnesty International.
To: advocate (Mrs Leonie) Sinoo,
Maliebaan 51,
3581 CD Utrecht,
Utrect, Netherlands
Date: 2 august 2018
Subject:
Findings on the deportation of Mr X
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Dear Mrs Sinoo, (asylum advocate of mr X)
In reaction to your request to Amnesty International for more information on the situation of Mr X (V-Number
****************) the following.
Amnesty International is gravely concerned about the situation om Mr X.98
On xx December 2017 Mr X has been deported from the Netherlands to Sudan. After handing him over to
Sudanese authorities, he would have been transferred to the office of the National Intelligence and Security
Service (NISS)99 in Al Sahafa. After that he would have been locked up in solitary confinement for 13 days.
While there, he has been repeatedly interrogated, mistreated and abused. After his release, he was given a
daily reporting obligation, which he stopped to comply with. At this moment, he is gone into hiding.
Amnesty International works for human rights. They guarantee freedom, equality and lawfulness. Amnesty
investigates, takes action and supports defenders of human rights world wide.
Page 2:
In this letter, based on information know to Amnesty International, we will give a reconstruction of the
events.100 Then we will discuss the findings of iMMO (Netherlands institute for Human Rights and Medical
Assessment) and the human rights situation in Sudan. Finally we formulate conclusions and
recommendations.
Reconstruction of events.
Time-path asylum procedure and deportation
- 1 november 2016: Mr X applies for asylum in the Netherlands.
- 27 December 2016: request turned down as evidently unfounded.101
- 24 january 2017: the court rejects appeal.102
- 17 February 2017: The Public Administration chamber of the Dutch High Court rejects appeal.
In the next period Mr X tries to move to the UK. This fails when, together with some other Sudanese, he is
arrested in the Belgium seaport of Zeebrugge. He is locked up under Belgian aliens custody law.
- 12 september 2017: transferred by Belgium authorities (under Dublin-agreement) to Netherland. The same
day he gets an order to remove himself form the Netherlands (terugkeerbesluit), an aliens detention order,
and a prohibition to return to Netherlands for two years.103

98V-number

(Dutch asylum seekers registration number) xxxxxxxxxxx. He and others write his name as XXXXXX.
Intelligence and Security Service. Many cases of arrests, interrogations and mistreatments by this security organization,
sometimes with deadly result, have been well documented. The British embassy in Khartoum writes about this: “Allegations of
mistreatment amounting to cruel and inhumane treatment or torture by NISS are a matter of public knowledge” (19 February 2015
Treatment of Returnees in Sudan). The organization has great powers in Sudan, see also the Dutch Ambtsbericht (COI-report) Sudan 2017
on page 53: ‘(…) Suspects almost totally lack protection under law, especially persons in the detention centers of the NISS. Beginning 2015,
The mandate of the NISS was further increased. De NISS has almost complete immunity. Under the National Security Act, NISS-agents have
immunity under both civil and criminal law for any deeds committed during their work 'in good faith'. Repeatedly, the Sudanese government
refuses to seriously investigate allegations of mistreatment, torture, excessive and deadly violence by the security organizations.
100This information are: his asylum and detention file, several interviews by phone, and conversations with his friends and contact persons
in Netherlands, and pictures of his injuries, a medical forensic research report, and background information about (deportations to) Sudan.
101Rejected as manifestly unfounded under article 30b, first para, under e, Dutch refugee law (vreemdelingenwet 2000).
102
Den Haag court, 24 jan 2017, case nuber AWB 16/30507
103
Detention under article 59 para 1a in vreemdelingenbewaring. (aliens detention)
99National
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- 7 november 2017: presentation to the Sudanese consul.104 There is no interpreter present.105
- 7 December 2017: Deportation via Kenya to Sudan.106
- next day: arrival Khartoum. Person travels on an emergency travel document ( Laissez-Passer or LP).
- Around christmas 2017: first contact (by telephone) from Nederland with Mr X.
Events around deportation
This reconstruction is based on both Mr X his statements as given to our researchers,107 and also on the
report of the Dutch Military Police, (locally known as King's Marechassees, acronymed into KMar).108
Page 3 :
The reports are in full sync. There is one difference: Mr X says that it were two NISS- agents that brought them
from the air plane, while the KMar reports it was the 'manager of Kenya Airways' who brought them to the
authorities.
The statement of Mr X continues where the KMar leaves. He declares that first, one of the KMar spoke for
about 15 minutes, inside the NISS office while he was waiting outside with the other KMar. KMar reported,
that 'authorities' request for documents they don't have / can't give, and ask questions, also about why Mr X
was deported. They don't answer the questions.
`After arrival we were picked up by the station manager of Kenya Airways, who brings us to local authorities.
In their office we transferred the alien to the authorities. The local authorities requested an accompanying
letter, later they asked more documentation, and then they asked for money called 'deposit'. I turned down
all requests. Then I was ordered out of their office. Then they asked questions to Mr X. Then they asked my
account on the reason why he was deported. I told them that the only reason was illegal presence in the
Netherlands, and that person Mr X was very friendly and that his family was expecting him. Then they agreed
to accept the person. I noticed they had brought his luggage, and treated Mr X friendly. Then the Station
Manager had us accompanied back to our airplane.’ 109
Mr X had no knowledge about what the KMar shared with the people in the office. Non of the KMar
understood or talked Arabic, and Mr X doesn't speak English, so during the flight, there was hardly any
communication. Also when KMar and Mr X parted, there was no communication. One of the two Sudanese
who accompanied them form the plane to the office of the 'authorities', spoke English with the KMar. The
same Sudanese spoke Arabic to Mr X. Mr X says that the Sudanese, accompanying them from the plane,
introduced themselves as agents of the NISS.
Amnesty International talked to Mr X on xx February 2018110 and xx march 2018111 (by a relatively safe
telephone line, in his own language and without an interpreter). And again in July 2018 with an interpreter.
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Dutch Ministry of Justice Refugee Return Service reports writes: ‘… nationality determined. Consul will have to discuss the way of delivering
the travel document internally.’
105
See report presentation Annex 1: Conversation was in Arabic, no translator present. The reporting civil servant mentions that it is
unknown by them what was said. Mr X claims that notes were taken by one of the Dutch persons present. Dutch immigration service (IND)
says they have no copy of these notes.
106
KLM flight KL565 to Nairobi, then with Kenya Airways KQ348 to Khartoum.
107
Conversations were on xx February 2018, xx march 2018 en xx July 2018.
108Royal Dutch Military Police (KMar) Deportations office on Schiphol Airport, Proces: 2154323. Mr X was accompanied to Khartoum by
four Military Police from KMar. (full report in Amnesty's file).
109Military Police, Schiphol deportations office, Proces: 2154323. (Attachment 2)
110Taped conversation and English transcript in Amnesty's file.
111Taped conversation and English transcript in Amnesty's file.
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112 (In the mean time there was no contact.) All conversations are taped. Hereunder quotes (translated into
English by an interpreter) about his arrival on Khartoum airport:
‘There were 4 Dutch people (military police) that were with me in the plane. They were three men, one
woman. When we landed all the people left the airplane and after that I walked out with the Dutch people.
Two Sudanese people were waiting for us outside the plane.
Page 4:
Q: did you walk out of the plane to them and were they waiting for you or did they come inside the plane and
walked with you?
A: No, we walked outside and they were waiting for us.
Q: You said before they were from NISS but could they have been from Kenya Airlines?
A: No, there was nobody of Kenya Airlines. They introduced themselves being 'the same as the Dutch people'
(military police). They spoke to me in Arab. One of them spoke to the Dutch people in English. Next they
walked with us to an office at the airport and one of the Dutch people went in there alone to speak to those
people. I waited outside with the other people. After about –I think- 15 minutes, the Dutch man came back.
They (the Dutch) went away and left me with the NISS.
Q: Do you understand English?
A: No. I don't know what they said to the Dutch or what the Dutch told them. I just waited and didn't say or
ask anything. I was just very much afraid.
Q: Did any of the Dutch people speak Arabic?
A: No, nobody.
Q: Is it possible they told the Dutch people different things than they told you?
A: I don't know. Maybe yes. Maybe no. (…) The Sudanese people told me: these Dutch people are from NISS
Holland. (…) Also when I was inside the office they again said to me: these Dutch people are also NISS. NISS
Holland.
Q: So the Sudanese people from NISS told (you) that the Dutch people were also working for NISS?
A: Yes. The Dutch people didn't say so but the Sudanese said this about the Dutch people.
About the questions by ‘authorities' he tells us on xx February 2018 :
‘They repeatedly questioned about what I have said about the government of Sudan in Holland, why I’ve
applied for asylum, and how I went to Europe.
I told them that I went to Europe through Egypt and that I did not apply for asylum in Holland. I can’t
remember the exact time I had spent inside the NISS office at the airport; it could be two hours. Then NISS
agents confiscated my travel document. There is nothing else in my possession apart from a small handbag.
Then I was taken to NISS offices in Al Sahafa area in Khartoum’.
Mr X says (on xx July 2018) that NISS interrogators on the airfield were behaving correct, they did not touch
him, curse him or threatened him. But they kept on repeating two questions: 1: What did you do in the
Netherlands, and 2. What did you tell to the Netherlands about Sudan?
Mr X: First question was: What is Your name? (..) They asked me from which place are you in Sudan and I
answered: 'I am from XXX' and next they asked me: 'Why did you go to Netherlands? How did you go to
Netherlands? What did you do in Netherlands? Which other countries in Europe did you visit before you go to
Netherlands? ' All these questions.
Q: Were they still polite when asking these questions?
A: Yes, always there they were polite with me.
Q: Did you tell them the truth at their questions?
112Taped
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conversation and English transcript in Amnesty's file.

A: I said I did not ask asylum when they asked me.
Q: Why did you say you did not ask asylum?
Page 5:
A: I was afraid that if I said so they would not let me go.
Q: How long were you staying in the room where they questioned you?
A: I don't know exactly... More than one hour. It was long. Maybe two hours…
Q: Did they repeat their questions many times? Or did they ask many different questions?
A: Two questions all the time they repeat for me: 1. What you said in the Netherlands about our government?
2. What you do in the Netherlands?
Q.: What did you answer?
A: I said: 'I say nothing about government at any time and to nobody ' and I said 'I was not doing anything in
Netherlands Just sitting there.'
Q: How did they finish the conversation? Did they tell you, you’d be taken elsewhere?
A: No, just people came and took me.
Q: And did people ever ask you about Village XXX/ Darfur? If you grew up there?
A: No. They focus on those two questions I said before.
About what happened next, Mr X declares consistently in both the interview of xx February 2018 and that of
xx July 2018, which has more details.
From the xx February 2018 interview:
(…) People came and took me. I was detained in NISS offices at Al Sahafa area for 13 days in a small room
[cell], with a small window, just by myself. I was kept inside this room the whole day and night [solitary
confinement]. I was only allowed to go out when they take me for interrogation. There I have not seen other
people. During this period, [especially during interrogation] NISS agents started to beat me with a plastic pipe.
I was verbally insulted and told by NISS agents that I’m a traitor to my country.
The beating takes place during and before the interrogation. They had interrogated me at least ten times and
repeatedly questioned me about my asylum application in Holland. The main question they had repeated
many times is what I had said about the Sudanese government in Holland? Also, they had questioned me
about how I traveled to Holland, and why Holland had deported me. The NISS agents beat me during these
interrogations when I refused to answer their questions.113 They had threatened me, they told me that I
would never be able to travel outside Sudan and they can kill me. I refused to tell them about my asylum case,
and I stated to them I’ve never applied for asylum in Holland. During this period, I was not able to contact my
family or lawyers or anyone else.
Developments in Netherland
Before his deportation, Mr X was detained in DC Rotterdam. There, he gave the phone number of one of his
family members to a friend there, and asked them to call after the deportation weekend if he was OK.
After that weekend, there were several phone calls between two Sudanese friends of Mr X in Netherlands,
114 en the family of Mr X in Sudan.
Page 6:
His family members in Sudan seemed to not like these phone calls. They answered vaguely and in later calls,
they asked not to call again. They declared that Mr X had been detained `for a few days’, but that he was free
by now. When requested to speak to Mr X himself, they were told that Mr X could not or would not speak to
them. Finally they declared that he was not at home but somewhere else, which led to the conclusion that he
had gone into hiding.
On this basis, the image developed that Mr X had been detained a few days, and that he was not OK , and
afraid to talk on the phone, and that he had a daily NISS reporting duty. The Dutch contacts of Mr X assumed
113About

the routine with which he was beaten up, Mr X, says during the late July interview that this continued to happen until the day of his
release. (Report p.8)
114De names known to Amnesty. They were heard by us about their attempts to get information from his family and from Mr X himself.
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that the family of Mr X were very afraid of Sudanese Secret Service (NISS) and that they did not dare to
communicate openly. They were above all worried about his health, and they knew him good enough, that he
would surely have a really good reason to refuse all contact with them.
Spokespersons of the Sudanese community shared their concern about the faith of Mr X with members of the
Dutch parliament Bram van Ojik (GreenLeft) and Joël Voordewind (ChristianUnion)
On 11 en 12 January 2018 they wrote questions to the State-secretary of Justice, Mark Harbers, based on the
(unclear) information, deducted from contacts with the family of Mr X.115
Around Christmas 2017, there is for the first time direct phone contact from Netherlands with Mr X. The
contact comes on initiative from Mr X .116 Mr X tells his friend and previous cell-mate in Netherland that he
was detained for much longer then ‘a few days’, precisely 13 days, and that he was interrogated and
mistreated, but that he has to report to NISS daily. During these daily reportings, he claims, he is again
questioned and mistreated. He gets slapped in the face, kicked, humiliated and cursed at. He tells to be afraid
to talk freely, and that the the phone (not his own phone) is maybe NISS- monitored. 117 He stays not with
his family.
In the next weeks there are some short telephone contacts with Mr X.118 At one time, Mr X says that he
stopped complying with his daily reporting to NISS. He can't bear the daily abuse and insults, and is in hiding
with a friend.
Page 7:
In the conversations with Amnesty he says:
After 13 days, the NISS released me and ordered me to come to their offices every day and sign an attendance
sheet. Before my release,119 NISS told me that I should not see any doctor, or any other person and don't do
anything unless I notified them. I was asked to come and sign at NISS office in Al Sahafa, this to ensure that
I’m still around.
I had complied with their request for one week, however, after one week I decided not to report to NISS
offices any more. The reason was that they continued to ask me questions about my asylum case and abuse
me, they beat me including slapping in the face, kicking and punching during the signature period.
On 6 February 2018 Mr Smit120 (in the Netherlands) has his first telephone contact with Mr X, while in the
presence of Mr X's friend and former cell mate.121 Mr Smit asks Mr X to have his body photographed,
wherever there might be traces of violence. Mr X tells, there is not much to be seen anymore, but he still
sends the pictures. (set 2 of annex 5). He says he also had photo's made shortly after getting released, but he
can't send those photo's on that moment, because they were on the phone of a third person, that he first has
to contact. (For the interpretation of the images, see the medical expert's opinion in the iMMO-Report.) Some
days later a third set of photo's is made and send by Whatsapp. 122

115

On 11 January 2018 MP Mr Van Ojik (GreenLeft) wrote questions to state-secretary Harbers of the ministry of Justice and Security. On 12
January 2018 Mr. Voordewind (ChristianUnion), Mr van Dijk (GreenLeft) en Mr Groothuizen (Democrats66 LibDems) en Mrs Kuiken (PvdA
Labor Party) write questions about the deportation of rejected asylum seekers to Sudan and specifically about Mr X.
116Amnesty talked to the man who was the first to talk from The Netherlands directly to Mr X .
117Ambtsbericht (COI-Report, in Dutch) Sudan 2017, p.39: `In Sudan around 72% of the population has a mobile phone. The NISS listens into
private conversations without any case specific licenses. Several sources claim that NISS has highly advanced listening and taping equipment.’
See also: US Department of State, Country Report on Human Rights Practices 2015 – Sudan, 13 April 2016; Freedom House, Freedom on the
Net 2016 – Sudan, 23 November 2016.
118The conversations go through Viber, on a pre-arranged moment, via the phone of a friend, connection is often bad.
119
When released, claims Mr X, in the interview on mid July 2018, he was given back his possessions, including the money and the telephone
that he brought from Nederland. But he says he threw away his phone immediately, being afraid it might have been tampered with by NISS.
(minutes 8-9)
120Drs (m.a.) Pieter Smit is a political scientist and Sudan expert, and well connected to the Sudanese community in Netherland.
121The friend (identity know by AI ) has shortly before been released from aliens detention in Rotterdam. He takes the role of interpreter. He
speaks very good English and was a room mate of Mr X in Rotterdam Detention Center. They feel so close that the refer to each other as
'cousin', but they have no known common ancestors.
122Photo-set 3, with newspaper. In possession of Amnesty and together with photo sets 1 en 2 added as attachment 3.
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Shortly later, Amnesty International is informed by Mr Smit about his contact with Mr X. Amnesty also
receives the photo's
About the photo's that Mr X had made after his release, he declares on 20 July 2018 to Amnesty:
Q: When did you take the pictures of your body?
A: The same day. When I went to a friend and to another friend, I took the pictures.
Q: Who took the pictures?
A: My friend.
Q: And why?
A: Not for a special reason. I needed to see for myself what I looked like.
Q: What did you think of your own body when you saw it?
A: It is difficult to tell you. Difficult to explain… I didn’t feel good.
Q: Was it worse that you expected?
A: I don’t know. I didn’t know what to expect…
Q: Did your friend take the pictures on his phone or your phone?
A: His phone.
Q: Did he save them and still have them?
Page 8:
A: Yes, he still has them.
Answer of State-secretary for Justice en Security
The answer on the MP-questions of 11 en 12 January 2018 comes on 5 February 2018. Crucial quote:
`Further, only a concrete and substantiated signal of serious irregularities after a deportation from the
Netherlands, can form the need to start an individual investigation. I have not received such a concrete and
substantiated signal that would create the need to investigate. One signal that I did receive, has been verified,
and it turned out to be unfounded.’123
The conclusion of the State-secretary that the 'signal' of serious irregularities after deportation from the
Netherlands is 'unsubstantiated', seems to be mainly based on a telephone conversation , mid January, of
someone from the Ministry of Justice and Security (likely Immigration and Nationalization Department) with
Mr X.124 There is a 'telephone notes', but for privacy reasons this is not shared with the previous detention
lawyer of Mr X. 125
Consequently, Mr X authorizes by video message a new lawyer Leonie Sinoo to represent him in the
Netherlands. She requests the telephone notes in May 2018 again from the Ministry of Justice. To date she
did not receive them.
Research by Instituut voor Mensenrechten en Medisch Onderzoek (iMMO, Netherlands institute for Human
Rights and Medical Assessment)
On request of Amnesty International, iMMO investigated the three sets photo's (attachment 3) of the torso of
Mr X.126
Set 1: photo's taken following his release, around Christmas 2017, according to Mr X. On these pictures, weals
(lash-type wounds) are clearly visible on the back and on both arms.127
123

Previously, the Members of Parliament Groothuizen en Voordewind got verbally informed why the ministry of justice found the ‘signal’
that the state-secretary had received about the treatment of Mr X ‘unfounded’ .
124The person contacting Mr X introduced himself as working for IND. (Dutch Ministry of Justice Immigration and Nationalization service)
The number that he used to call, was 0031 xxxxxxxxxxx. The conversation went via an interpreter Dutch-Arabic.
125The lawyer had asked this info for the court case of one of his other clients, who was threatened with deportation to Sudan. (Court Den
Haag, sub-residence Middelburg, nr NL18.15.15).
126Mr X has clearly been recognized on these pictures, both by his Sudanese friends and by his detention lawyer.
127These photo's were sent xx+7 February 2018 via WhatsApp to a friend in Nederland.
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Set 2: photo's made and sent on xx February 2018. On these photo's no weals or scars are visible any more.
Set 3: photo's made on xx+7 February (a week later), in which Mr X also holds a Sudanese newspaper of that
day. These pictures are made on the request of Pieter Smit, who argued that Mr X should be able to prove
that the photo's with the weals, were (considerable) older then the photo's of xx and xx+7 February 2018.
These photo's were also received by Mr Smit on xx+7 February 2018.
Page 9:
On 28 June 201837128 Amnesty receives the final medical report of iMMO foundation. This medical expert's
report, made up according to the Istanbul Protocol, gives the next assessment of the wounds on the pictures:
` The abnormalities of the pictures of set 1 are, because of the typical aspect, judged to be 'tram line' injuries.
When the skin is hit by an object with a round or square cross section, this can cause 'tram line' injury. It
appears as two parallel lines of bruise, with an unaffected area in between. It arises when the object pushes
into the skin. On the sides, traction causes the blood vessels to damage, causing the skin to bruise and swell.
In the middle, the skin is only compressed. If there is no underlying bone, there will be no damage to the
blood vessels.’
Illustration:

129
The report writes:
Assessment
Dating the injuries: We judge them to be caused recently, some hours to some days. A more exact dating of
the age of these wounds is not possible. (…)
Recovery: Bruisings and swellings will normally self repair in a period of days or weeks, depending on the
severeness and the nature of the wounds.
Possible causes: The skin colorations are judged to be tram lineinjury. They must have been caused by an
external mechanical impact from a long, narrow and hard (possible flexible) object with cylindric or
rectangular cross section.130
The conclusion of iMMO is that the injuries:
‘… fit well with the said attribution ‘beating with a black plastic water hose’, several times, from different
angles. Other causes then mentioned in the request (Page 10:) still remain possible. Self inflicted injury is not
fully excluded. But, seen the changing locations and directions of the weals, and the considerable impactforce, necessary to cause this magnitude of injury, this is less likely. ’131
Amnesty International concludes after carefully reading the iMMO-report, that the injuries fit what Mr X said
against his contacts in the Netherlands, and to Amnesty researchers on xx February 2018, xx march 2018 and
xx July 2018. The time path matches the iMMO findings, and also the fact that the photo's of February 2018
show no injuries any more, is explained in the report.

128

These conclusions are based on the fotographic material and the statements of mr XX. The report is added in whole, in
attachement 4

129Medical

Examination in the Asylum Procedure p.20 (copied from Danielsen, L et al. Dermatological Findings after alleged torture. Torture
2006:16(2):108-27). irct.org/..../Dermatological findings.pdf p 110. )
130iMMO rapport 28 June 2018, p. 4.
131iMMO rapport 28 June 2018, p. 4.
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Human rights in Sudan: risks of forced return
The general human rights situation in Sudan is extremely problematic..132
Incidents around forced return of (rejected) asylum seekers have been reported by us and by other experts
and human rights organizations. These incidents show similarities with the statements of Mr X. Hereunder we
give the most relevant information, and we discuss some of the incidents, researched by Amnesty and other
organizations:
Deported Sudanese civilians who get accused or suspected of 'oppositional activities' or who hail from conflict
area's such as Darfur, Blue Nile and South Cordovan, run a higher risk of human rights violations, including
arbitrary detention, torture and other forms of abuse. “The armed conflicts in Sudan have become both an
excuse and a masking tool for human rights abuses”, writes Amnesty in a report in January 2017 133
This Amnesty rapport explains how students living in Khartoum with ‘roots’ in Darfur but without ‘political
profile’, regularly get victimized by activities of the NISS: threads, intimidations, torture and detention. Also
random civilians, born in Darfur and living already for many years in Khartoum can be arrested and detained
by NISS. 134
In December 2015 600 to 800 protesting Sudanese refugees in Jordan were arrested and deported to Sudan.
(Page 11) On arrival, dozens of them were said to be arrested and often brought to unknown destinations.135
In January 2016 Amnesty International interviewed twelve of these Sudanese who were sent back from
Jordan. On arrival in Khartoum they were arrested, interrogated about their ethnic background, and accused
of rebellion. They would have tarnished Sudan's reputation. They were beaten and tortured. In February 2016
Amnesty International wrote a confidential letter about them to the UNHCR in Geneva.
Several sources reported the last years that returnees from Israel were subjected to prolonged detention and
abuse, sometimes resulting in fatality.136 The Israeli Ynetnews.com reported on 11 February 2016 that Sudan
issued an arrest warrant against 3300 Sudanese labor migrants who had returned from Israel.137 Recently,
Amnesty International researched Sudanese who were offered an alternative country of residence by the
Israeli government in Uganda en Rwanda. We found that some of these Sudanese had 'by accident' still been
put on a plane to Khartoum 138 They were consequently interrogated for a long period, accused of antiIslamic behavior, detained and abused. 139
In Augustus 2016 Italy repatriated 48 Sudanese. 140 An eyewitness stated that on arrival, these migrants
were interviewed and abused. Another source reported that only one of them was allowed to talk to the
media, on the condition that he would tell that he regretted ever heaving left Sudan. All returnees were
allowed home but ordered to come back the next day to report with NISS. There, they were interrogated
about their travel route.
End 2017, Belgium deported 9 Sudanese. Some of them were, upon arrival, said to be interrogated and
beaten for many hours. The Belgium government agency Commissariaat-Generaal voor de Vluchtelingen en
132https://www.amnesty.org/en/countries/africa/sudan/report-sudan/;

See also: Ambtsbericht (COI-report) Sudan 20 June 2017. (in
Dutch)
133‘Uninvestigated, Unpunished; Human Rights Violations against Darfuri Students in Sudan’, Amnesty International, January 2017.
https://reliefweb.int/report/sudan/uninvestigated-unpunished-human-rights-violations-against-darfuri-students-sudan-enar
134
The report mentions the case of Abaker Abdel Rahman Omar, born in Central Darfur, residing for many years in Khartoum. He gets
arrested in his place of work, in the Al Amarat street 15 in Khartoum He works in a car cleaning company and is a father of 7. Abakar gets
accused of transferring money to rebels in Jebel Marra. His family is not allowed to visit him. He has no lawyer. He stays detained for 17
months without any formal charges filed, until late august 2017, when he is released after Amnesty gets involved.
135Human Rights Watch, Jordan: Deporting Sudanese Asylum Seekers, 16 December 2015; AFP, Sudan: Sudan human rights situation
‘deteriorating’: top lawyer, 22 December 2015; IRIN, Jordan cracks (down) under refugee pressure, 6 January 2016.
136https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/stories/2014-01-06/returning-to-sudan-migrants-leaving-israel-facepersecution SUDO, Human rights abuses in Sudan over the month of December 2015. Joint DIS/UK report, Sudan: Situation of Persons from
Darfur, Southern Kordofan and Blue Nile in Khartoum, August 2016.
137
https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4873587,00.html Ynetnews.com is the newssite of the best read newspaper in Israel.
138
Forced and Unlawful - Israel's deportation of Eritrean and Sudanese asylum-seekers to Uganda, Amnesty International, June 2018
https://reliefweb.int/report/israel/israel-forced-and-unlawful-israels-deportation-eritrean-and-sudanese-asylum-seekers
139Amnesty spoke with two of them who had consequently fled Sudan again. One of them now resides illegally in Uganda. The other one had
been in 6 months Aliens Detention in Rotterdam, and disappeared after developing serious psychological problems. Friends reported him as
missing to the Dutch police.
140http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/703923/Italy-breaking-point-migrants-send-back-Sudan-chartered-plane.
Amnesty International, SUDO, Human rights abuses in Sudan over the month of August 2016.
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de Staatlozen (CGVS) was asked by the government to look into previous statements about these
deportations, collected by the Tahrir Institution141 . In 17 pages, the CGVS concludes on 9 February 2018
that there is no (page 12) hard evidence for violation of article 3 ECHR by the Sudanese authorities or the
NISS.142 It could also not be established beyond doubt that the alleged facts had not taken place. The
Commissariaat-Generaal voor de Vluchtelingen en de Staatlozen writes that:
‘While judging the risks of return or expulsion to Sudan, extreme caution is needed, because of the extremely
problematic situation of human rights, and the role of the security services.
The Belgium Commissariaat makes a number of recommendations to their government, to increase
safeguards regarding non voluntary returns. 143
On 2 June 2018, the same day he intended to return to the VS after a family visit, a previous asylum seeker,
now a US citizen original hailing from Darfur, was abused on Khartoum airport. NISS agents had attacked him,
because he had been 'unpolite'. During the abuse, he was accused of coming from Darfur, and of having an
American passport.144
In march 2013, Nederland deported Mr A. (Vnumber.xxxxxxxxx). He was a Sudanese without any political
profile, and he reported that following his deportation he was detained by NISS, interrogated and severely
abused. After being released (with daily reporting duty) he fled to a neighboring country, where he reported
himself to UNHCR. Both UNHCR and a Dutch Medical Doctor, specialized in torture wounds, investigated his
case.145 All experts declared to have no doubt about his stories. Consequently, also iMMO foundation made
a medical forensic rapport, confirming that the evidence on his body matched the statements given by A. 146
UNHCR recognized A. as a refugee. But the Dutch Immigration and Nationalization Services had argued that
these expert opinions were all based on the 'unbelieveworthy' statements of A., and that therefore the expert
opinions themselves were of not enough value. New jurisprudence from the High Court (NL:RVS:2018:2084,
explained under point 4 hereunder) would not have allowed this rejection. 147
Page 13:
Considerations and Conclusions
Although Amnesty has not been allowed to see the 'telephone note' of January 2018, we conclude on the
basis of the above, that the position of the State-secretary of 5 February 2018 that there was “no concretely
substantiated signal of severe irregularities after the deportation from the Netherlands” fails to hold ground.
Amnesty International is gravely concerned about what happened in Sudan after the deportation of Mr X. His
current situation is still extremely precarious.
In a meeting on 17 may 2018 with Amnesty International, the State-secretary promised to send the photo's of
the wounds to the Nederlands Forensisch Instituut (NFI). Results (if any) from this NFI-research have to date
not been shared with Amnesty.
Based on the above, Amnesty concludes and recommends the following:

141TIMEP,

Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy in Brussels, director Koert De Beuf.

142https://www.cgvs.be/nl/actueel/Sudan-rapport
143Like

the following: 1. The wish of an arrested alien to not ask for asylum, should not automatically gnerate the ussumption that this
person would not be in danger in his country of origin. 2. There should always be an interpreter present, when migrants are confronted with
authorities of the suspected country of origin. 3. That real consideration should always be given to the question, if a specific risk could
develop as a result of the way in which a deportation or forced return to Sudan is organized. There should always be a balanced and
individual decision on this, and it should be open to judicial appeal.
144Amnesty spoke extensively to the victim. The victim filmed the violence by NISS against him, see: https://youtu.be/k90TCt4usU4?t=113
Interview report and English translation of the audio voices on this video in Amnesty's file. e
145Copy in Amnesty's file.
146Copy in Amnesty's file.
147ECLI:NL:RVS:2018:2084, 26 June 2018
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Before deportation, Mr X was (in a group of Sudanese, one after the other) individually presented to the
Sudanese consul.148 There was no interpretor present, the Dutch civil servant was not able to understand
what was discussed. 149
The Belgium Commissariaat Generaal voor de Vluchtelingen en de Staatlozen (CGVS), after her
investigations150 into the deportation from Belgium of previously mentioned group Sudanese, recommended
amongst other things, to implement safeguards in the procedure, such as the presence of a translator and a
representative of the government at this interviews.151 Such safeguards are also necessary in the
Netherlands to prevent human rights abuses. Previously, also the Dutch ombudsman recommended this.152
Also when transferring a deportee to the authorities in the receiving country, it must be prevented that (as
seemed to have happened with Mr X) language barriers allow that the Dutch authorities get to hear different
things from what is told to returnees.
The Belgium CVGS-report writes on 9 February 2018 that it seems, there is no strict distinction between
'authorities' en members of the NISS. Also Sudanese embassy staff might be working for the NISS. The
Belgium report does not see this as a definite problem:
‘Also for many countries of origin, it counts that there is little difference between identification by either
regular embassy staff or a specially arrived identification mission from the country of origin. Also when
embassy staff makes the identification, the security services can still be involved, either because embassy staff
are part of the (page 14:) security apparatus, or because embassy staff contact them. ‘153
From a human rights perspective, there certainly is a problem here. Information, exchanged during a
presentation with embassy staff, can directly or indirectly end up with NISS, and hence cause danger for the
person concerned. The reputation of NISS is known. Dutch authorities should ask themselves how they can
make sure that any information exchanged during presentation stays 'inside'.
The deportation was based on a Laisser Passez (Emergency Travel Document) while accompanied by four
KMar (Dutch Military Police). These four KMar handed over Mr X to the Sudanese authorities. An official
transfer by such a heavy delegation leads to lots of attention. Ahmed Salim, a Sudan expert extensively cited
by the British COI-report, says that such a heavy escort would by NISS be interpreted that this deported
person is not just any person. ‘In the perception of the security people in Khartoum, this [a person
accompanied by four military policemen] is a ‘high danger person’. Even a normal prisoner would in Sudan
only be accompanied by one soldier. Never by four military police. So they want to find out, even just to only
protect the Sudanese people. You will be investigated. To find out maybe to ask him what he did. If they found
that someone cooperate, and it is consistent, and he was only trying to enhance his life, they let him go. (…) If
they can find his situation is somewhat specialized, they can do cross examination. Then they can be harder
with them to get more information. (…) Someone who has a little power, I told you, they can want to make it
bigger, so then anything can happen.’154
The British Home Office writes on this subject: ‘While we have no definite answer how a failed asylum seeker
would be identified, things that draw the attention of the authorities would include, but not be limited to: the
use of an emergency travel document; having no valid visa in passport; or, being escorted into the
country.’155
148These

people were presented one after the other, but in separation.
is hence unknown if note was taken that Mr X said he asked for asylum and where he was born. (North Dafur).
150CGVS Belgium 8 April 2018.
149It
151

152Ombudsman

27 February 2007: Presentation ex-asylum seekers must become more transparent. The current approach, writes the National
Ombudsman, is not transparent. This creates risks and can lead to insecurity and suspicions with these ex-asylum seekers.
153https://www.cgvs.be/nl/actueel/Sudan-rapport p.6
154Quote interview on 1:22:00 min. with Ahmed Altoum Salim. Interview by Pieter Smit in London op 14 June 2018. On the subject of safe
return, Ahmed Altoum Salim is one of the sources of the British / Danish Sudan-Coi report (March 2016). Also the Dutch Ambtsbericht
Sudan (COI-Report) is based on his remarks in the British/ Danish COI-report. (Copy interview recording in file Amnesty.)
155Home Office, ‘Country and information Note Sudan: Rejected Asylum seekers, version 3.0, August 2017
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The Belgium CVGS writes: 'Knowing the bad human rights reputation of Sudan, and the extensive powers of
the secret services, forced return of rejected asylum seekers should be contemplated only with extreme
precaution. ‘ At arrival, there is (…) a systematic check by NISS. This certainly counts for people, arriving with
Emergency Travel Documents, or without the normal travel or residence papers’.156
The method in which Mr X was deported, has possibly helped to cause the way he was treated after
deportation. Deportations should therefor only take the form of 'low-profile', to prevent that Sudanese
authorities are 'put on alert' by the official delegation.
Page 15:
The injuries photographed, as seen and assessed by legally recognized medical experts of iMMO, fit well with
the stated ‘beating with a black plastic pipe’. Statements of Mr X are on this point consistent and fit the time
path. The declarations of Mr X are therefore wholly belief-worthy, and further investigation of the Statesecretary is indicated, also considering the recent jurisprudence by the Dutch High Court. 157 The outcome of
the NFI-research in the photo's could be part of this.
In its verdict the High Court ( Public Administration chamber) writes: “If a medical report such as from iMMO,
gives a strong indication that the injuries have been caused by the claimed inhumane treatment (…) , then, in
the case that the State-secretary wishes to not believe this, then it is up to the State-secretary to take away
any doubt about the causes of the injury. (…) Then it is relevant how strong the qualification is that iMMO
gives to the likelihood of the cause of this injury. Even if iMMO can not exclude all other possible causes, then
still the legal obligation can appear for the State-secretary, to do further medical investigations. Also if parts of
the asylum claim seem unbelieveworthy, then still the duty for the State-secretary to medically investigate,
can appear.” ’’158
At this moment, it is unclear why Mr X was detained after arrival, why he was interrogated and tortured.
Maybe this is also a case of 'attributed political conviction'.159 During the interrogations by NISS, Mr X was
continuously asked what he had been doing in the The Netherlands, if he had asked asylum, and he was
accused of having tarnished the reputation of Sudan in the Netherlands. He was also asked to provide names
of friends in Netherland who also asked asylum. In its publication 'Frequently asked questions Sudanmonitoring the diaspora' VWN Refugee Council Netherlands writes, that the Sudanese Secret Service with
certainty also monitors Sudanese in (amongst other countries) the Netherlands.160 The American Sudanexpert Eric Reeves161 writes, that for instance the fact that the independent and influential Radio Dabanga
works from The Netherlands, 162 forms an extra risk for those forced to return, because the Netherlands are
associated with Radio Dabanga.163
In the Dutch asylum procedure it is assessed if the person has or had a valid reason to flee his or her country.
If Netherland does not see a valid reason, or the person has not provided sufficient proof, (page 16:) then it is
automatically assumed that this person can safely be returned to his country. However, certainly in the case
of Sudan, there is the possibility that persons who had, prior to their migration, no 'asylum worthy' problems
with their government, can get such problems as a result of seeking aylum, after their forced return.
The Belgium CGVS report writes that ‘real attention must be given to the question if special risks might
emerge as a result of the (forced) repatriation to Sudan.' And that this should be an individual and balanced
156Rapport

CVGS, p.6
NL:RVS:2018:2084.
158https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:RVS:2018:2084 punt 9.1.
159Mr X claims he never involved himself with politics. Maybe, the fact that he was presented to the consul, separately but in a row with
other Sudanese, has had influence. The files of these other Sudanese are known by Amnesty. Some of them have contacts with political
opposition groups in the Netherlands. Also Mr A.,who was deported from Netherlands to Sudan in 2013, did not have any political profile.
160
See: ‘Frequently asked questions Sudan – Monitoring of the Diaspora’ (in Dutch), VluchtelingenWerk , (Dutch refugee council) April 2018
157

161
162

http://sudanreeves.org/about-eric-reeves/
https://www.dabangasudan.org/en

Frequently asked questions Sudan – Monitoring of the Diaspora’, VluchtelingenWerk , (Dutch refugee council) April 2018, p.5: Other
sources also mention the presence of the International Criminal Court in The Hague (which, on 13 July 2010 published an arrest warrant against
Sudanese president Omar al-Bashir on three accoounts of genocide) as reason for extra attention.
163'
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decision that is open to appeal. Immediately prior to the deportation there should also be an extra
assessment of the risks of violation of article 3 ECHR.164
Amnesty International sees the next points as important:
Concerning Mr X:
Public attention for his case could have grave consequences for him, while still in Sudan. It is therefore of
great importance that he is offered a safe place before any of the contents of this report and its underlying
investigation becomes public. In all cases nothing of this should become known by the Sudanese authorities.
In general:
On this moment there are at least three Sudanese in pre-deportation detention in DC Rotterdam. Considering
the above, Amnesty has grave concerns about the consequences of their possible deportation. Before the
Dutch government deports any new persons to Sudan, there should first be further investigations into what
happened to Mr X. Attention should thereby be given to the points under Considerations and Conclusions in
this letter.
Strong safeguards are necessary to guarantee that deported persons are not arrested, tortured or mistreated.
Dutch authorities should monitor the whole process as a standard procedure.
With kind regards,
For Amnesty International (Amsterdam office)
Annemarie Busser
Jonneke van Wierst
Attachments: (NOT SENT WITH THIS ENGLISH TRANSLATION)
1: Verslag presentatie Mr X bij diplomatieke vertegenwoordiging Sudan – 07-11-2017 (report presentation to
Sudanese consul) IN DUTCH
2: Verslag uitzetting Koninklijke Marechaussee, Brigade Bureau Verwijderingen Schiphol, Proces: 2154323
(Report deportation by KMar, King's Military Police Schiphol airport office) IN DUTCH
3: Photoselection injuries Mr X: set 1: around Christmas December 2017, set 2: xx February 2018, set 3: xx+7
February 2018
4: Forensic medical report iMMO concerning injuries Mr X – 28-06-2018 IN DUTCH
5: Home Office, ‘Country and information Note Sudan: Rejected Asylum seekers, version 3.0, August 2017
6: Veelgestelde vragen Sudan – Monitoring van de Diaspora’, VluchtelingenWerk , april 2018 (Frequently
asked questions Sudan – Monitoring the Diaspora, Dutch refugee council NGO. IN DUTCH)

Mr X has gone through the Dutch asylum procedure, which automatically led to the conclusion that he would not face any danger for
violation of his human rights upon return. In addition: see the answer of State-secretary Harbers on the Parliamentary questions number 3
en 4 of MP Mr Van Ojik: ‘. (..) The Dutch asylum system is designed to only result in return, when there is no real risk on such a treatment. In
the Dutch asylum system, the statements of the alien are carefully judged against commonly known information, such as the information in
the Dutch COI-reports and later emerged public information. Part of this is the check, if the person would, upon return, run a real risk under
article 3 ECHR.
164
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e. Answer of the Netherlands state secretary re. forensic confirmation of torture wounds, 7
December 2018
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f. UNHCR correspondence re. 2013 Netherlands return
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g. Correspondence between Pieter Smit and Cato Naeverdal, Royal Norwegian Embassy in
Khartoum, 4 July 2018

---- received from: Cato.Naeverdal@mfa.no ------- date: 4-7-2018 11:29 ---Hello Mr Smit,
I understand that you would like me to help you with identifying the diplomatic source of this conversation:
A diplomatic source
Khartoum, 21 February 2016
Regarding treatment by the Sudanese authorities of rejected asylum seekers returning to Khartoum, the diplomatic
source mentioned they had experience of only a very few cases where rejected asylum seekers had been deported from
Switzerland and Norway. According to the source it was unclear whether these returnees could get support upon return
to Sudan. However the source added that those sent back from Norway had not faced any problems upon return. The
source had not heard of any one of these returnees being arrested upon return.
When asked whether the authorities had been particularly suspicious of persons being sent back from Europe, the source
stated that in general many Sudanese were living abroad, especially in the UK. The source knew many doctors who had
UK passports and who came back to Sudan on visit.
According to the source, in general, politically non-profiled or low-profiled Sudanese did not face any difficulties when
coming back to Sudan.
When asked if there were groups among people from Darfur and the Two Areas who were more likely to be targeted by
the authorities in Khartoum than others, the diplomatic source stated that students were more targeted than other
groups, particularly those who had participated in demonstrations against the government’s policy on university fees.
Human rights activists, including journalists writing about human rights issues, were another group mentioned by the
source who were targeted by the authorities
The source added that in general, the government did not trust people who were not supportive of the government.
However according to the source, there was no active harassment going on in Khartoum towards persons from Darfur
and the Two Areas.
The source stated that basically all people from Darfur and the Two Areas were monitored by the NISS. The source
mentioned that 25 percent of the population in Sudan in some way or another were working for the NISS; for example as
informants etc. Furthermore, the diplomatic source assumed that the NISS was more present in Khartoum than
elsewhere in Sudan.
The source estimated that persons from Darfur and the Two Areas constituted a big community in Khartoum. The source
explained that there were areas in Khartoum predominantly inhabited by Darfuris, an example of which was the district
of Mayo.
According to the source, except for Mayo, other IDP camps in Khartoum were more integrated into the poor
neighbourhoods of the city. It was added that Mayo looked more like an IDP camp, without access to basic services.
Asked about the reason why many people from Darfur and the Two Areas moved to Khartoum, the diplomatic source
opined that they moved due to security reasons and because Khartoum was a big centre with more job opportunities
than other places in Sudan, and most of those coming to Khartoum had also relatives, family and friends living there. The
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source added that there were no big cities in Sudan with opportunity for work, which was the big difference between
Khartoum and the rest of the country.
When asked if a person without a network would be able to find and get a job in Khartoum, the source stated that this
would not be easy. However, the source emphasised that he had no specific information on this particular subject. The
source added that persons from Darfur and the Two Areas first and foremost worked in construction work and had jobs
that required a low level of education.
Regarding access to services such as education and healthcare in areas of Khartoum where migrants and IDPs from
Darfur and the Two Areas lived, the source stated that there were public schools and a public healthcare system in these
areas, which were accessible to everyone. However, these services were in a poor condition. Furthermore people had to
pay for their medicine, which was difficult for many to afford. According to the source there existed free medicine for
people under five years of age and for medicine against malaria.
When asked if there were any checkpoints on the road between Darfur and Khartoum, the source advised that there
were fixed checkpoints at the state borders. In Khartoum the authorities had mobile checkpoints and in Darfur you could
find both mobile and fixed checkpoints. The more you moved towards the borders, the more checkpoints you would
meet.
At these checkpoints the authorities would check people’s papers, travel permit (of foreigners) and they will ask about
the reason for travelling. The source added that in theory all Sudanese citizens had freedom of movement, but
sometimes one had to bribe the authorities to go through these checkpoints.
I have been in contact with the chargé at the Norwegian embassy at that time, and we find it difficult to identify the
“diplomatic source” to be any Norwegian diplomat. The precision level is very high. The chargé does not believe that any
of the Norwegian diplomats working at the embassy at that time had the knowledge of IDP’s in Khartoum og returning
refugees to such degree which is stated in the text. The source seems highly knowledgeable, and more knowledgeable
than any Norwegian diplomat at that time. The chargé himself did not himself have any meeting on 21 February 2016.
We suspect the source, if it was at the Norwegian embassy, might have been our local employee who worked as a
political advisor and quitted her job soon after.
In the first sentence of the first paragraph, the source seems to state some information about both Switzerland and
Norway, for thereafter in the third sentence give some precise information about Norway. However, in the second
sentence, the source seems to lack knowledge of something which any Norwegian who work with this, would have
known.

Kind regards

Cato Dobloug Næverdal
Special Advisor on migration affairs
Royal Norwegian Embassy in Khartoum
Phone: +249 91 273 3491
Email: cato.naeverdal@mfa.no
norway-sudan.org
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